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Business law is a highly complex, internationally intertwined and rapidly developing affair. Accordingly, it is 
essential to recognise the latest changes in the legal environment in a timely manner, establish appropriate 
strategic plans and look ahead to and position oneself for anticipated developments.

With this, roadmap 10, we contribute to these processes – each from his own field of expertise.
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exploreSuccess in business requires many things. It requires acumen, courage, expertise, judgment. It also 
requires knowledge of the legal landscape – as it is, as it will be – and critical and creative ideas for navigat-
ing it successfully.

Roadmap 10 is, in fact, a map. It reveals the shifting legal terrain and indicates routes to desired destinations. 

Explore. The word evokes images of adventure and discovery, of movement and curiosity.

Explore also implies an approach and an attitude. The approach is practical, creative, unconventional if 
necessary. The attitude is positive and proactive, of a desire to move into new territories and a determina-
tion to find the way forward.

Given the vicissitudes of the past year, and an improving but still uncertain future, an explorer’s attitude is 
needed now more than ever. 



explore

exploreExplore is the theme of roadmap 10, an annual Schoenherr publication which presents an overview from 
our lawyers of recent and upcoming legal developments in our core practice areas, as well as critical 
insights and analyses of those developments. 

Roadmap 10 is, in a sense, an exploration. The authors explore the legal terrain with a sense of curiosity 
and discovery. The articles map the legal landscape, pointing out possible pitfalls and looking for practical 
and creative ways forward in a potentially hostile business environment. 

The illustrations in roadmap 10 are by Mario Dalpra, who divides his time between Vienna and India. 
Perhaps this is what gives his work such a fresh, strong element of exploration and discovery. We would 
like to thank him for his contribution to the design of roadmap 10.
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The last company to go public in a large IPO on the 
Vienna Stock Exchange was STRABAG  SE in October 
2007. Other IPOs still planned for the end of 2007 were 
cancelled shortly before their launch. Since then capital 
markets and, in particular, equity capital markets have suf-
fered dramatically from the worldwide financial crisis, 
not only in Austria but worldwide. The year 2008 
saw capital increases of some Austrian issuers, such 
as WIENER STÄDTISCHE Versicherung AG, Vienna 
Insurance Group and UNIQA Versicherungen AG. 
In 2009 the activity on equity capital markets has increased 
(starting from a very low level) in the form of rights issues. 
For instance, PORR, a construction company, Wiener-
berger AG, KTM Power Sports AG and most recently  
Erste Group Bank AG have launched capital increases in 
2009, and the market is speculating about further rights 
issues which may still be launched in 2009 or early 2010.

The backstop alternative

In difficult market conditions issuers are prepared to ap-
proach investors only if they have sufficient deal certainty 
and are confident that the entire increase of share capital 
can be placed with investors. Since (strategic or financial) 
investors are looking for investment opportunities (also in 
equities) and may also be prepared to acquire larger 
participations in a company, such investors may also be 

prepared to backstop a capital increase. This means that 
those investors who often may not have been sharehold-
ers of the company so far are prepared to subscribe for 
either all new shares not subscribed for by the existing 
shareholders (exercising their subscription rights) or at 
least a certain number of such shares, giving them their 
desired participation in the company. This implies that 
the issuer and the backstop investor agree either on a 
maximum subscription price (and the subscription price 
as determined in the bookbuilding will be lower or equal 
to that maximum subscription price) or that the rights 
issue is made at a fixed subscription price.

In its most simple form, a backstop investor simply 
agrees with the company to subscribe for any of the 
newly issued shares which are not subscribed for by the 
existing shareholders (or at least the free float sharehold-
ers). If the new investor who backstops the rights issue 
insists on achieving a certain minimum participation in 
the company, it may also have to enter into an agree-
ment with certain existing core shareholders of the issuer 
that they will not exercise or transfer their subscription 
rights or, if necessary, sell a certain number of their shares 
to the new investor.

In other situations, a combination of a backstop investor 
with a hard underwriting by the investment banks acting 

PRACTICE GROUP BANKING & CAPITAL MARKETS

Austria: New Trends in Equity Offerings

Although the Vienna Stock Exchange has not seen any IPOs recently, a number of 
Vienna listed companies have recently increased or are planning to increase their 
share capital by way of a rights issue. After the sharp downturn of equity capital 
markets at the peak of the financial crisis, equity capital markets transactions are 
slowly coming back. However, the situation has changed and issuers often decide 
to increase the share capital only if subscription of the new shares can be ascer-
tained, for instance by backstop investors.

Peter Feyl
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as managers may be required, as was the case in the 
recent rights issue of Wienerberger AG. In this transac-
tion, the Libyan Investment Authority as backstop inves-
tor entered into a commitment to acquire up to 10% of 
the total number of shares of the company (resulting in 
subscribing slightly less than 1/3 of the newly issued 
shares) for a fixed subscription price. The managers 
agreed to subscribe for those new shares not placed in 
the offering. In this case, the backstop commitment was 
not sufficient to ascertain placement of all new shares, so 
the managers entered into a hard underwriting commit-
ment. This is contrary to equity capital markets practice 
in recent years where the managers only entered into 
soft underwriting commitments on a best efforts basis.

In volatile markets, the issuer (and the investment banks) 
strive to complete the increase of share capital in a very 
short time frame. Under certain circumstances, a pro-
spectus will not be required at the time the new shares 
are offered to the existing shareholders.

No prospectus if no public offer

According to Austrian practice, an increase of share cap-
ital in the form of a rights issue is not a public offer if the 
newly issued shares are available exclusively to the exist-
ing shareholders (and if the shares of the issuer are 
already listed on a regulated market) and if any new 
shares not subscribed for by the existing (free float) 
shareholders may exclusively be subscribed for by exist-
ing core shareholders and/or a new (backstop) investor. 
Moreover, no other measures may be taken that could 
lead to a public offer; in particular, no trading of subscrip-
tion rights may occur1. Examples include the rights 
issues of UNIQA Versicherungen AG in November 2008 
and of PORR in September 2009.

Still, a prospectus for listing purposes may be required. 
According to § 82 para 1 of the Austrian Stock Exchange 
Act (Börsegesetz; BörseG), the issuer must apply with 
the stock exchange within one year after issuance of the 
new shares that those new shares be admitted to trad-

ing. The advantage of not having to prepare a prospec-
tus for the offering of the new shares at the time of sub-
scription is that it permits a significant acceleration of the 
process. The capital increase can be completed very 
swiftly as no time is needed for the preparation of the 
prospectus, which can be filed after completion of the 
capital increase (maximum one year later).

If the newly issued shares correspond to less than 10% 
of the shares of the same class which are already admit-
ted to listing on the same regulated market, not even a 
prospectus for listing will be required (§ 75 para 1 no 1 
BörseG). In times of volatile capital markets and where it 
is more difficult to place a large number of new shares 
this may be an attractive alternative for an efficient and 
fast-track rights issue.

If, on the contrary, the new shares are also offered to 
persons other than the existing shareholders and the 
backstop investor, or if subscription rights are traded, a 
prospectus will be required.

Price discounts

A rights issue in volatile market conditions may only be 
possible at a significant discount from the prevailing 
stock market price. For instance, in the rights issue of 
Wienerberger in September 2009, the new shares were 
issued at a fixed subscription price of EUR 10 per new 
share, whereas the closing price of the Wienerberger 
stock on the stock exchange shortly before the an-
nouncement of the transaction was EUR 15.50.

In no event may new shares be issued at a price below 
par (or, in case of no par value shares, below the pro rata 
par value). In case of a listed company with a liquid mar-
ket, the prevailing opinion is that new shares may be 
issued at a significant discount from the prevailing stock 
market price if the capital increase is made against cash 
contribution with full subscription rights of existing share-
holders, and if existing shareholders who do not wish to 
exercise their subscription rights can effectively sell their 

1 See also FMA Circular dated 29 March 2007 (Rundschreiben der Finanzmarktaufsicht zu Fragen der Umsetzung der Prospektrichtlinie im Kapitalmarktgesetz und Börsegesetz) II.A.6.
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subscription rights2. Whereas capital increases which 
are made at market do not require that subscription 
rights be traded on the stock exchange (and are not 
traded in most instances in practice),3 this does not hold 
true in case of a deeply discounted offer. In such case, 
shareholders who do not wish to exercise their sub-
scription rights must have the possibility to sell their 
subscription rights in a liquid market, typically on the 
stock market.

The Wienerberger rights issue confirms this practice. 
Subscription rights could be traded on the Vienna Stock 
Exchange during part of the subscription period.

Lock-up; stand-still

In cases where a backstop investor acquires a significant 
participation in the issuer, the issuer will typically also 
strive to agree with the backstop investor on a lock-up 
and a stand-still. The backstop investor may enter into a 
lock-up typical for a significant shareholder of a listed 
company (i.e. not to sell its shares for a period of six 
months to one year) as well as a stand-still in the form 
that it will not increase its participation in excess of a 
certain percentage of the voting rights of the issuer and 
not submit any tender offer for the shares in the company 
without the issuer’s prior consent.

PRACTICE GROUP BANKING & CAPITAL MARKETS

 A rights issue with a backstop investor is serving the needs of both the 
 issuer and the investor. The issuer is able to complete a capital increase and 
to raise its equity in a rather short time frame and with sufficient deal certainty. The 
investor, on the other hand, is able to acquire a significant but not controlling stake 
in a company which it considers a strategically or financially attractive investment.

2 Winner in Doralt/Nowotny/Kalss, AktG § 149 Rz 32 f.
3 Supporting the view that shareholders are not legally entitled to a trading of subscription rights at the stock exchange: Winner in Doralt/Nowotny/Kalss, AktG § 153 Rz 77 f.

Austria: New EU M&A Framework in the
Banking, Insurance and Investment Sectors
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Walter Gapp

The qualification and background of the shareholders of regulated financial serv-
ices providers (such as credit institutions, insurance undertakings and investment 
firms), their commercial and strategic aims and the quality and source of the funds 
available to them for acquisition or for injection into an Austrian regulated institu-
tion has always been of interest for supervisors.

Austria: New EU M&A Framework in the
Banking, Insurance and Investment Sectors

With a view to putting potential acquirers on an equal 
footing by harmonizing procedural aspects and substan-
tive criteria, the European Commission, following up on 
previous attempts of convergence made by the CEBS 
(the banking sector Level 3 Committee) and CEIOPS (the 
insurance sector Level 3 Committee), has drawn up a 
new directive intended to uniformly cover the regulatory 
aspects of M&A transactions in the banking, insurance 
and investment firm sectors. Austrian implementing leg-
islation entered into force on 1 April 2009.

EU framework

Based on ECOFIN considerations, the European Com-
mission mandated CEBS and CEIPOS with calls for 
technical advice in 2005. It became obvious that the fo-
cus of the work on the EU level lay with the precise de-
termination of criteria as to what would constitute the 
sound and prudent management of a credit institution/
insurance undertaking. Other areas of interest included 
the mutual recognition of decisions taken by EU supervi-
sory authorities, the thresholds triggering notification/su-
pervisory action and enhanced transparency in circum-
stances where authorities chose to formally oppose the 

proposed acquisition. CEBS proposed a set of sub-
stantive criteria that appeared well known from estab-
lished supervisory practice (fit and proper test), but was 
more reluctant about automatic mutual recognition, 
changing the thresholds or the publication of negative 
decisions (refusals). Further legislative action was char-
acterised by an extension of the new framework to the 
banking, insurance and investment firm sectors and by 
joint participation of the 3L3 Committees in the decision 
making process.

Directive 2007/44/EC (amending Directives 2006/48/EC, 
2004/39/EC, 92/49/EC, 2002/83/EC and 2005/68/EC) 
entered into force on 21 September 2007. Whereas ac-
cording to ECOFIN, the Banking Advisory Committee 
and the Commission, the new framework had been 
intended to prevent supervisory rules from having an 
impact on cross-border consolidation and to eliminate 
obstacles1, Directive 2007/44/EC eventually provided for 
a longer assessment period (changing from 3 months to 
60 working days, subject to further extension) and led to 
the adoption of a 3L3 Guideline that served as the basis 
for a long and detailed list of documents and information 
to be provided by acquirers2.

1 European Commission, Call for Technical Advice from CEBS of 18 January 2005.
2 New Articles 15b (Directives 92/49/EEC; 2002/83/EC), 10b (Directive 2004/39/EC), 19a (Directives 2005/68/EC; 2006/48/EC).
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New Austrian legal framework –
Key facts and considerations

Extended statutory assessment period

The statutory assessment period has been extended to 
up to 60 working days (subject to further extension if in-
formation was found to be incomplete) as from having 
acknowledged receipt of the notification and required in-
formation in writing.

As the assessment period will not be triggered until the 
Austrian Financial Market Authority (FMA) has con-
firmed the formal completeness of the notification and 
required information, acquirers should be prepared for 
a rather lengthy period of information and document 
gathering before the administrative procedure formally 
starts. It can be seen in practice that this puts unneces-
sary timing pressure on all parties involved (including 
supervisors) because supervisors are not in a position 
to formally examine the notification before the notifica-
tion and all documents required have been submitted. 
And acquirers may notice that existing timing con-
straints in respect of the envisaged M&A transaction 
have been aggravated by the lengthy information gath-
ering stage.

Information from the acquirer

The documents/information evidencing that the influence 
exercised by the acquirer will not operate to the detri-
ment of the sound and prudent management of the Aus-
trian credit institution/insurance undertaking/investment 
firm are mentioned in a list provided under a regulation 
adopted by the FMA. Certain exemptions apply to au-
thorized and supervised EEA institutions.

The list is long and requires acquirers to present detailed 
information. Where acquirers intend to change the busi-
ness model or strategy of the target institution, detailed 
commercial and financial information will have to be pre-
sented. Whereas gathering information is a time-con-
suming exercise in general, the list also requires acquir-
ers to present certain information that might be considered 

delicate under certain circumstances (income statement 
of natural persons, income tax statements of natural per-
sons, agreements executed in view of the proposed 
transaction, source of funds). All documents/information 
must be in the German language; however, the FMA may 
(partially) waive such requirement. More formal submis-
sions (such as the articles of association or declarations 
to be made in respect of any criminal record) should be 
expected to be submitted as German originals or as a 
certified German translation. In general, and in a less for-
malised context, English language documents tend to be 
widely accepted.

From a legislative point of view, the statutory provision 
according to which the FMA adopted the detailed list of 
documents/information by way of a regulation refers to 
the 3L3 framework agreed upon by supervisors3 (which, 
by its very nature, is not legally binding).

Mandatory waiting period?

Whereas Austrian legislation itself does not contain ex-
plicit provisions to the effect that the statutory assess-
ment would have to be understood as a mandatory wait-
ing period, the explanatory materials of the Austrian 
legislator indicate such approach4. Whereas the conse-
quences are not entirely clear (in particular, as to auto-
matic suspension of voting rights), it now seems fair to 
say that, in the absence of official guidance from the 
FMA, relevant shareholdings in Austrian credit institu-
tions/insurance undertakings/investment firms should 
not be effectively held until the assessment period has 
elapsed or until the FMA has issued a decree that it will 
not oppose the proposed structure. 

This has led to additional work for supervisors (and ad-
ditional challenge in terms of timing), because an infor-
mal statement to the effect that the FMA will not oppose 
the proposed transaction (as was common practice be-
fore 1 April 2009) might not provide acquirers with suffi-
cient legal certainty.

Finally, the 33% threshold has been changed to 30% of 
the share capital/voting rights of the target institution.

PRACTICE GROUP BANKING & CAPITAL MARKETS

3 3L3 Guidelines for the Prudential Assessment of Acquisitions and Increases in Holdings in the Financial Sector Required by Directive 2007/44/EC.
4 EBRV 45 BlgNR 24. GP 7 (credit institutions), 12 (investment firms) and 18 (insurance undertakings).
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 Acquirers and supervisors are left with additional work and, notwithstanding  
 issues as to substance, close co-operation between the parties can help to 
minimise the burden on both sides. However, it remains doubtful that the new 
framework will achieve the objective of more rapid, transparent and foreseeable 
supervisory action.

New Austrian legal framework –
Aspects of administrative procedure

The statutory assessment period and its procedural 
specifications are a rare example of procedural legal pro-
visions set forth by Community law. This is also true of 
the fact that the acquisition shall be deemed approved if 
the competent authority does not oppose in writing until 
the end of the assessment period5. From an Austrian ad-
ministrative law perspective it remains unclear whether 
the new procedure should be regarded as a notification 
procedure (Anzeigeverfahren) triggered by a notification 
(Anzeige) or a genuine approval procedure (Bewilligungs-
verfahren) triggered by an application (Antrag). If the new 
framework was construed so that it would not allow the 

acquirer to proceed with the transfer of the shareholding 
concerned until the assessment period has elapsed, or 
until the FMA has issued a decree saying that it will not 
oppose the proposed structure (see above), then it is 
fairly characterised as an approval procedure which, by 
contrast to other approval procedures, provides for an 
alternative type of administrative ruling (Erledigung), i.e. 
waiting for the assessment procedure to elapse. 

Under the relevant Austrian statutes, however, the term 
approval is still avoided in this context. Again, this makes 
it easier to assert that the effective transfer of the relevant 
shareholdings is not unlawful even before the assess-
ment period has elapsed or the FMA has issued a decree 
that it will not oppose the proposed structure.

5 § 20a para 2 Austrian Banking Act; § 11a para 2 Austrian Securities Supervision Act 2007; § 11b para 2 Austrian Insurance Supervision Act.
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On 15 July 2008 the Croatian Parliament passed the new 
Croatian Capital Markets Act (Zakon o tržištu kapitala, 
Official Gazette No. 88/2008, 146/08 and 74/2009; the 
Act), which came into force on 1 January 2009. In order 
to upgrade the Croatian capital markets regime, the Act 
incorporates a line of EU guidelines and regulations. 
Although the impact of the Act is yet to be seen in real 
terms, it certainly provides a solid platform for more cer-
tainty and sophistication in the Croatian capital markets.

A new EU-style law

In order to upgrade the Croatian capital markets regime, 
the Act incorporates a line of EU guidelines and regula-
tions governing credit institutions, investors’ protection, 
securities, conflicts of interest, investment firms, and 
more. The Act entirely replaces the former Securities 
Markets Act (Zakon o tržištu vrijednosnih papira, Official 
Gazette No. 84/02 and 138/06; ZTVP), meaning it re-
places a rather underdeveloped capital markets law with 
a new EU-style capital markets law. This should appeal 
to both foreign and local investors. The volume of the 
relevant EU regulations also determined the volume of 
the Act – while the ZTVP had only about 90 articles the 
new Act has about 600 articles.

Further streamlining of the local capital markets with the 
EU regulations and case law is to come through the leg-
islative activity of the national regulator of the financial 
sector (outside banking sector), being the Croatian Fi-
nancial Services Supervisory Agency (Hrvatska agencija 
za nadzor financijskih usluga; HANFA). Due to a dynamic 
development of the corresponding EU regulations, it is 

reasonable to expect the Act to change more frequently 
than if it were driven only by local developments (the first 
amendment to the Act already being enacted back on 29 
June 2009).

Also, in addition to the Act, the Croatian Parliament on 
15 December 2008 passed the Law on Criminal Offenc-
es against Capital Markets (Zakon o kaznenim djelima 
protiv tržišta kapitala, Official Gazette No. 152/08) which 
also came into force on 1 January 2009 and which for 
the first time sanctions offences against the local capital 
markets.

Upgrades

The Act upgrades all segments of the Croatian capital 
markets including, in particular:

(i)  conditions for establishment, operation, supervision  
 and dissolution of investment firms, market opera- 
 tors and system operators in Croatia; 
(ii) conditions for provision of investment services and  
 performance of investment activities and ancillary  
 services; 
(iii) rules for trading on regulated markets; 
(iv) conditions for offering securities to the public and 
 admission of securities to a regulated market; 
(v) obligations regarding disclosure of information relat- 
 ing to the securities listed on a regulated market; 
(vi) market abuse; 
(vii) storage, clearing and settlement of financial instru- 
 ments, including transferable securities, money- 
 market instruments, units in collective investment  

PRACTICE GROUP BANKING & CAPITAL MARKETS

New Croatian Capital Markets Act

A new Croatian capital markets act looks to upgrade the Croatian capital markets 
regime to EU standards.

Arijana Petranovic
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 undertakings, and a variety of derivatives (options,  
 futures, forward rate agreements, other derivative  
 contracts relating to climatic variables, etc.); and
(viii) powers and responsibilities of HANFA in implemen- 
 tation of the Act.

A platform for certainty and sophistication

As stated, the Act provides a solid platform for more cer-
tainty and sophistication in the Croatian capital markets. 
The fact that the Act is based on EU regulations makes it 
at the same time easier for foreign investors to under-

stand, which is important as they were often confused by 
local rules. Also, the local regulators are in a position to, 
instead of inventing solutions, use EU case law. 

Considering that an educated approach to the new 
Croatian capital markets regime implies an expertise in EU 
regulations and case law, international firms will bring a 
valuable contribution to the local practice. Implementation 
of the Act will surely bring issues, particularly in the early 
stages of transitioning from the old system to the new 
one. But one thing is certain: there is a new Croatian cap-
ital market law and it is meant to encourage investors.

 Implementation of the Act will surely bring issues, particularly in the early 
 stages of transitioning from the old system to the new one.

Debt Restructuring: Ukrainian Peculiarities

The restructuring of outstanding debts requires amendments to security docu-
mentation.

Denys Sytnyk / Victor Skopintsev

The current financial conditions have altered the plans of 
many Ukrainian businesses. Now, when ambitions for 
rapid economic growth and high revenues are suspend-
ed, Ukrainian borrowers and lenders should prepare 
themselves for a complex but important time of out-
standing debt restructuring. Failure to agree on new 
terms of debt repayment could trigger unfortunate out-
comes for all parties involved.

Two main ways of restructuring

While a number of ways of debt restructuring are availa-
ble in Ukraine, the most common are postponing the 
final maturity date and altering the interest rate under the 
loan agreement. Postponing the maturity date and 
changing the interest rate both require the introduction of 

amendments to a document containing primary obliga-
tions (e.g. a loan agreement). Amendments of related 
security documents are also required in order to ensure 
their validity and full effect in Ukraine.

Amendments to loan agreements

Pursuant to Ukrainian law1, amendments to an agree-
ment must be done in the same form in which such 
agreement was executed. Based on this requirement, in 
most cases, changes to the maturity date of a loan 
agreement should be in writing. Further, Ukrainian finan-
cial regulations2 establish that agreements on granting 
cross-border loans to Ukrainian borrowers should be 
registered with the NBU. Similarly, amendments of the 
maturity date or interest rate under a registered loan 

1 Article 654, Civil Code of Ukraine, 16 January 2003, No. 435-IV, as amended.
2 Procedure of Obtaining Foreign Currency Loans by Resident Borrowers from Non-Resident Lenders and Granting of Foreign Currency Loans by Resident Lenders to Non-Resident Borrowers,  

approved by the Resolution of the National Bank of Ukraine, 17 June 2004, No. 270, as amended. 
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agreement require further registration with the NBU. The 
registration procedure can usually be accomplished 
within seven business days.

Amendments to security agreements

Ukrainian law does not provide a straightforward answer 
to the question of whether changing a secured liability 
(e.g. changing the maturity date or interest rate in a loan 
agreement) should entail amendment of security docu-
ments. Detailed analysis of Ukrainian laws and available 
practice shows that execution of amendments and their 
registration in the appropriate state registers leaves less 
room for risks associated with validity and enforceability 
of security interest by lenders (banks). This assertion is 
supported by the following.

Article 13 of the Law on Securing Creditor’s Claims3 
provides that amendments to information on registered 
encumbrances must be registered if they refer to, inter 
alia, change of essence or amount of secured obliga-
tion. The amount of secured obligation changes if the 
interest rate is changed. Although the law does not spe-
cifically construe the essence of a secured obligation, 
the maturity date, as an important condition of a loan 
agreement, would likely qualify as the essence of a loan 
agreement. In view of this, security documents must be 
amended in order for them to secure an amended obli-
gation. Otherwise, if amendments to the maturity date 
and interest rate are not reflected in an additional agree-
ment and are not registered in the respective register, 
the risk arises that the Ukrainian law security documents 
lose their effect.

Conflict amongst the courts

The above conclusion is even more recommended due 
to the absence of a unanimous court position on the re-

spective issues. Currently, the main issue raised in courts 
is whether the main obligation in each particular case is 
“amended” or “replaced”. Based on Ukrainian law, an 
obligation is terminated, in particular, under agreement of 
its parties to replace an old obligation with a new one4. At 
the same time, a security interest is terminated if the se-
cured obligation is terminated5. Unfortunately, no clear 
guidelines exist to determine the criteria distinguishing 
amendment and replacement. Therefore, there is a risk 
of termination of a security interest should the change of 
maturity date or interest rate be treated as a replacement 
of the secured obligation.

According to the Highest Commercial Court of Ukraine6, 
a secured obligation is replaced if its essential conditions 
(in particular, amount and term of performance) are 
amended. There exists a risk that, based on the applica-
ble regulations, a court may similarly decide that a se-
cured obligation is replaced with a new obligation and 
that, therefore, a security interest securing an old obliga-
tion terminates.

There are several ongoing court cases where security pro-
viders concluded amendments to security documents in a 
different form from the original security documents. For 
example, mortgagors under notarised mortgage agree-
ments agreed to an amendment of secured liabilities in a 
simple letter without concluding a notarised amendment.
There are considerable risks connected with a success-
ful suit on (i)  termination of security documents due to 
termination of secured obligation, (ii) failure to conclude 
amendment agreements and failure to register amend-
ments and (iii) failure to comply with form requirements. 
In view of this, amending security documents to reflect 
changes in the secured obligation, and proper registra-
tion of such amendments in the state registers, appear 
to be the only sure approach to protect against deficien-
cies of the law.

PRACTICE GROUP BANKING & CAPITAL MARKETS

3 Article 28, Law of Ukraine on Securing Creditors’ Claims and Registration of Encumbrances, 18 November 2003, No. 1255-IV, as amended.
4 Article 604, Civil Code of Ukraine.
5 Law of Ukraine “On Pledges”, 2 October 1992, No. 2654-XII, as amended.
6 Ruling of the Highest Commercial Court of Ukraine on termination of real estate pledge agreement, 12 October 2004, Rulings of the Supreme Court of Ukraine and of the Highest 

Commercial Court in Commercial Cases, 2005, 00, No. 7.

 Amending security documents to reflect changes in the secured obligation, 
 and proper registration of such amendments in the state registers, appear to 
be the only sure approach to protecting against deficiencies of the law.
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More Stringent Regulation of
Financial Institutions in Bulgaria

New rules on financial institutions entered into force in May 2009. Existing financial 
institutions had to apply for registration under the new rules by 30 September 2009.

Ilko Stoyanov / Tsvetan Krumov

Introduction

Under Bulgarian law, financial institutions include non-
banking institutions that carry out certain non-exclusive 
banking activities, including:

(i) factoring;
(ii) financial leasing;
(iii) trading in money market instruments, foreign cur- 
 rency or derivatives;
(iv) brokering money;
(v) providing advice to companies about their capital  
 structure, strategy, transformation or M&A trans- 
 actions;
(vi) collateral transactions; and
(vii) extending credit by using funds that have not been 
 raised in a public manner1.  

The requirements to carry out such activities were, until 
recently, fairly loose. Such entities had only to notify the 
Bulgarian National Bank (BNB) within two weeks follow-
ing the commencement of their activities.

Registration requirements for
financial institutions

Under the new, more stringent rules, companies wishing 
to pursue the above businesses must register with the 
BNB. The BNB may refuse registration if the applicant 
does not comply with the statutory requirements or fails 
to provide the necessary documents.

A major new requirement is a minimum share capital of (i) 
BGN 250,000 (ca. EUR 128,200) for factoring, financial  
leasing, collateral transactions and extending credit by  
using funds that have not been raised in a public manner, 
and (ii) BGN 50,000 (ca. EUR 25,600) for all remaining 
activities.

Another new set of requirements concerns the qualifica-
tion, professional experience and reputation of the per-
sons who manage or represent financial institutions. 
Such persons must:

(i) have a university degree;
(ii) have at least three years of professional experience 
 in the area of economics, law, finance or informatics;
(iii) not have been sentenced for a general criminal of- 
 fence committed with intent;
(iv) not have been, during the last two years, members  
 of a management body of an insolvent company, if  
 any unsatisfied creditors’ claims have remained after  
 the termination of such a company;
(v) not have been banned from being appointed to a  
 position associated with financial responsibility; and 
(vi) not have been included in the list of persons with  
 respect to whom the restrictions and prohibitions un- 
 der the regulations against financing of terrorism apply.

The requirements under items (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi) apply 
also to natural persons (as well as to the managers of 
legal persons) holding directly or indirectly more than 
10% of the shares in a financial institution.

1 This activity, in contrast to the preceding ones, is not a banking activity since banks use publicly raised funds to extend credit.
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There is a long list of documents that must be presented 
to the BNB in order to demonstrate compliance with 
these requirements. 

Carrying out any of the above activities without first 
registering with the BNB might lead to large financial 
penalties.

Requirements related to the activities
of financial institutions

Financial institutions must ensure that at least 50% of 
their overall activities relate to at least one of the activi-
ties listed in the Introduction above (Main Activity)2. If a 
financial institution falls beneath the 50% ratio for more 
than six months, the BNB may strike it out of the financial 
institutions registry.

Each financial institution must adopt and apply internal 
rules for managing its activities, including a clear or-
ganisational structure and assignment of responsibili-
ties, effective procedures for detecting and managing 
risks, mechanisms for internal control and accounting 
procedures.

Financial institutions performing the activities of financial 
leasing and extending credit by using funds that have 
not been raised in a public manner must adopt and ap-
ply internal rules and general terms and conditions to 
their dealings with consumers. These must be present-

ed to the BNB within 30 days following registration of 
the financial institution. Such financial institutions are 
granted access to the Central Credit Registry main-
tained by the BNB, but are also burdened with the obli-
gation to report certain information about their debtors 
to the registry.

The new regulations provide for special financial reports, 
having a form and contents as determined by the BNB, 
which financial institutions must prepare and submit to 
the BNB on a quarterly basis.

Lastly, bank supervision experts from the BNB are enti-
tled to carry out inspections of any financial institution to 
ensure compliance with the statutory requirements.

Impact on EU financial institutions
that operate in Bulgaria

The requirements related to the activities of financial insti-
tutions specified above are equally applicable to recog-
nised EU financial institutions. Historically, upon Bul- 
garia’s accession to the EU, financial institutions from 
another EU member state that were subsidiaries of duly 
licensed banks from another EU member state were al-
lowed to perform the activities of a financial institution 
(see Introduction above) after registration with the BNB3. 
Now, the BNB is entitled to strike such institutions off the 
register if they violate any of the above newly adopted 
requirements.

PRACTICE GROUP BANKING & CAPITAL MARKETS

2 The ratio must be calculated on the basis of the net proceeds from the overall activities and the Main Activities, or on the basis of the balance sheet value of the company’s assets relating 
only to the Main Activity and the total value of the company’s assets.

3 The BNB must register such financial institutions upon receipt of a compliance certificate issued by the competent authority of the home member state stating that the requirements under 
Article 24 of Directive 2006/48/EC (transposed verbatim into the relevant Bulgarian statute) have been met.

 Financial institutions performing the activities of financial leasing and ex- 
 tending credit by using funds that have not been raised in a public manner 
must adopt and apply internal rules and general terms and conditions to their deal-
ings with consumers.
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Czech Republic: The “Whitewash Procedure” 
Excludes Financial Assistance from the List of 

Prohibited Transactions

With effect from 20 July 2009, financial assistance is no longer on the list of prohi-
bited transactions in the Czech Republic. 

Veronika Odrobinová / Miroslav Gejdoš

Until then, transactions qualifying for financial assistance 
were prohibited without exception and with a sanction of 
the invalidation of the relevant transaction. Since 20 July 
2009, however, when the amendment to Act No. 
513/1991 Coll., Commercial Code, as amended (CCom) 
entered into effect, Czech law includes a so-called 
“whitewash procedure” subject to which financial assist-
ance may be validly provided.

This is a significant change to the legal framework gov-
erning acquisition and financing matters in the Czech 
Republic. The problem is, the procedure is both strict 
and unclear. And it is uncertain how the Czech courts will 
interpret the unclear provisions. In addition, it seems that 
the parties involved prefer to exclude financial assistance 
altogether rather than be used as test subjects.

CCom imposes the obligation to examine the whole 
transaction consisting in financial assistance to the statu-
tory bodies of the entity whose shares or ownership in-
terests are acquired. It is therefore up to the statutory 
bodies whether or not to enter into such a transaction. 
A whitewash procedure differs depending on the form of 
the legal entity (limited liability company or joint-stock 
company). It does not apply to banks or financial institu-
tions (provided that certain additional conditions are met).

Limited liability companies

Conditions under which financial assistance can be pro-
vided are less strict for limited liability companies. A limited  

liability company is allowed to provide financial assistance 
under the conditions usual in business relationships (i.e. 
arm’s-length basis) provided that (i) it does not cause the 
company’s insolvency and (ii) there are no unsettled losses 
recorded in the company’s accounting books. Finally, the 
provision of financial assistance cannot be prohibited by 
the company’s memorandum of association. 

If the limited liability company meets these requirements, 
the statutory body (executive/s) is obliged to prepare a 
written report in which it: (i) explains the situation under 
which the financial assistance is provided and identifies 
the benefits and risks relating thereto, (ii) specifies the 
conditions under which financial assistance will be pro-
vided and (iii) explains why the contemplated financial as-
sistance is in the interest of the company. 

Financial assistance has to be approved by the general 
meeting of the limited liability company. Unlike with joint-
stock companies, the consent does not have to be prior.

Joint-stock companies 

Unlike limited liability companies, joint-stock companies 
may provide financial assistance only if the articles of as-
sociation allow it.

All of the following conditions must be met: 

•	 financial assistance is provided on an arm’s-length 
 basis;
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•	 the	Board	of	Directors	has	examined	the	financial	ca- 
 pacity of the person to which the financial assistance 
 is provided;
•	 prior	consent	of	the	general	meeting	with	the	provi- 
 sion of financial assistance pursuant to a written re- 
 port of the Board of Directors (see below) approved  
 by at least a two-thirds majority of all shareholders; 
•	 the	Board	of	Directors	has	prepared	the	same	report 
 as that prepared by the executives of a limited liability  
 company; it must further contain the findings of the 
 examination of financial capacity mentioned above;
•	 if	financial	assistance	is	contemplated	for	acquisition 
  of the shares of the company that will provide finan- 
 cial assistance, the price of its shares has been deter- 
 mined on an arm’s length basis;
•	 the	provision	of	financial	assistance	cannot	cause	a 
 decrease in equity below the amount of the registered 

 capital increased by funds which cannot be distrib- 
 uted among the shareholders under the company  
 statutes or the law and decreased by the amount of  
 unpaid registered capital;
•	 the	 company	 creates	 a	 special	 reserve	 fund	 in	 the	 
 amount of the provided financial assistance; and
•	 the	provision	of	financial	assistance	will	not	cause	the	 
 company to become insolvent.

If the financial assistance is to be provided to (i) a mem-
ber of the Board of Directors, (ii) a person controlling 
the company or (iii) a member of the statutory body of 
the controlling person or any person acting in concert 
with any person under (i) – (iii), the report of the Board of 
Directors must be reviewed by a generally accepted 
independent expert determined by the Supervisory 
Board.

PRACTICE GROUP BANKING & CAPITAL MARKETS

 The procedure is both strict and unclear, and it is uncertain how the Czech  
 courts will interpret the unclear provisions.

Fiducia, a Novelty under
Recent Romanian Legislation

If timely assimilated by the business community and followed by detailed provisi-
ons, in particular on its fiscal and insolvency treatment, the newly regulated fiducia 
creates an opportunity of new business for certain actors and may lead to a more 
flexible structuring of secured finance-banking transactions.

Adela-Ioana Florescu

On 17 July 2009 an important piece of new legislation 
was passed in Romania: the new Civil Code1. It aims to 

forge into one corpus (i) the principles set out in the old 
Civil Code and the Commercial Code (to the extent they 

1 Published in the Romanian Official Gazette no. 511 of 24 July 2009. The new Civil Code will enter into force as soon as subsequent implementation legislation creates the institutional 
structure that the new Civil Code requires.
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reflect modern societal needs), (ii) various regulations 
that have been enacted in those fields throughout the 
past 140 years and (iii) additional new concepts (e.g. 
imported from continental statutes or the common law 
tradition).

The new Civil Code sets forth a series of changes to pre-
existing concepts that will most likely impact the way fi-
nance-banking transactions are shaped under Romanian 
law. It brings changes that may create the opportunity of 
new business for credit and financial institutions and 
change the structure of existing business. Among these 
changes is the concept of fiducia.

Fiducia – A Romanian version of the 
common law concept of “trust”

Articles 773-791 of the new Civil Code are the back-
bone of fiducia’s statutory framework2. No guidance is 
given as to the mode d’emploi of this new legal concept. 
Only a remote indication is given in the recitals to the 
new Civil Code as to the fact that fiducia is modelled 
after a widely used common law concept that has al-
ready been adapted to and adopted into some conti-
nental legal systems3. 

Fiducia is defined as the legal operation whereby one or 
more grantors (constituitori) transfers various patrimonial 
rights, present or future, to one or more fiduciaries (fidu-
ciari), who administer those with a given purpose, to the 
benefit of one or more beneficiaries (beneficiari). These 
rights constitute an autonomous patrimony, separate 
from the other rights and obligations in the fiduciary’s 
own patrimony. Therefore, in case insolvency proceed-
ings are initiated in relation to the fiduciary, the rights 
transferred to the latter under the fiducia (masa patrimo-
niala fiduciara) are segregated from the insolvent’s estate 
and transferred to the beneficiary or re-transferred to the 
grantor.

Fiducia must meet several formal and substantive re-
quirements. Formally, if it is created by contract4, to be 
valid it must be set out as an authentic deed (act auten-
tic) and registered with the fiscal authorities. To be op-

posable towards third parties, fiducia must be registered 
with a national register (yet to be set up) and in rem rights 
over real estate falling under its scope registered with the 
land book.

As regards substantive requirements, to be valid, the 
fiducia agreement must set out at least the (i) rights falling 
under its scope; (ii) term of the transfer5; (iii) grantor and 
fiduciary’s identity; (iv) (at least) criteria for determination 
of the beneficiary’s identity; and (v) fiducia’s purpose and 
the extent of the fiduciary’s administration and disposi-
tion powers.

Conceptually, fiducia should be viewed as an independ-
ent patrimonial set up separated from the grantor, fiduci-
ary or beneficiary’s patrimonies. Therefore, the rights and 
assets under a fiducia may only be used to cover claims 
born in relation to such rights and assets. Only in excep-
tional circumstances (e.g. fraud or priority in the context 
of secured transactions) may the fiducia patrimony be 
affected by claims of the grantor’s creditors. 

Although they touch upon the fiscal and bankruptcy im-
plications of the fiducia, the provisions of the new Civil 
Code may have to be followed up by more detailed spe-
cific regulations in order to make it transparent and at-
tractive.

New business opportunities for credit
and financial institutions

Pursuant to the new Civil Code, any legal or natural per-
son may act as a grantor or beneficiary, but only qualified 
entities may act as fiduciaries: credit institutions, invest-
ment firms, insurance companies, public notaries and 
lawyers.

Fiducia – The key to more flexible
secured transaction structures?

Before the passing of the new Civil Code, the common 
law concept of “trust” was known to Romanian lawyers 
in particular in the context of syndicated financing, where 
it allows the creation of flexible security structures to the 

2  Cartea a III-a ‘Despre bunuri’.
3  Tezele prealabile ale proiectului de lege – Codul Civil, published in the Romanian Official Gazette no. 213 of 2 April 2009.
4  Art. 774 of the new Civil Code sets out that fiducia may be created by statute or by contract, but to our knowledge there is no statutory provision that foresees the creation of a fiducia.
5  The term may not exceed 33 years as of its conclusion.
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benefit of a single security agent, which may not also be a 
lender under the financing but acts as trustee for the lend-
ers. It was unclear whether such structures would be en-
forceable under Romanian law, where security interests, 
as a matter of principle, are ancillary to the secured obliga-
tions and may only be created to the benefit of creditors.

To cross that bridge, Romanian lawyers followed in the 
footsteps of other continental lawyers and proposed the 
use of joint creditorships and parallel debt structures. It 
was, however, expected that once the Romanian legisla-
tor introduced a concept similar to that of “trust” this 

would function as a carve out to the ancillary character of 
security interests and allow for the implementation of the 
abovementioned flexible security structures.

The new Civil Code’s provisions on fiducia, although a 
good starting point, do not contain enough detail. At 
least two things are needed for the creation of more flex-
ible security structures aligned with those based on the 
concept of “trust” under the common law. First, addi-
tional, more precise legislation on fiducia. Second, schol-
arly writings and interpretations of such legislation point-
ing out how it may be put to good use.

PRACTICE GROUP BANKING & CAPITAL MARKETS

 Pursuant to the new Civil Code, any legal or natural person may act as a 
 grantor or beneficiary, but only qualified entities may act as fiduciaries: cred- 
it institutions, investment firms, insurance companies, public notaries and lawyers.

Poland: A New Law for Registering Pledges 

In 2009 an extensive amendment to the Act on the Registered Pledge was intro-
duced, removing many restrictions on the registered pledge system. Most of the 
changes are welcomed as they will lead to more widespread use of the registered 
pledge system.

Magdalena Nilsson

Broader application

A fundamental change concerns the extension of entities 
for which a registered pledge may be established. So far, 
registered pledges have been used to secure, among 
others, the receivable debts of the State Treasury and 
domestic and foreign banks. As a result of the amend-
ment, it will be possible to establish a registered pledge 
on behalf of each entity, including natural persons not 
engaged in business activities and foreign legal entities 
which are non-credit institutions.

Furthermore, the amendment finally resolves the issue of 
a specific form for establishing a registered pledge on 
rights and shares. In accordance with the new provi-
sions, in order for the agreement for a registered pledge 
on shares in a limited liability company to be valid, a 
standard written form is sufficient.

Broader scope for pledge administrator

Another important change is to do with the pledge ad-
ministrator. The scope of receivable debts in regard to 
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which a pledge administrator might be appointed has 
changed. Previously it was possible only in the case of 
granting a common loan. Since 11 January 2009 it has 
become possible to appoint a pledge administrator to 
secure: (i) a claim to which two or more creditors are 
entitled, (ii) two or more claims resulting from agreements 
or (iii) a claim covered by arrangement in bankruptcy or 
reorganisation proceedings.

Another amendment concerns the new possibility of se-
curing several receivable debts with one registered 
pledge, provided that they result from the agreements 
and are available to the same creditor.

Non-expiry of the registered pledge

The amendment also specifies in detail the cases in which 
the parties to the agreement for the registered pledge 
may reserve that the registered pledge will not expire de-
spite the expiry of the receivable debt. According to the 
new provisions, the registered pledge does not expire if 
the agreement stipulates so and determines at least: (i) a 
legal relationship from which a new claim results or may 
result, (ii) a time limit during which a new legal relationship 
should arise, but not longer than six months from the ex-
piry date of the claim secured with the pledge, (iii) the 
highest security amount for the new claim, and which 
may not be higher than the one stated in the register. Ir-
respective of the circumstances, the registered pledge 
expires and is subject to being removed from the pledge 
register after 20 years from the date of entry, unless the 
parties agree to prolong the pledge, but not longer than 
ten years. A court removes the pledge ex officio.

An extremely important proposed change would make it 
possible to introduce by the parties to the registered 
pledge contractual mechanisms which enable determin-
ing the value of the object of the registered pledge should 
the pledgee take over the value of the object of the reg-
istered pledge as its own property. Before the amend-
ment, the parties were obliged to indicate a set value of 
the object of the pledge. In practice, it was difficult to 

determine the value in the case of establishing a regis-
tered pledge on shares in a limited liability company.

Procedural simplifications

The new regulation provides for considerable simplifica-
tions of the procedure in relation to an entry of a regis-
tered pledge in the pledge register. The legislator has 
extended the catalogue of agreements under which an 
entry may be made to the pledge register. Previously, an 
agreement for a registered pledge had to be attached to 
the application. Since 11 January 2009, instead of the 
agreement for the registered pledge, it is allowed to at-
tach to the application an agreement from which it re-
sults: (i) the purchase of the object of the registered 
pledge along with the registered pledge, (ii) the purchase 
of shares in a jointly owned object of the registered 
pledge, (iii) the purchase of the secured claim or its part 
or (iv) to attach another document under which an entry 
was made.

Another simplification is the opportunity to file applica-
tions electronically. Such applications must bear a safe 
electronic signature which can be verified with a valid 
qualified certificate in accordance with the Electronic 
Signature Act.

In regard to the entry procedure, the most noticeable 
change has been to narrow the court’s right to examine 
the form and content of the application (as well as docu-
ments being the basis for an entry) only to data being 
entered into the register. This means that the court will 
no longer examine the whole agreement for the regis-
tered pledge and documents being the basis for an en-
try. This amendment should shorten the time of consid-
ering applications.

Another change accelerating and simplifying the proce-
dure for entering a registered pledge in the pledge regis-
ter is the elimination of the requirement that a registration 
application be submitted within one month from the con-
clusion of the agreement for a registered pledge.

 It will be possible to establish a registered pledge on behalf of natural per- 
 sons not engaged in business activities and foreign legal entities which are 
non-credit institutions.
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Hungary: Consumer Protection Measures
in Retail Financing

Unhappy with being labelled the local scapegoats for the effects of the financial crisis, 
Hungarian banks and other retail financers have adopted a code of conduct to show 
goodwill towards distressed clients.

Gábor Spitz 

Background

In a retail market dominated by foreign currency loans, 
Hungarian customers were hit especially hard by the fi-
nancial crisis. With banks raising interest rates and relat-
ed expenses to counter the increased costs of funding, 
the retail financing sector was facing ever-increasing 
scrutiny by consumer protection organizations and the 
media. In particular, the banks’ contractual right to unilat-
erally amend retail lending conditions became subject to 
widespread criticism.

The Hungarian government, understandably eager to in-
troduce popular measures that had no direct negative 
effect on the budget, adopted an amendment to the Act 
on Financial Institutions aimed at limiting unilateral con-
tract amendments, in particular the introduction of addi-
tional costs and expenses that clients have to bear. The 
Hungarian Financial Supervisory Authority (HFSA) was 
also vested with extensive competences as the consum-
er protection authority of the financial sector.  

However, the rushed legislation, as stop-gap measures 
are wont to do, brought about more questions than an-
swers. Furthermore, some banks did not hesitate to “in-
vent” last-gasp extra expenses before the amendment 
entered into force, opening the floodgates for even more 
(well-deserved) public outrage. To ease the tensions, the 
major players of the retail lending market announced a 

self-imposed moratorium on unilateral contract amend-
ments until the end of September 2009.

Birth of the Code of Conduct

In September 2009, following lengthy discussions be-
tween the Hungarian Banking Association, the major re-
tail banks and the government, a code of conduct outlin-
ing the “principles of fair conduct by financial organizations 
engaged in retail lending” was published by the Hungar-
ian Banking Association (the Code of Conduct)1. Already 
signed by financial institutions representing more than 
95% of the retail lending market, the Code of Conduct is 
scheduled to enter into force on 1 December 2009.
 
Legal nature

As a tool of market self-regulation, the Code of Conduct 
itself is not a legislative instrument. Acceptance is volun-
tary for all financial institutions active in the retail market. 
However, under consumer protection laws, enterprises 
accepting a sectoral code of conduct are bound thereby 
and eventual breaches can be sanctioned by govern-
mental supervisory authorities. In the financial sector the 
HFSA will monitor compliance with the Code of Conduct. 
Particularly noteworthy is the fact that the HFSA is enti-
tled to levy fines of up to HUF 2,000,000,000 (ca. EUR 
7,300,000) in case of a breach of the Code of Conduct 
for unfair market trade practices violating consumer pro-

1 Available online in English at http://www.bankszovetseg.hu/anyag/feltoltott/codeofconduct_10000312.pdf
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tection laws. The HFSA will also publish on its website a 
list of the signatories and a blacklist of “desperados”, as 
well as guidelines for customers.  

Key features

The declared primary aim of the Code of Conduct is to 
enhance (though some may consider “restore” to be a 
more appropriate term in this context) mutual trust be-
tween market players and customers by setting forth ba-
sic principles applicable for the whole process of retail 
lending, starting from the period preceding the conclu-
sion of a lending contract and also covering the handling 
of payment difficulties and eventual enforcement.
 
The key principles are transparency, compliance and 
symmetry. Creditors are expected, in particular, to: 

•	 observe the customers’ potential ability to perform their  
 obligations;
•	 develop transparent products, services, terms and  
 conditions;
•	 provide accurate and complete information to cus- 
 tomers;
•	 help	 customers	 base	 their	 decisions	 on	 long-term	 
 considerations; and
•	 conduct	customer	relations	 in	a	cooperative,	flexible	 
 and helpful manner.

The Code of Conduct also sets out detailed regulations 
on the unilateral amendment of existing contracts, focus-
ing on providing a set of transparent and unambiguous 
conditions for such amendments.

The above principles are also applicable for distressed 
situations. The judicial enforcement procedure, in partic-
ular the enforcement of collateral on real property, is 
viewed as the ultima ratio in work-out scenarios.

The signatories have also undertaken to extend the 
moratorium on unilateral contract amendments until 1 
December 2009.

Challenges

The Hungarian financial institutions hope to have weath-
ered the first wave of the storm of public backlash by 
preparing and accepting the Code of Conduct. Naturally, 
the actual implementation of its attractive and popular 
policies will be the true test of whether the Hungarian 
financial sector can repair its somewhat damaged public 
image and regain the trust of its customers. In-house 
counsels and outside legal advisors alike will play a key 
role in translating the guiding principles behind the Code 
of Conduct into sophisticated, compliant and fair instru-
ments that are mutually beneficial for both the customers 
and the financing institutions. 

 The declared primary aim of the Code of Conduct is to enhance (although 
 ‘restore’ might be a better word) mutual trust between market players and 
 customers.
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Introduction

In times of economic crisis, the special rules of the Aus-
trian Takeover Act (TA) applicable to distressed compa-
nies would be expected to gain in importance. For takeo-
vers of such targets, the obligation by a bidder to launch 
a mandatory offer can be suspended (sec 25/1/2 Aus-
trian Takeover Act). Alternatively, exceptions to the mini-
mum price rules can be granted (sec 26/3/3 Austrian 
Takeover Act). Both exceptions must be cleared with the 
Austrian Takeover Commission. In the past the TC has 
applied these rules narrowly. During the 2008/09 
financial crisis, the TC has, however, resolved the “dis-
tress” situations without reliance on these provisions.

To date, the TC has had to deal primarily with cases 
where core shareholders of companies listed on the Vi-
enna Stock Exchange (VSE) went into distress. These 
situations posed a threat to the shareholder base and 
thus the target itself. The two leading cases in this con-
text relate to the financially troubled AvW, an investment 
advisory business company and investor in the small 
caps S&T and C-Quadrat, both listed on the VSE. A dif-
ferently structured case relates to STRABAG SE, listed 
on the prime market of the VSE. In the STRABAG case, 
the strategic investor Rasperia Ltd was forced to find a 

short and medium term solution for its 25% participation 
in STRABAG. Its participation was in danger of being 
auctioned off by the creditor banks following default of 
Rasperia on margin calls of the participation financed by 
a margin loan.

In both cases, the TC showed flexibility and allowed ex-
ceptions from the obligation to launch a mandatory offer, 
since such offers would have potentially harmed the in-
terests of the free float shareholders.

The AvW case

As a result of fraudulent dealings (currently being investi-
gated by the criminal authorities and the Financial Mar-
kets Authority), the financial investor AvW went into 
financial distress. During these financial troubles, AvW 
Group exceeded the critical participation threshold of 
30% in S&T. The TC1 ruled that, following the acquisition 
of a stake exceeding 30%, AvW was under an obligation 
to launch a mandatory offer. But it granted AvW a grace 
period of 20 trading days to reduce its participation in 
S&T to 30% or less.

In a subsequent further ruling2, the TC held that Capital 
Bank, to which AvW´s shareholding was pledged, was 

Austria: Takeover Commission
Rulings on Distressed Situations

Recent rulings by the Austrian Takeover Commission (TC) reflect the special chal-
lenges presented by the financial crisis. The TC has granted exceptions from the 
mandatory offer requirements in cases of targets or target shareholders in distress. 
The TC is flexible in interpreting the takeover rules, provided the specific solution is 
in the best interest of the free-float shareholders.

PRACTICE GROUP CORPORATE / M&A

Christian Herbst

1    ÜbK 07.04.2009, GZ 2009/3/1-118.
2    ÜbK 28.05.2009, GZ 2009/3/3-29.
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not to be seen as acting in concert with AvW Group. The 
acquisition by Capital Bank of shares in S&T, which ex-
ceeded the 30% threshold, did not trigger a mandatory 
offer duty. The TC showed some flexibility relative to its 
otherwise strict practice on “acting in concert”, based on 
the following reasoning.

Capital Bank took the shares over on its own account and 
to protect its own financial interest. Additionally, given the 
distressed markets and the low liquidity in the S&T share, 
the bank would not be able to enforce its security by sell-
ing the AvW participation to third parties at a reasonable 
price. The TC reasoned that it could not rely on specific 
exceptions from the mandatory offer obligation under the 
Takeover Act – such as the rules on ownership transfer for 
security purposes and passive control change – since the 
statutory requirements for applying these rules were not 
fully met. The TC thus relied on principles embodied in 
these rules since a different ruling would likely have led to 
a sharp drop in share price and would not have been in 
the financial interest of the free float shareholder.

The STRABAG case

In STRABAG3, the shareholder Rasperia Ltd was to lose 
its 25% participation in STRABAG due to its default on a 
margin loan. Rasperia Ltd was a core-shareholder in 
STRABAG, alongside two other core-shareholders, Raif-
feisen Group and HPH-Group, which each held 25% 
plus one share in and co-controlled STRABAG in a so-
called unanimity-syndicate.

Given the financial difficulty of Rasperia Ltd to retain its 
participation, the co-shareholders Raiffeisen and HPH 
agreed to the following: (i) Rasperia Ltd would sell and 
assign its 25% participation in STRABAG, but retain one 
share and remain a fully co-controlling shareholder in the 

shareholder syndicate with unchanged rights and obliga-
tions; (ii) Rasperia Ltd would also be granted a call-option 
to re-acquire its participation in STRABAG. That option 
could be exercised in December 2009 or, in case of pro-
longation, in October 2010.

The TC held that no control change was constituted by 
the (temporary) acquisition of Rasperia´s 25% participa-
tion in STRABAG by the co-shareholders. First, the ac-
quisition was intended to be temporary, as evidenced by 
the call-option the co-shareholders had granted to Rasp-
eria Ltd. Moreover, during the option period, the syndi-
cate of the three co-controlling shareholders remained 
unchanged. This allowed Rasperia Ltd to retain its fully 
co-controlling position in STRABAG despite the fact it 
had reduced its participation to one share. The subse-
quent non-exercise of the call option (control change) 
and the exercise of the call-option (no change in control) 
would not trigger an obligation to launch a mandatory 
offer. However, should Rasperia Ltd ultimately not exer-
cise the call-option, the TC would consider imposing 
conditions and requirements on HPH Group and Raif-
feisen Group if they intended to hold their then combined 
75%-shareholding permanently.

The STRABAG ruling confirmed that the TC was willing 
to be more flexible in applying the takeover rules in times 
of financial crisis. Under normal circumstances, the TC 
would have ruled that the STRABAG case had triggered 
the obligation to launch a mandatory offer. In non-crisis 
times, the asymmetry of participation, being just one 
share retained by Rasperia Ltd, would not have been 
seen to outweigh the contractual agreement among the 
co-controlling shareholders that Rasperia Ltd would re-
tain its fully co-controlling rights, despite the substantial 
shift in equity from Rasperia Ltd to the co-controlling 
shareholders during the option period.

 During the financial crisis, the Austrian Takeover Commission has proved 
 flexible in applying the take-over rules where the financial interests of the free 
float shareholders would be negatively affected if the rules were strictly applied.

3    Übk 27.04.2009, GZ 2009/3/2-42.
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1  See. Gerhard, GesKr 2006, 289 ff.
2  The waiver of the existing shareholders’ subscription right is generally deemed “justified“ if it is required to achieve a particular purpose which lies in the interest of the issuer, the waiver is 

capable of and the most lenient way to achieve such purpose and the interests of the issuer outweigh the interests of the shareholders; see. Winner in Doralt/Notwotny/Kalss, AktG § 153 
Rz 108.

3  Nagele in Jabornegg/Strasser, AktG4 § 153 Rz 36.

An equity PIPE is a transaction among one or more 
(mostly institutional) investors on the one hand and a 
listed joint stock company on the other hand.

Main advantages

Compared to a classic rights issue, equity PIPEs have 
several advantages for the issuer. The main advantages 
are: more flexibility, better planning, swift implementa-
tion, lower cost, less disclosure and a positive sign to 
the overall market1. For the investor an equity PIPE is a 
very liquid investment. The shares issued are usually 
traded; thus, the investor can exit the market anytime. 
Alternatively the investor can choose to run an auction, 
as would be the normal course of action for non-public 
investments. The latter may make sense if the investor 
not only wants to sell off its shares but also a debt pack-
age.

The legal framework

Whether or not a classic equity PIPE can be implemented 
primarily depends on whether or not the existing subscrip-
tion rights can be waived. The background is the follow-
ing. The investor is usually interested in acquiring a certain 
package. Conversely, the issuer is interested in raising a 
certain amount of money. Sec. 153 Stock Company Act 
(AktG) provides for a subscription right of all existing share-
holders, which can be waived by a shareholders’ resolu-
tion with a ¾ majority vote, if justified cause can be estab-
lished2. Establishing good cause is usually hard to do in 
case of a pure cash rights issue (“money is money”). One 
argument could be that the investor is offering additional 
cash or assets that could not be obtained in a rights issue 
over the market3. Eventually it would also suffice to estab-
lish that classic rights issues over the market had previ-
ously failed and the company is in need of cash.

Private Investments in Public Equity (PIPE) –
A Form of Equity Financing that has

Regained Popularity   

The last few months were dominated by out of control stock markets and a previ-
ously unseen liquidity crunch. Companies with unhealthy balance sheets had dif-
ficulty rolling over debt as banks only considered this if the company simultaneous-
ly took on additional equity. That in turn was not an easy task as stock prices were 
down and far from reflective of what management thought to be the intrinsic value 
of the company. Often thought of, but rarely implemented, were equity PIPEs.

Florian Cvak
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In summary, a classic equity PIPE requires one or more 
core shareholders in support of the deal (¾ majority vote) 
and a justified reason to waive the subscription rights of 
the existing shareholders. If either of those prerequisites is 
a problem, issuers sometimes try to sell secondary PIPEs.  
In a secondary PIPE the investor undertakes to subscribe 
some or all of the shares issued but not underwritten in a 
classic rights issue, provided it is allocated a certain mini-
mum number of shares and that one or more core share-
holders undertake to ensure that the investor will obtain 
such minimum number of shares. As such, the secondary 
PIPE really follows the classic rights issue and does not 
replace it; many of the advantages mentioned above do 
not hold true for secondary PIPEs. A secondary PIPE may 
nevertheless still make sense if the issuer is interested in 
having the investor on board for strategic reasons.

Due diligence and insider trading

The framework for a due diligence is not any different 
than for other public deals. The main issues relate to 
confidentiality obligations towards the issuer, its share-
holders and third party contractors; the equal treatment 
rule (Sec. 47a Stock Company Act (AktG))4; and insider 
trading regulations. 

In practice things can turn quite complex, in particular 
once it is to be determined if and under what conditions 
non-public information may be disclosed and which impli-
cations such disclosure has in relation to insider trading 
regulation for documentation and the further process (in 
particular the ad-hoc disclosure duties pursuant to Sec. 
48d Exchange Act (BörseG) and the prohibition against 
abusing insider information pursuant to Sec. 48b Ex-
change Act (BörseG)).

It should be noted that not every type of non-public infor-
mation qualifies as insider information5. If, however, it 

does so qualify, then the investment decision must not 
be based on it. The investor may, however, abandon the 
deal on the basis of insider information later received; 
such case does not qualify as a prohibited use of insider 
information in the meaning of Sec. 48b Exchange Act 
(BörseG). Therefore it is of utmost importance to prop-
erly document which information is obtained when and 
to what extent such information was considered in the 
decision-making process.

Issuer Warranties – Worth anything?

Investors will usually only be willing to invest if there are 
certain warranties as to the issuer and the business. 
If there is one or more supportive core shareholders the 
investor should insist on those warranties being given by 
the core shareholders. This is because recovery from the 
issuer in case of breaches of issuer warranties may be 
barred for breaches of capital maintenance rules pursu-
ant to Sec. 52 Stock Company Act (AktG) or the equal 
treatment rule pursuant to Sec. 47a Stock Company Act 
(AktG). 

In respect of Sec. 52 Stock Company Act (AktG), the 
only thing that is more or less established is that recovery 
is permissible out of the annual distributable profit or a 
permissible down-payment in respect of future annual 
profit pursuant to Sec. 54a Stock Company Act (AktG)6. 

In respect of the equal treatment rule, it is a point of de-
bate whether warranties benefitting the investor and af-
fording better protection than the rules on prospectus li-
ability for other shareholders should be considered void 
as they cannot be justified (sachlich gerechtfertigt)7. An 
argument for such justification is that the issuer was in 
need of the financing offered, such financing was not 
available over the market in that form and the investor 
would not have invested had the issuer not granted such 
warranties. 

 In times of out-of-control capital markets and a previously unseen liquidity 
 crunch, equity PIPEs are an interesting alternative for raising equity capital 
for issuers.
4  See. Doralt/Winner in Doralt/Nowotny/Kalss, § 47a AktG Rz 19.
5  Sec. 48a Exchange Act (BörseG) defines insider-information as particular, precise information, not yet known to the public market, relating to a security or an issuer that, if it were to become 

public could significantly influence the price of a security.
6  See. Saurer in Doralt/Nowotny/Kalss, § 52 AktG Rz 3 und 9.
7  See. Gerhard, GesKr 2006, 289 ff.
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The number of distressed M&A deals in the Czech Re-
public has been modest compared to countries like the 
US, UK, Germany, or Austria, where a number of large-
scale distressed M&A transactions have been completed. 
In particular, there has not been any large, debt-financed 
M&A transaction lately, but only a few equity-financed 
mid-sized transactions. Large strategic investors like 
Agrofert, »EZ, and PPF Group have led the way. Analysts 
expect that other strategic investors will follow suit.

Pre-insolvency v. post-insolvency M&A 

Basically, insolvency law affects the structure of an acqui-
sition of assets in distress depending on the moment 
when the acquisition is completed. Generally speaking, 
prior to insolvency, investors and sellers conclude a “clas-
sic” M&A transaction. They only need to be aware of the 
risk that a creditor may challenge the transaction if the 
seller is insolvent. 

Once an insolvency proceeding is initiated upon the filing 
of an insolvency petition under Section 97 et seq of the 
Czech Insolvency Act (Act No. 182/2006; Ins Act), the 
sales process becomes formalised involving, among other 
things, the insolvency court, the creditors and the insol-

vency administrator. In this situation, a distressed transac-
tion is carried out either during the so-called moratorium 
(Section 115 et seq Ins Act) or during the subsequent in-
solvency proceeding, i.e. in bankruptcy (Section 244 et 
seq Ins Act) or in reorganisation (Section 316 Ins Act).

Advantages and pitfalls in each phase

Moratorium

The purpose of a moratorium is to protect the debtor 
from a declaration of insolvency during a limited period of 
three months, plus an additional 30 days upon request. 
During this period, the debtor can pay off specific debt 
on a priority basis. 

From the investor’s perspective, the acquisition of assets 
during a moratorium may be appealing because (i) it al-
lows quick control over the target, (ii) it is possible to 
agree on exclusivity and (iii) it helps preserve existing 
contracts. On the other hand, (i) the investor runs the risk 
of assuming liabilities without limit, (ii) the timeframe may 
be too limited and (iii) there is a risk that the transaction 
will be challenged. In practice, however, M&A transac-
tions during a moratorium are rather exceptional. 

Czech Republic: Distressed M&A –
A Reluctancy to Benefit from the

new Legal Instrument 

The number of companies facing financial difficulties, or even collapse, has been 
steadily growing over the last 12 months. In such an environment, investors with 
sufficient liquidity are showing an increased interest in acquiring assets in distress, 
be it an entire enterprise, a part of it, specific assets or shares. What can these in-
vestors expect from Czech insolvency law? 

Rudolf Rentsch
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Unless an investor has held talks with the debtor prior to 
insolvency, in most cases it is not realistic to expect that a 
deal will be closed prior to the expiry of the moratorium.

Bankruptcy

Bankruptcy is the classic way of liquidating a debtor’s 
assets in order to satisfy a creditor’s claims. The insol-
vency administrator sells the assets, in an auction or di-
rectly, within three months of the insolvency decision. 

The main advantages of an acquisition in bankruptcy are 
(i) the possibility to acquire “clean” assets, (ii) a limitation 
of the risk of a challenge to the transaction and (iii) a fa-
vourable price. On the other hand, (i) the investor cannot 
expect any warranties, (ii) time is limited, (iii) there is no 
exclusivity, (iv) additional players (insolvency court, insol-
vency administrator, creditors) get involved and (v) es-
sential contracts and key employees may get lost.

Nevertheless, in practice, acquisition in bankruptcy is still 
the preferred method of investors. The possibility of ac-
quiring “clean” assets and the limited risk of challenge are 
particularly appealing, while the risks due to lack of war-
ranties are compensated by a reduced purchase price.

Reorganisation

Reorganisation was introduced on 1 January 2008 as a 
new form of insolvency proceeding. Reorganisation is 
heavily inspired by similar legal institutions in, for exam-
ple, US and German insolvency laws. It should allow the 
ongoing satisfaction of creditors’ claims, while the enter-
prise is to be preserved.

In reorganisation, the debtor basically disposes of the as-
sets within the boundaries set by the reorganisation plan, 
under the supervision of the creditors’ committee and 

the insolvency administrator. Moreover, the law provides 
for the possibility of merging the debtor with an investor 
or an entity controlled by the investor.

Like in bankruptcy, the advantages from an investor’s 
perspective consist in the possibility of (i) acquiring 
“clean” assets, (ii) restructuring labour law relationships 
and (iii) facing only limited risks of challenge. The price 
also tends to be lower than in an acquisition prior to in-
solvency.

These upsides are (over?) compensated by (i) the in-
volvement of the insolvency bodies, (ii) only very limited 
warranties (if at all) and (iii) the risk of a loss of essential 
contracts and key employees.

The disadvantages attributed to an acquisition in reor-
ganisation have so far successfully deterred investors. 
Based on the latest media reports, only six reorganisa-
tion proceedings have been completed to date. And re-
organisation has been successfully carried out in only 
one of these cases.

Why is this?

The players involved simply do not trust this new instru-
ment yet. While Chapter 11 procedures in the US and 
the German equivalent (and many others) have been 
successfully completed in the past, there is no track 
record of success in the Czech Republic yet. It is also 
possible that the debtors who underwent reorganisa-
tions were simply not suited to this course of action. 

However, given that the legal framework is now up to 
date, it should only be a matter of time before reorgani-
sation becomes more popular in the Czech Republic. 
Until then, investors will go on trying to purchase assets, 
either prior to insolvency or out of bankruptcy. 

 The disadvantages attributed to an acquisition in reorganisation have so far  
 successfully deterred investors.
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Who is affected?

A share register must be kept by all Austrian stock cor-
porations that have issued registered shares (Namens-
aktien) or interim certificates (Zwischenscheine). It is the 
obligation of the company’s management board (Vor-
stand) to ensure that a share register is kept and that 
entries are being duly made if and when required.

A share register can be kept both in paper form and elec-
tronically.

What needs to be registered?

Until now, the name of the shareholder, its occupation 
and its place of residence needed to be recorded in the 
share register. In addition, the number and type of shares 
held by a shareholder had to be registered.

The AktRÄG now sets forth that the (company) name, 
the address for services and the date of birth (in case of 
individuals), respectively the register and registration 
number (in case of entities) need to be registered. Fur-
thermore, the number of shares or, in case of par-value 
shares, their nominal value, must be entered into the 
register.

The registration process

The management board makes changes to the share 
register upon application and submission of proof of a 
transfer of shares by a shareholder. Generally, both the 
transferor and the transferee may file for an amendment 
of the share register. However, if the transferee is regis-
tered at the same time as the deletion of the transferor is 
entered into the register, the transferee’s consent will be 
required and evidence of such consent will need to be 
provided.

No particular form requirements apply to notifications for 
changes.

Deletion of wrongly made entries

In the past, the prevailing position in Austria was that a 
company could not register a new shareholder on the 
basis of its own assessment that an entry was wrongly 
made. The only exceptions generally accepted were cor-
rections of obvious mistakes and typos.

Thus, what must be seen as one of the core changes 
under the AktRÄG is the introduction of a procedure that  
allows a company to actively seek the deletion of an en-

Austria: The 2009 Stock Corporation
Amendment Act – The new Share Register

Some things never change, do they? In fact, they do. The 2009 Stock Corporation 
Amendment Act (Aktienrechtsänderungsgesetz; AktRÄG) has not only implement-
ed a number of important changes to the provisions of the Stock Corporation Act 
(Aktiengesetz; AktG) governing shareholders’ meetings of Austrian Stock Corpora-
tions. In addition, new rules governing the share register (Aktienbuch) have been 
introduced. The AktRÄG entered into force on 1 August 2009.

Florian Kusznier / Roman Perner
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try in the share register. The new rules implemented un-
der the AktRÄG are closely modelled on the relevant pro-
visions of the German Stock Corporation Act, which is 
helpful in interpreting the new rules.

A deletion of an entry by the company is permissibly if 
the entry was “wrongly” made. An entry is generally 
deemed to have been “wrongly” made if:

(i) the entry does not correctly reflect the underlying le- 
 gal situation at the time when the entry was made;  
 or
(ii) despite being correct in substance, the correct pro- 
 cedure was not followed when the entry was made.

As regards obvious mistakes (including typos), the posi-
tion remains unchanged. These may be corrected by the 
company without the need to follow the new deletion 
procedure.

If an entry was “wrongly” made, the management board 
is under an obligation to initiate the deletion procedure. 
The company must notify all “involved parties” of its in-
tention to delete the entry. This intended consequence 
must be made clear in the notice. Adequate time must 
be given to allow for the filing of an objection.

Anybody whose rights may be affected by a deletion is 
deemed to be an “involved party”. In any case, however, 
the currently registered shareholder, as well as their im-

mediate and earlier predecessors (as long as they may 
still be held liable for shareholder contributions under ap-
plicable law) must be notified.

The objection period must be sufficiently long to allow all 
involved parties to asses the situation, obtain counsel 
and react. It is argued that a period of less than one 
month will only be justifiable in exceptional circumstanc-
es. On the other hand, a period of 30 days appears to 
be generally sufficient, unless the matter is unusually 
complex.

In the absence of an objection, the company may proceed 
to delete the entry upon expiry of the objection period. In 
case of an objection, the objection will need to be over-
come by voluntary withdrawal or by seeking court redress. 
No grounds need to be given in the objection letter.

Effects of a deletion

Deletion of an entry results in termination of the effects of 
a registration in the share register, in particular of the pre-
sumption that the registered person or entity is a share-
holder. The immediate predecessor is registered as a 
shareholder again.

The effects of a deletion are not, however, retroactive. 
This means that corporate measures implemented under 
participation of the now deleted shareholder (e.g. share-
holder resolutions) remain valid.

 The 2009 Stock Corporation Amendment Act has introduced a number of 
 important changes to the provisions governing the share register. One of the 
changes relates to the information that needs to be registered. Furthermore, the 
procedure for changes to registrations as a consequence of share transfers has 
been simplified. Finally, a new procedure has been introduced that allows compa-
nies to delete wrongly made entries.
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The general view amongst lawyers in Bulgaria has been 
that from the creditors’ perspective, a company’s regis-
tered capital gives some measure of its creditworthiness. 
That view premised a number of statutory rules meant to 
protect such expectations, e.g. rules:

•	 seeking	 to	 ensure	 that	 there	 is	 a	 certain	minimum	 
 share capital as a prerequisite to setting up a com- 
 pany; and
•	 prohibiting	companies	from	granting	financial	assist- 
 ance to shareholders and prohibiting shareholders  
 from receiving propriety benefits from the company  
 other than dividends and liquidation quotas.

The share capital requirements, as well as the financial 
assistance and capital maintenance rules, are different 
for the two major types of companies with capital under 
Bulgarian law1 – the limited liability company (

), largely analogous to the 
Austrian Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung, and the 
joint stock company ( ), similar to 
the Austrian Aktiengesellschaft.

Share capital requirements

The minimum share capital needed to set up a limited li-
ability company was BGN 5,000 (ca. EUR 2,600). This 
threshold was regarded by some experts as hindering 
entrepreneurial activity insofar as it could prevent those 
lacking such funds from starting to offer their services or 
products on the market.

In order to promote the activities of small and medium 
businesses, in October 2009 a piece of legislation was 
enacted whereby the minimum share capital for limited 
liability companies was reduced to the symbolic sum of 
BGN 2 (ca. EUR 1). It was submitted by the government 
when proposing the new share capital threshold before 
the Parliament that a high share capital would not protect 
creditors. Reference was made to a survey by the World 
Bank providing statistical evidence that the average sum 
a creditor would actually recover in case of insolvency is 
not dependent on whether the insolvent debtor is from a 
country with high share capital requirements or from a 
country where no such requirements exist.

In reality, when extending credit, professional creditors 
do not rely on the registered capital of debtor compa-
nies, but rather on the property possessed by them, and 
such creditors would usually require some security over 
the company’s valuable pieces of property. The exist-
ence of registered capital may even be misleading if that 
capital has been extracted or eroded as a result of un-
profitable trading or other business events and if the 
debtor company has no valuable assets. Reliance on 
the registered capital in such a case may hold creditors 
back from requiring a truly effective security. In this 
sense, the minimum share capital requirement, when re-
garded as a means to protect creditors, is something of 
an anachronism.

The share capital for joint stock companies in Bulgaria 
must be at least BGN 50,000 (ca. EUR 26,000). Though  
 

Share Capital Developments in Bulgaria

The minimum share capital requirement for establishing a limited liability company 
in Bulgaria has been practically abandoned.

Alexandra Doytchinova / Tsvetan Krumov

1  Other capital companies in Bulgaria include the partnership limited by shares ( ) similar to the German Kommanditgesellschaft auf Aktien, as well as the  
European Company under Council Regulation (EC) No 2157/2001, but they have minor practical significance.
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the logic behind the above considerations is equally 
applicable to joint stock companies, it is not possible to 
abandon this higher capital requirement because it comes 
from the Second EU Company Law Directive and Bul-
garia has no discretion over whether to adopt it or not.

Indeed, there are certain even higher minimum thresh-
olds set for certain regulated businesses, e.g. banks, in-
surance companies, pension funds, etc.

Prohibition on financial assistance
and capital maintenance rules

There are certain capital maintenance rules in relation to 
joint stock companies, as well as an absolute prohibition 
on such companies to grant loans or provide security for 
the acquisition of their own shares by a third party. That 
prohibition was imposed by way of transposition of the 
EU Second Company Law Directive rules in Bulgaria. Al-
though on the EU level the prohibition was relaxed by the 
subsequent Directive 2006/68/EC, Bulgaria has not yet 
availed itself of the option to impose, in turn, a looser 
framework on financial assistance.

There is no similar prohibition on financial assistance or 
explicit capital maintenance rules with respect to limited 
liability companies. However such a prohibition and such 
rules may arguably be construed out of the explicit statu-
tory provisions, which:

•	 prohibit	shareholders	from	claiming	back	their	capital	 
 contributions while the limited liability company is still  
 a going concern; and
•	 limit	 the	 proprietary	 rights	 of	 shareholders	 vis-à-vis 
 the limited liability company to dividends and liquida- 
 tion quotas (should the company be wound-up).

Those rules are identical to the corresponding Austrian 
provisions. While there is no court practice in Bulgaria 
elucidating the above rules, the Austrian counterpart 
provisions have been construed by Austrian courts as 
promoting capital and assets maintenance and, there-
fore, invalidating transactions between limited liability 
companies and shareholders where, for example, the 
company has parted with some of its assets without re-
ceiving an equal consideration in return.

In Bulgaria, it remains unclear whether the above rules 
aim to preserve (i) the company’s assets as a whole or (ii) 
its registered capital only2. The new minimum share cap-
ital requirement of EUR 1 for limited liability companies 
has rendered any speculation on option (ii) pointless. 
With respect to option (i), market players are well advised 
to mind the capital (and assets) maintenance principles 
proclaimed by Austrian courts under an identical legal 
framework when structuring a transaction between a 
Bulgarian limited liability company and its shareholders. 
This will avoid any risk of the transaction being deemed 
unenforceable.

 Market players are well advised to mind the capital (and assets) maintenance 
 principles when structuring a transaction between a Bulgarian limited liability 
company and its shareholders.

2  Option (ii) has been raised by Bulgarian legal scholars, making reference to the German rules applicable to limited liability companies. The German statute, however, explicitly proclaims only 
the maintenance of the registered capital and, therefore, its principles cannot be equally applied in Bulgaria, whereas in Austria, the rules are broader.
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Background

Ukrainian law establishes specific requirements regard-
ing the level of net assets companies should maintain. 
A similar requirement is established in the new Joint 
Stock Company Law1 (the Law). In particular, if the net 
assets of a joint stock company (JSC) after the second 
financial year, and then for all subsequent financial years, 
are less in value than the registered share capital, the 
company must declare a decrease of its share capital 
(but no lower than the minimum established by law) and 
register the appropriate amendments to the charter. 
If the value of net assets drops below the minimum share 
capital established by law, the company is obliged to 
take action within 10 months following its occurrence or 
liquidate.

New significance for public JSCs

While the requirement to maintain a positive net asset 
balance has existed in Ukrainian law since 2004, and is 
therefore not a novelty in itself, it may now acquire more 
importance for JSCs and, in particular, public JSCs. 
Starting on 29 April 2009, when the Law entered into 
force, all public JSCs in Ukraine (i.e. newly established 
JSCs and existing JSCs re-registered to comply with the 
Law) are required to maintain a listing on at least one 
registered stock exchange in Ukraine. 

Pursuant to the Regulations on Operations of the Stock 
Exchange2, an issuer of shares (e.g. a public JSC) may 
only be listed if it meets a number of criteria, maintains a 
specific level of net assets and does not have losses over 
a certain period of time. The minimum level of net assets 
required to qualify for a first-tier listing is currently 
UAH 100,000,000 (ca. EUR 8,541,8983) and for a sec-
ond-tier listing UAH  50,000,000 (ca.  EUR  4,270,949). 
Furthermore, the issuer may not have had losses during 
two of the last three financial years to qualify for the first-
tier listing and during the last financial year for the second 
tier4. Therefore, those public JSCs which do not qualify 
for either the first- or second-tier listing due to a lack of 
net assets or a loss-making position in the relevant peri-
od could be in breach of the requirement of the Law 
related to listing on one of the stock exchanges.

There is a running debate over whether the current listing 
requirements should be modified or simplified to facilitate 
the long-term compliance of public JSC with the require-
ments of the Law. This is especially important in a time of 
crisis when there is a stronger likelihood that issuers will 
not be able to demonstrate non-loss making positions 
and the required levels of net assets to get listed. It is 
generally expected that, is in the financial year 2008, in 
the financial year 2009 many companies will not gener-
ate enough income to cover operational losses and 
therefore face these issues.

1  The Law of Ukraine “On Joint Stock Companies in Ukraine” dated 17 September 2008, No.514-vi.
2 Approved by the Decision of the SCSSMU dated 19 December 2006, No. 1542, as amended.
3 Based on the exchange rate EUR 1=UAH 11.707.
4 Please note that there could be further requirements established by the relevant stock exchange regarding the listing.

Ukraine: Maintaining Required Net Asset 
Levels – Consequences and Solutions

The bad news is that failure to maintain the net asset requirement may trigger 
unfavourable implications. The good news is that there are solutions. 

Mariya Sukhan
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Maintaining required net asset levels

No specific sanctions are established for non-compliance 
with the above net assets requirements. Listings are 
made on a discretionary basis. From a formal perspec-
tive, a public JSC that does not comply with the listing 
requirement could be required to transform into a private 
JSC, while non-compliance with the net assets require-
ment could theoretically result in a demand to liquidate.
 
In order to comply with the Ukrainian net assets require-
ments, these companies should generate additional in-
come (other than income from their business activities) to 
cover the losses. Options available for JSC companies to 
maintain the required level of net assets follow.

Revaluation of fixed assets
for accounting purposes

This option provides for revaluation of fixed and intangi-
ble assets in order to increase their book value, provided 
it is lower than the fair market value. The amount of the 
revaluation reserve may be recognised as additional cap-
ital which increases the value of net assets. This revalua-
tion, however, does not affect depreciation of the fixed or 
intangible asset in the tax books, so this option is tax 
neutral. Once performed, revaluation of fixed assets must 
be held on a regular basis in order to keep the book value 
of the fixed assets in line with their fair market value.

Gains from trade in securities

A company’s profits (and, consequently, net assets) may 
be increased by receiving gains from the trade in securi-
ties (e.g. bonds, shares of other entities, etc). If a company 
acquires shares/bonds of a (related or unrelated) third 
party and subsequently resells them for a gain, it will real-
ise profit for accounting purposes. From a tax perspec-
tive, the taxable gain arising from this transaction may be 
offset against expenses incurred in respect of the pur-
chase of other shares/bonds within the same tax period.

Receipt of non-repayable financing

A company may consider receiving non-repayable fi-
nancing from its shareholders or related parties in an 
amount sufficient to increase the net assets to the re-
quired level. From an accounting perspective, non-re-
payable financing may be recognised as income or ad-
ditional capital (depending on the accounting policies 
applied), which would increase the company’s net as-
sets. From a tax perspective, non-repayable financing is 
treated as taxable income and is subject to corporate 
profit tax at the rate of 25%.

Share premiums

From the Ukrainian accounting perspective, share premi-
ums (i.e. the amount by which the proceeds gained from 
the sale of the company’s shares exceeds their face va-
lue) may be treated as additional paid-in capital and 
should therefore increase the value of net assets. From a 
tax perspective, receipt of share premiums should be tax 
neutral. Although this option appears to be tax efficient, 
it may be impossible to implement in practice. In particu-
lar, in order to gain the share premium a JSC must issue 
new shares. However, according to the current Regulati-
ons on the Procedures of Increase (Decrease) of the 
Share Capital of Joint Stock Companies5, a JSC is prohi-
bited from deciding to increase its share capital if, after 
the second and then in subsequent financial years, its 
net assets are lower than the registered share capital. 
Therefore, it could be practically impossible to use pay-
ment of the share premium to address the issue with net 
assets. 

Given the lack of consistent market practice and the 
complex requirements regarding maintenance of a posi-
tive balance of net assets, companies are strongly en-
couraged to monitor the level of their net assets on a 
regular basis. The earlier the threat of the net assets de-
crease is identified, the less cost (including taxes) and 
effort will be are required to address the problem.

 There is a running debate over whether the current listing requirements should 
 be modified or simplified to facilitate the long-term compliance of public joint 
stock companies with the requirements of the new Joint Stock Company Law.
5  Approved by the Decision of the SCSSMU dated 22 February 2007, No. 387.
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Once the business strategy and the operative targets 
have been clearly defined, it may also be necessary to 
think about the ideal location for the main and/or region-
al headquarter(s) in CEE. Austria is attractive in many 
respects.

CEE know-how …
 
Proximity to CEE markets still constitutes the main cross-
sector argument in favour of Austria as an investment 
location. CEE hot spots are quickly reachable by direct 
flights, trains and road links. Even more decisive is the 
know-how of the local workforce and consultants built 
up over the past two decades. In 2007, more than 70% 
of Austrian expatriates worked in this region1. As to ex-
ternal consultants, a quick glance at the orientation of 
the major Austrian companies (in particular the large 
corporate law firms) reveals a clear and coherent strat-
egy: Strengthening and further expansion of the market 
position as major regional players in CEE. Companies 
located in Austria often have easier and quicker access 

to these resources, thus significantly facilitating their ex-
pansion steps into and within CEE.

… and tax goodies

With the reduction of the corporate income tax rate to 
25% (flat tax) and the introduction of the group taxation 
scheme in 2005, Austria provided significant additional 
incentives for international corporations to move their 
headquarters to Austria. Losses of foreign subsidiaries 
can now be offset against profits of the Austrian parent 
company, thus reducing the corporate income tax bur-
den in Austria (on the condition that a tax group has been 
established in time).

The increase of FDI into and out of Austria in recent years 
serves as proof of the success of these measures, as 
well as the attractiveness of Austria as an investment lo-
cation for CEE holdings. Whereas FDI into Austria aver-
aged USD 2.8 bln p.a. between 1990 and 2000, it in-
creased to ca. USD 15.5 bln p.a. between 2005 and 

1  Cf. Österreichische Nationalbank, Statistiken Sonderheft, Direktinvestitionen 2007 of September 2009. As regards the foreign subsidiaries of Austrian companies, more than half of them were 
located in CEE in the same period of time. At the end of 2007, approximately EUR 51.1 bln out of a total of approximately EUR 103 bln of FDI from Austria were allotted to FDI in CEE.

Austria as Location for CEE Holdings –
Why, How, When?

As a result of the financial and economic crisis, global foreign direct investment 
(FDI) has been declining since mid-2008. With a certain delay, the decline also 
struck CEE in 2009. Most recent reports, such as the UNCTAD World Investment 
Report 2009, do however forecast an end of the downturn by as early as 2010 and 
a recovery in 2011 at the latest. Companies that have already done their homework 
induced by the crisis are therefore well advised to prepare themselves now for the 
expected resurgence.

Georg Perkowitsch / Bernard Reviczky
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2008. This is an increase of approximately 450%2. Even 
when adjusted for the extraordinary effects in the record 
year 2007, when the four major M&A transactions3 alone 
accounted for an FDI inflow of around EUR 8 bln (ca. 
USD 11 bln), the increase is significantly higher than in 
peer countries4. The statistics are even more impressive 
for FDI out of Austria, which increased 900% in the 
above-mentioned period, much of it into the CEE region 
(see above).

Large, family-owned companies in particular should con-
sider a transfer of their seat to Austria for another reason. 
Since August 2008, the inheritance and gift tax has been 
abolished in Austria, resulting in some interesting oppor-
tunities for inter-generational tax optimisation strategies.

Overcoming legal obstacles

Once the decision has been taken to choose Austria as 
seat for the CEE headquarters, the question arises how 
to transfer the current headquarters to Austria. Unfortu-
nately, the freedom of establishment stipulated under 
the EC Treaty helps only to a limited extent. According 
to the case law of the European Court of Justice (ECJ)5, 
a member state (in this case, Austria) may not prevent 
a company incorporated under the laws of another 
member state (i.e. the state of origin) from transferring 
its de facto headquarters to Austria. The state of origin 
may, however, prevent the company from doing so. 
This scenario gives rise to the disadvantage that the 
company is registered in two member states. The reg-
istration in the commercial register of the state of origin 
continues while in Austria a local branch is registered. 
The result may be that, following the seat transfer, two 
different company laws are applicable, if the state of 
origin applies the incorporation theory rather than the 
company seat theory6.

In order to prevent this, it is often advisable to transfer the 
(de facto) centre of main administration and the regis-
tered office (seat) at the same time. As a result, the com-
pany’s registration in the commercial register of the state 
of origin would be cancelled without liquidation and the 
company would be registered in Austria. The company 
would then only be subject to Austrian company law.
 
Unfortunately, this procedure is only possible for compa-
nies established in the legal form of a Societas Europaea 
(SE)7. The envisaged Seat-Transfer Directive, which should 
have governed this procedure also for other types of 
companies throughout the EU, did not pass the draft 
stage and has in the meantime been put ad acta. Thus, 
a cross-border transfer of the registered office of compa-
nies other than an SE is either considered void or re-in-
terpreted as a decision to dissolve the company; a deci-
sion that is normally ex lege followed by the liquidation of 
the company in the state of origin8.

This leads to the question of what to do if a transfer of the 
registered office is prudent from a business perspective 
but establishing an SE is not possible or not otherwise 
appropriate (e.g. due to the more complex internal or-
ganisation of the SE, which is based on the concept of a 
joint-stock company).

The only practical solution currently available is the cross-
border merger. The EU Cross-Border Mergers Directive9 
foresees the possibility of a cross-border merger of a na-
tional limited liability company with a limited liability com-
pany from another member state throughout the EU 
since the beginning of 2008. In order to attain a “transfer 
of the registered seat” to Austria, a merger vehicle (limit-
ed liability company or joint stock company) is set up in 
Austria. The company of the state of origin, as transfer-
ring entity, is then merged into the Austrian company as 

2  Cf. United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) World Investment Report 2009, www.unctad.org.
3  I.e. (i) the acquisition of Austrian bank BAWAG by the financial investor Cerberus, (ii) the acquisition of the majority of shares in Hypo Alpe Adria (Carinthian bank) by BayernLB, (iii) the 

acquisition of the mobile communication provider ONE by Orange and Mid Europa Partners, and (iv) the acquisition of a 30% stake in construction company STRABAG by Rasperia/Basic Element.
4  The comparative value for Germany was ca. +60%.
5  Cf. ECJ 16.12.2008, Case C-210/06, Cartesio. See also ECJ, 9.3.1999, Case C-217/97, Centros; 5.11.2002, Case C-208/00, Überseering; 30.9.2003, Case C-167/01 Inspire Art.
6  Art 10 of the Austrian Act on Private International Law (§ 10 IPRG) provides that a legal entity shall be subject to the corporate laws (personal statue) of the jurisdiction of its actual seat of 

main administration (company seat theory as applicable in Austria and other member states). The incorporation theory on the other hand looks at the jurisdiction of the place of incorporation 
or (main) registration of the legal entity.

7  Austrian legal writing partly assumes that this should also apply to other types of companies and wants to use the rules applicable for the SE analogously; cf. Eckert, Sitzverlegung von 
Gesellschaften nach der Cartesio-Entscheidung des EuGH, GesRZ 2009, 139.

8  The latter conception should (still) be prevalent in Austria, cf. Koppensteiner, GmbH Gesetz Kommentar3, recital 4a to § 4 with further references.
9 Directive 2005/56/EC on cross-border mergers of limited liability companies from different Member States, implemented into Austrian law by the EU merger law (BGBl. I No. 72/2007) which 

entered into force on 15 December 2007.
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 The current phase of reduced activity in CEE could be used to build a solid 
 basis for future growth, either through Greenfield projects or M&A transac-
tions. With CEE know-how and tax incentives, Austria offers unique advantages as 
a regional headquarters for holding companies of international groups.

surviving entity. Apart from the tax consequences, issues 
concerning protection of creditors, protection of minority 
shareholders and participation of employees must be 
taken into account.

The time is now!

The worldwide recovery of the stock markets in the sec-
ond and third quarter of 2009 foreshadows the return to 

(moderate) growth for 2010 and 2011. If the current pro-
jections can be realised, they should also result in a re-
surgence of FDI in CEE.

Therefore, companies who wish to use Austria as a basis 
for a future CEE expansion are well advised to act now. 
As shown above, the legal hurdles of transferring the 
seat of a company can be overcome with appropriate 
planning.

Poland: Recent Developments
in the Energy Sector  

The Polish law has seen some recent developments which are relevant for the 
energy sector, including the introduction of the utility easement (already in force) 
and new regulations regarding the connection of power plants to the distribution 
network, which should soon be adopted.

The utility easement

In the second half of 2008, a small but significant amend-
ment was made to the Polish Civil Code. It introduced a 
comprehensive regulation of the rights to utility devices 
located on third party estates. Land easements and per-
sonal easements are well known to the Polish law and 
provisions regulating them are comprehensively formu-
lated in the Civil Code. However, the issue of utility ease-
ments was until recently only partially regulated and many 
aspects of its actual functioning had to be interpreted by 
the courts. Many matters were unclear, such as the sep-

arate ownership of utility devices located on an estate, 
the time and conditions of such devices being transferred 
to the entrepreneur and settlements between the land-
lord who paid for the installation of such devices and its 
new owner.

According to the new provisions, an estate can be en-
cumbered in favour of an entrepreneur who is planning to 
build, or holds on such estate, devices used for a utility 
(such as power lines used for the transmission of elec-
tricity). The encumbrance would grant the right to use 
the encumbered estate in accordance with the purpose 

Dag Nilsson
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of such utility devices. The amendment introduced a rule 
for appropriate consideration for such an easement. The 
entrepreneur can request before a court of law that such 
easement be established, if necessary, against the will of 
the owner of the estate. On the other hand, the owner is 
entitled to appropriate consideration in exchange for es-
tablishment of the easement. 

The new regulation also provides for the right to transfer 
the utility easement if the entire enterprise that owns the 
utility devices is sold, or if the utility devices are sold. In 
order to facilitate future interpretation in relation to utility 
easements, the rules regarding land easements should 
apply to utility easements by analogy.

As a consequence of the above utility easement being 
introduced, it should be easier to build e.g. a power line 
as both the rights of the energy companies and owners 
of the estate have been clearly formulated. It is now eas-
ier for energy companies to request that such a right be 
established, and for owners to request appropriate com-
pensation.

Planned amendments to the Energy Law

Aside from the utility easement, a further development in 
relation to the energy sector is a planned amendment to 
the Energy Law, prepared by the Ministry of Economy. 
The amendment relates to a number of issues, including 
the security of the supply of energy, the procedure for 
designating the operators of energy and gas systems, 
the conditions for connecting to the energy distribution 
network and the obligation to sell energy in a manner 
which allows equal public access to such energy.

Among the most relevant changes are those relating to 
the conditions for connecting to the energy distribution 
network. Currently, an entity which is planning to connect 
its power station to the distribution network must con-
clude a pre-interconnection agreement containing the 
conditions for connecting to the distribution network (the 
Conditions). The Conditions can be obtained by any en-
tity fulfilling a detailed requirements listed in the Energy 
Law. However, no money has to be paid at the moment 

of obtaining the Conditions, only when the final intercon-
nection agreement is concluded. This has led to the situ-
ation in which distribution firms, when handling new ap-
plications, take into account Conditions which have 
already been issued, even when these are never fulfilled 
or are obtained by entities which are only planning to sell 
them for a profit. As a consequence, entities sometimes 
have to wait up to two years to obtain the Conditions.

Consequently, the Ministry of Economy is planning to in-
troduce a fee for having the Conditions issued in the 
amount of PLN 30 for each kV of power to be connect-
ed, which is quite a significant amount (the average fee 
will be PLN 1-1.5 mln, or ca. EUR 250,000-375,000). 
The planned amendment to the Energy Law will also in-
troduce a 150 day term for the Conditions to be issued 
(currently no term is defined in the law). 

However, the amendment does not deal with the issue of 
transferring the Conditions to other entities, which is still 
not precisely regulated. It also does not regulate the rules 
for establishing the connection fees, which are currently 
calculated on the basis of the actual cost of connection 
and, in practice, can vary significantly.

The draft amendment is currently being debated in the 
Parliament. It has had its first reading.

Summary

Although the above changes in the law are of differing 
natures and relate to different aspects of the operations 
of companies active in the energy sector, they are all 
aimed at facilitating such operations and making the le-
gal landscape more predictable. One year after its intro-
duction it is still being hotly debated whether the institu-
tion of the transmission servitude to the Civil Code was 
properly effected. Opinions are also mixed on whether 
the proposed amendment to the Energy Law will achieve 
the intended goals. 

Still, the fact that new legislation aimed at solving some 
of the existing problems of the energy sector has been 
introduced at all must be seen as something positive.

 Until recently the issue of utility easements was only partially regulated and  
 many aspects of its actual functioning had to be interpreted by the courts.
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Bankruptcy Proceedings under Polish
Bankruptcy Law: A Domestic and

European Perspective

Introduction

Previously, the bankruptcy of a company seated in Po-
land was exclusively a matter of meeting the relevant cri-
teria and following the procedural rules provided in the 
domestic insolvency law. Now a company in Poland may 
also find itself under bankruptcy proceedings it is com-
pletely unfamiliar with because they have been initiated 
outside of Poland, with unknown criteria and based upon 
a decision of a non-Polish official body. Apart from this, 
there is still a threat of involvement under domestic bank-
ruptcy proceedings governed by the Polish Act on Bank-
ruptcy and Composition (Prawo upadłosciowe i naprawc-
ze; the Bankruptcy Law). It makes the situation of the 
managers of Polish companies complicated: they have 
to bear in mind risks relating to the insolvency of their 
company under the domestic law and at the same time 
be prepared for the possibility of losing administration 
rights as a result of an international bankruptcy.

Legal grounds for bankruptcies

Insolvencies in Poland are governed by the Bankruptcy 
Law, which distinguishes between two types of insolven-
cy proceedings: bankruptcy proceedings (Postepowanie 
upadłościowe), which relate to distressed companies 
and judicial composition proceedings (Postśpowanie 
naprawcze) for companies only jeopardised by insolven-
cy (and which will not be discussed in this article). EU 
proceedings are regulated by EC Regulation 1346/2000 

(the EC Regulation), which implies the application of one 
of the European laws, depending on the jurisdiction 
where the proceedings have been instigated.

Domestic procedures

In accordance with the Bankruptcy Law, the grounds for 
the initiation of proceedings for both existing bankruptcy 
subcategories (i.e. bankruptcies including liquidation of 
the bankrupt’s assets and bankruptcies open for ar-
rangement) is the insolvency of the company. Under the 
Bankruptcy Law a company qualifies as insolvent if it is 
illiquid or over-indebted. Illiquidity in general means that 
the debtor cannot pay its debts in due time. Over-indebt-
edness is where the company’s liabilities exceed the 
balance-sheet value of its assets, even if it is current in 
the discharge of its obligations.

To instigate bankruptcy proceedings, a debtor’s man-
agement board or a creditor has to file a bankruptcy peti-
tion with the bankruptcy court. The opening of the pro-
ceedings takes place on the date of issuance of the court 
ruling on the declaration of bankruptcy. The court must 
open bankruptcy proceedings whenever it has been es-
tablished that a company is insolvent under the Bank-
ruptcy Law. However, the court may dismiss a bankrupt-
cy petition where a delay in the discharge of obligations 
has not exceeded three months and the sum of out-
standing obligations is no higher than 10% of the bal-
ance-sheet value of the debtor’s enterprise.

The accession of Poland to the EU changed the legal approach to the instigation of 
bankruptcy and insolvency in Poland. 

Maciej Knowski
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A typical result of the opening of bankruptcy proceedings 
based on the domestic regulation is that upon the issu-
ance of a declaration of bankruptcy, including liquidation 
of the bankrupt’s assets, the management board of the 
bankrupt company forfeits the right of administration and 
the freedom of enjoyment and control of the property in-
cluded in the bankrupt’s estate.

The EC Regulation 

The EC Regulation has priority over the Bankruptcy Law. 
The EC Regulation requires the recognition of all pro-
ceedings opened in a fellow member state, without a 
formal recognition procedure, from the time that it be-
comes effective in the state in which the proceedings are 
being opened.

According to the EC Regulation, the courts of the EU 
member state in which the centre of a debtor’s main in-
terests (COMI) is situated has jurisdiction to open insol-
vency proceedings. Further to this, if a debtor has COMI 
outside of Poland, a non-Polish jurisdiction shall deter- 

mine the circumstances of lodging the bankruptcy peti-
tion and all the procedures which govern such pro-
ceedings. This gives rise to the unique situation that, on 
behalf of a Polish entity, one can lodge a bankruptcy 
petition with a non-Polish court, arguing on the grounds 
of the EC Regulation that its COMI is located in that 
jurisdiction, and that the local court should recognise 
the application on the grounds of the court’s (non-
Polish) rules.

In view of the above, the instigation of bankruptcy pro-
ceedings in an EU member state against a Polish debtor 
depends on where the COMI is located and where the 
bankruptcy petition has been lodged.

Conclusion

The legal situation discussed above, which appeared af-
ter Poland’s accession to the EU, has complicated the 
life of managers running businesses in Poland which, in 
turn, has increased their need for professional advice 
with respect to the insolvency law.

 The instigation of bankruptcy proceedings in an EU member state against a 
 Polish debtor depends on where the centre of the debtor’s main interests is 
located and where the bankruptcy petition has been lodged.
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Chapter 11

The expression is known to us from US insolvency law. 
Chapter 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code pro-
vides for the reorganisation of a corporation or a partner-
ship, whereby a debtor usually proposes a plan for reor-
ganisation to keep its business alive and pay creditors 
over time. About one-fifth of all insolvency proceedings in 
the US are conducted under this chapter, offering eco-
nomically more efficient solutions also for the creditors. 

Slovakia, as a rare example in Europe, has in recent years 
introduced a similar scheme for its entrepreneurs in trou-
ble. Under the Bankruptcy and Restructuring Act (Act 
No. 7/2005 Coll.) insolvent or excessively indebted com-
panies may conclude an agreement with their creditors 
regarding debt settlement (a restructuring plan). This is 
instead of entering into bankruptcy, which would result in 
the sale of their assets and termination of their activities 
(and also, presumably, in a much lower level of creditor 
satisfaction). The alternative offered by restructuring is to 
continue the debtor’s business activities and stabilise its 
economic and financial situation through curative meas-
ures. This occurs under the supervision of the trustee, 
the court and the creditors. Thanks to regained produc-
tivity, the debtor can eventually settle a higher proportion 
of its debts.

Slovak restructuring proceedings

During restructuring, the debtor remains in possession of 
its business. However, certain of its legal acts, as deter-

mined by the court, are subject to prior approval by the 
trustee (the creditors’ committee may extend this scope).  

Generally speaking, the debtor must restrict its activities 
to ordinary legal acts only.

Restructuring requires the cooperation of the debtor. It is 
usually the debtor who appoints a trustee, who in turn is 
in charge of preparing the restructuring opinion. The re-
structuring trustee, selected from the list of court-regis-
tered, independent trustees, assesses the economic 
situation of the debtor and supports or rejects the debt-
or’s intent to enter restructuring. In a supportive opinion, 
the trustee confirms that the debtor is able to carry on 
with its main business (despite implementing the neces-
sary healing procedures) and declares that adopting the 
plan will result in a higher level of satisfaction for the cred-
itors than what they would get under bankruptcy pro-
ceedings.

The opinion is attached to the debtor’s (or a creditor’s) 
petition to the court to approve the restructuring. Through 
its resolution initiating restructuring proceedings the court 
grants protection to the debtor from its creditors by dis-
continuing all enforcement and bankruptcy proceedings 
pending against the debtor and by not allowing the open-
ing of new ones. Unilateral terminations of existing con-
tracts and set offs against the debtor by its creditors due 
to the debtor’s non-performance, as well as former con-
tractual arrangements granting the creditor the right to 
terminate or rescind the contract upon the debtor enter-
ing restructuring, are legally unenforceable.

The Slovak Chapter 11

Is the formal restructuring of distressed businesses a real option, or is it simply 
the last stop before the terminus? The SkyEurope story offers some important 
insights.

Viktória Veszelei
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In the next phase, upon determining that the trustee’s 
opinion has met all legal requirements, the court ap-
proves the restructuring. This in effect ends enforcement 
proceedings and suspends all court and arbitration pro-
ceedings regarding submitted creditor claims. Creditors 
must submit their claims within 30 days from the publica-
tion of the approval of the restructuring. Within 90 days 
the debtor presents its final version of the restructuring 
plan. Then the creditors’ committee, and subsequently 
the creditors themselves, vote on the plan in their sepa-
rate groups (including shareholders, if applicable). Dis-
senting creditors may be forced to accept the plan. Fi-
nally, the plan must be approved by the court, after which 
any claim not submitted ceases to be enforceable.
The happy ending arrives when the debtor fulfils the plan. 
Then it can start a new life with a clean slate.

Far from perfect

Although the legal institution of formal restructuring 
should create quite a number of success stories, the re-
ality is different. The proceedings are overly formalistic, 
punishing creditors for every small mistake. Time limits 
are short and strict. There is also room for misbehaviour 
by both for the debtor and the creditors. The debtor may 
for instance impede communication or convince the 
trustee to reject a claim for some formal insufficiencies, 
and of which the creditor need not be personally in- 
 

formed. On the other hand, creditors may boycott the 
procedure for approving the plan, perhaps because they 
deem the settlement too low or simply in an effort to 
eliminate the debtor because it is a competitor.

SkyEurope: No happy ending

Sometimes the economic conditions are just too tough 
to succeed. SkyEurope Airlines was in many ways a vi-
sionary (although never a profit-making) company. Then 
came the economic crisis and an increase in fuel prices. 
The airline entered restructuring in July 2009. Then, after 
less than two months of gallant resistance, the restruc-
turing trustee filed for bankruptcy. The reason: The finan-
cial situation of the debtor had changed to such a degree 
that successful restructuring could no longer be reason-
ably expected. Allegedly, promised interim restructuring 
finance never arrived. The company failed to ensure that 
sufficient cash was available for airline operations, which 
led to an inability to pay new debts.

Conclusion

Unfortunately, the current business environment is giving 
rise to ample opportunities to test Slovakia’s restructur-
ing law. On the bright side, the law will help some strug-
gling businesses survive the crisis, and the experience 
gained may be used to produce a better law.

 During restructuring, the debtor remains in possession of its business. 
 However, certain of its legal acts are subject to prior approval by the trustee.
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The Company Law of the People’s Republic of China (
) (PRC Company Law) includes pro- 

visions on Chinese limited liability companies (
) (Chinese LLC) and Chinese stock corporations (

)2.

Chapter III of the PRC Company Law deals with the 
transfer of shares in a Chinese LLC.

Transfer of a share by contract

Article 72 PRC Company Law sets out the rules for the 
transfer of shares between shareholders of a Chinese 
LLC and for the transfer of shares from shareholders to 
non-shareholders. The transfer of shares between share-
holders is not subject to any restrictions. If, however, a 
shareholder of a Chinese LLC intends to transfer his 
share to a non-shareholder, certain requirements have to 
be met. First, the transfer requires approval by more than 
50% of the other shareholders. The shareholder intend-
ing to transfer his share must notify the other sharehold-
ers in writing. If the other shareholders do not object to 
the transfer within 30 days of receipt of the notice, their 
approval is deemed to be given. If at least 50% of the 

other shareholders oppose the transfer, they are obliged 
to purchase the share, otherwise their approval is also 
deemed to be given. Further, Article 72/2 PRC Com-
pany Law sets out a pre-emption right of the other 
shareholders in relation to the share to be transferred. 
Once the transfer is approved, the other shareholders 
may exercise their pre-emption right under the same 
conditions3.

The PRC Company Law does not state when the pur-
chaser acquires ownership of the share. Hence, in China 
the transfer of shares in a Chinese LLC is a common 
source for disputes4. Unlike in Austria, signing a transfer 
agreement is not sufficient to transfer a share. In addi-
tion, the new shareholder has to be registered in the list 
of shareholders of the Chinese LLC and at the registra-
tion authority, the Administration for Industry and Com-
merce (AIC). Registration in the list of shareholders only 
has an effect on the relationship between the old and the 
new shareholder and the Chinese LLC: between them, 
the transfer of the share becomes effective upon regis-
tration of the new shareholder in the list of shareholders. 
In relation to third parties, the new shareholder replaces 
the old shareholder only upon registration with the AIC.

Transfer of Shares in a 
Limited Liability Company in China

The transfer of ownership of shares in a Chinese limited liability company is a com-
mon source of disputes in China as the Chinese Company Law does not clearly set 
out the mechanism for such transfer.

1  The author is a German and Chinese native speaker.
2  The amended PRC Company Law entered into force on 1 January 2006.
3 Pursuant to Article 72/4 PRC Company Law the articles of association may contain deviating provisions on the transfer of shares.
4  Yuanshi Bu, Einführung in das Recht Chinas (2009), § 18, Rz. 71.

Lilian Gütinger1
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Transfer of a share by the people’s court

Pursuant to Article 73 PRC Company Law the people’s 
court may transfer shares on the basis of enforcement 
proceedings provided for by law. In case of such transfer, 
the other shareholders have a pre-emption right in re-
spect of the shares. The people’s court must notify the 
company and all shareholders of the transfer and the 
shareholders may exercise their pre-emption right under 
the same conditions within 20 days from the court’s no-
tice. Otherwise, they are deemed to have waived their 
pre-emption right.

Purchase of own shares

Pursuant to Article 75 PRC Company Law the share-
holder of a Chinese LLC is entitled to request the Chi-
nese LLC to purchase his share in the company if he 
opposes a shareholders’ resolution on any of the follow-
ing matters:

•	 that	there	will	be	no	distribution	of	profits	to	the	share- 
 holders, provided that the Chinese LLC has not dis- 
 tributed any profits to the shareholders for five con- 
 secutive years despite having made profits during 
 such period and provided that the profit distribution 
 requirements set out in the PRC Company Law are 
 met;
•	 a	merger,	de-merger	or	transfer	of	main	assets	of	the	 
 Chinese LLC;
•	 an	amendment	of	 the	Chinese	LLC’s	articles	of	as- 
 sociation to continue the Chinese LLC (e.g. because 
 the duration of the Chinese LLC as set out in the ar- 
 ticles of association has expired).

The Chinese LLC must pay a reasonable purchase price 
for the share. The shareholder and the Chinese LLC have 
to agree on the terms and conditions of the transfer of the 
share within 60 days from the passing of the shareholders’ 
resolution. If they do not, the shareholder has another 30 
days to refer to the people’s court for a decision.

 The PRC Company Law does not state when the purchaser acquires 
 ownership of the share. Hence, in China the transfer of shares in a Chi- 
 nese LLC is a common source for disputes.
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The Austrian Insolvency Law knew two separate insol-
vency proceedings: (i) composition proceedings aimed 
solely at restructuring and (ii) bankruptcy proceedings, 
which either end in a compulsory composition or a liqui-
dation of the debtor. The Insolvency Reform Law 2009 
(Insolvenzrechtsänderungsgesetz 2009; IRÄG 2009) re-
moves this duality of bankruptcy and composition and 
creates a single insolvency proceeding. Legislatively the 
current bankruptcy act was adapted and renamed the 
insolvency act.

Compulsory composition 
becomes restructuring plan

Just as with bankruptcy proceeding, the new insolvency 
proceeding may lead to liquidation or judicial rearrange-
ment (i.e. partial release of debt). The rearrangement is no 
longer called compulsory composition but instead a re-
structuring plan. If the debtor – as is currently possible – 
simultaneously with the bankruptcy petition files a re-
structuring plan and the restructuring plan meets the 
formal requirements, then the insolvency proceeding is to 
be called a restructuring proceeding. Now, for the ac-
ceptance of a restructuring plan, only a simple majority of 
heads and a simple majority of capital (as opposed to the 
previous 75% capital quota) is required.

While the semantic change from a compulsory composi-
tion to a restructuring plan, and from a bankruptcy 
proceeding to a restructuring proceeding, is overdue, to 

appropriately promote the “Austrian success story”, com-
pulsory composition of the lowering of the approval 
requirements with respect to capital to simple majority 
constitutes a massive interference in creditor rights. Com-
pulsory composition was repeatedly carried by the princi-
ple of hope in the past. To the detriment of overruled cred-
itors, receivers and bankruptcy courts have often 
supported composition proposals whose fulfilment was 
not secured and explained that the approval of the major-
ity of creditors is a sufficient justification. Due to the lower-
ing of the quota, receivers and insolvency courts are now 
to examine more thoroughly the possibility of the fulfilment 
of restructuring plans in the interest of overruled creditors.

Restructuring proceedings
with self administration

The supposedly most significant change in the IRÄG 
2009 is the abolishment of the in practice irrelevant com-
position proceeding. Of all corporate insolvency pro-
ceedings opened in 2008, only 1.3% were composition 
proceedings that did not lead to a bankruptcy proceed-
ing. As the main reason for the unsuitability of composi-
tion proceedings the legislator has identified the higher 
minimum quota (40% instead of 20%). In the new re-
structuring proceeding with self administration, the legis-
lator lowered the minimum quota to 30%.

However, self administration has its price. In addition to 
statements currently required in composition filings (in 

Austria: The New Insolvency Law – 
A Real Reform Looks Different

As a measure against the economic crisis the Austrian legislator has prepared a 
reform of the Austrian Insolvency Law. The motto is “restructuring instead of ruin-
ing” (“Sanieren statt Ruinieren”). That the changes proposed in the governmental 
draft will significantly support judicial restructuring is to be doubted.

Wolfgang Höller / Johannes Fuhrmann
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particular regarding the financing of the composition), the 
debtor must now submit a detailed status (overview of 
the assets and debts) and a finance plan, which must 
state how the next 90 days of the going concern and the 
settlement of preferential claims (Masseforderungen) will 
be achieved. In order to achieve a restructuring plan with 
self administration, preparation must therefore begin ear-
ly. Counselling practice has shown that debtors usually 
seek counsel when insolvency petitions are overdue. 
To expect that under such circumstances a detailed sta-
tus, finance plan and restructuring plan will be drawn up 
is in practice unfeasible.

The review of the financial plan and the assessment of 
the ability to fulfil the restructuring plan will be done by a 
court appointed restructuring administrator. He is sup-
posed to report within three weeks (!) whether the finan-
cial plan and the restructuring plan can be fulfilled and 
whether there are reasons to revoke self administration. 
Whether the restructuring plan can be fulfilled can hardly 
be predicted within three weeks. The risks of a misjudge-
ment with unclear consequences of liability will lead 
restructuring administrators to file vague reports and 
insolvency courts will appoint a receiver “just to be safe”. 

Self administration will therefore – just as with composi-
tion proceedings – remain the exception.

A missed chance

The procedural changes of the IRÄG 2009 unfortunately 
do not bring the hoped for innovation. The first very large 
corporate insolvency proceeding in Austria will show 
that the instruments which have proven to be apt in 
smaller proceedings will prove insufficient for large cor-
porations. The Austrian insolvency law still lacks fast 
protection from creditors, which as a pre-proceeding 
before the initiation of insolvency proceedings would al-
low the debtor (possibly together with a court appointed 
administrator) to gain an overview and prepare the ap-
propriate proceeding. 

The new Austrian insolvency law further lacks a possibil-
ity to allow creditors to participate in a successful re-
structuring through the acquisition of shares. This sug-
gestion, which was published in the Roadmap 2008, 
was mentioned in the draft and is planned to be thor-
oughly assessed and kept for a possible later reform. 
Hopefully that will not be too late for some corporations.

 The procedural changes of the Insolvency Reform Law 2009 unfortunately 
 do not bring the hoped for innovation.
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Austria: Publication of Shop Agreements

Pursuant to Section 30(1) of the Austrian Labour Constitution Act (Arbeitsverfas-
sungsgesetz), the business owner or the works council is required to make shop 
agreements available for inspection or post them in a visible location to which all 
employees have access. Publication of the shop agreement is a prerequisite for its 
normative applicability to the employees. 

New Supreme Court case law 

In a recent judgment1, the Austrian Supreme Court ad-
dressed the requirements for the legally effective publica-
tion of a shop agreement.

In the relevant case, the existing pension fund model – 
based on a shop agreement – had subsequently been 
changed by virtue of a shop agreement. The shop agree-
ment, which had been signed to that end, was made avail-
able for inspection at the personnel and the works council 
offices. There was no additional publication pointing out 
the new shop agreement’s existence or its content.

In its judgment, the Austrian Supreme Court held that 
merely making a shop agreement available for inspection 
at the personnel office, without further indicating that it 
may also be inspected, does not constitute proper publi-

cation within the meaning of Section 30(1) of the Austrian 
Labour Constitution Act. As a result, the new shop agree-
ment did not have any normative effect and, consequent-
ly, affected employees retained all claims (to the employ-
er’s disadvantage) under the old shop agreement.

Consequences

For a shop agreement to have a normative effect, it is not 
enough to merely “make it available for inspection”. Em-
ployees must also be notified, in a manner of publication 
familiar to them, that a new shop agreement has been 
concluded and may be inspected.

Therefore, in order to avoid the risk of being subsequent-
ly confronted with unexpected claims of employees, em-
ployers are well advised to satisfy all of the above re-
quirements with regard to shop agreements.

 For a shop agreement to have a normative effect, it is not enough to merely 
 make it available for inspection.

1  Supreme Court 28 January 2009, 9 ObA 168/07g.

Hans Georg Laimer
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Austria: Group-wide Employment – 
Obligation of the Employer

In case of termination of employment relationships the question arises time and 
again whether employment of the employee in other group companies has to be 
considered. This question is not governed explicitly by statute. The Austrian Su-
preme Court has now stated more clearly several preconditions for group-wide 
employment. 

Martin Huger

Facts

The question of continued employment of an employee 
arises in particular in case of a challenge of a notice of 
termination before the labour court. In such law suits 
the employee regularly argues that the notice of termi-
nation is socially inadequate and that he should remain 
employed by the employer. The employer can justify a 
socially inadequate termination through business or 
personal reasons. However, even if such reasons exist, 
there must be a balancing of interests between the in-
terest of the employee in ongoing employment and the 
interest of the employer in terminating the employment. 
Due to this balancing of interests, the obligation of the 
employer to organise the business socially has to be 
considered. The question then arises if this social obli-
gation of the employer includes the obligation to offer an 
employee ongoing employment with another group 
company.

Previous opinions and case law

According to the prevailing opinion, generally, no obliga-
tion to employ an employee across a group exists. 
However, exemptions from this principle may apply. The  
Supreme Court1 has stated in a case concerning the 

challenge of a notice of termination that it must be veri-
fied from an economic perspective whether the employ-
ee may be employed in another unit of the group. How-
ever, the Supreme Court did not clarify the parameters 
for such group-wide employment. Thus, there was some 
legal uncertainty regarding the scope of the obligation of 
the employer to organise the business in order to provide 
group-wide employment.

New Supreme Court case law

Through the latest decision of the Supreme Court2 it has 
been clarified that in case of termination due to restruc-
turing reasons, the employer is obliged to consider on-
going employment of the affected employee in another 
unit of the group. This obligation is subject to the social 
obligation of the employer towards its employees.

However, such obligation for group-wide employment 
exists only in the exceptional case of an existing group-
wide employment relationship. Such a group-wide em-
ployment relationship must be assumed if the employee 
was employed to work for certain group companies, the 
employee actually works for certain group companies or 
the employer has reserved the right to employ the em-
ployee in more group companies.

1    OGH 10.12.1993, 9 ObA 310/93.
2    OGH 29.06.2009, 9 ObA 34/08b.
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Consequences

Employers are thus well advised to be cautious when 
employing an employee for more than one company of a 
group, in which case the protection against termination 
of the employee may be expanded. 

If group-wide employment is not necessary, it is recom-
mended to neither state in the employment contract 
that the employee may be employed in more than one 
group company nor reserve the right in the employment 
contract to employ the employee in other units of the 
group.

Who Decides Who Decides? ECJ Rules on the 
“Kompetenz-Kompetenz” of Arbitral Tribunals

The so-called “Kompetenz-Kompetenz” principle in essence provides that an arbi-
tral tribunal decides itself whether it has jurisdiction to decide a dispute brought 
before it1. That means that, in principle, a state court has no role to play in a deci-
sion of an arbitral tribunal on its own competence. 

Katarina Hruskovicova / Alfred Siwy

Introduction

This principle, however, has never been implemented in 
its purest form. How far its implementation reaches with-
in the realm of Regulation 44/20012 (the Regulation) has 
now been clarified by the European Court of Justice 
(ECJ) in its decision in the matter of Allianz SpA and an-
other v. West Tankers Inc3.

The facts underlying this decision are as follows. A vessel 
owned by West Tankers collided with a jetty before Sira-
cusa, Italy. The jetty was owned by ERG Petroli SpA, 
which, coincidentally, had also chartered the vessel from 

West Tankers. A part of ERG’s loss was covered by 
ERG’s insurers. ERG claimed the remaining damage from 
West Tankers in arbitration according to the arbitration 
clause in the charter party, which provided for arbitration 
in London. The insurers sought recourse against West 
Tankers for the amount paid to ERG before Italian courts 
in Siracusa. West Tankers applied to English courts for 
an anti-suit injunction, prohibiting the insurers from pro-
ceeding before the Italian courts based on the allegation 
that also the insurers were to raise claims in arbitration in 
London. The English courts granted the injunction but 
referred the question of its consistency with European 
law to the ECJ.

1  Alan Redfern & Martin Hunter, Law and Practice of International Commercial Arbitration 252 (4th ed., 2004).
2  European Regulation 44/2001 on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgements in civil and commercial matters.
3 Judgment of 10 February 2009, Case C-185/07 (2009).

 In exceptional cases the social obligation of the employer towards the em- 
 ployees obliges the employer to provide for continuous employment with 
other group companies.
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An anti-suit injunction prohibits a party from pursuing its 
claims in court proceedings which it initiated in (alleged) 
breach of an arbitration agreement. They are uncommon 
in continental Europe but frequently granted by English 
courts.

The ECJ was then to decide whether the injunction was 
consistent with the Regulation. One of the focal points of 
the decision, which is of high practical relevance for the 
arbitration community, is which body is competent to de-
cide on the jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal.

The principle of Kompetenz–Kompetenz

In the West Tankers case, the ECJ did not allow the anti-
suit injunction because it was incompatible with the Reg-
ulation. It based its decision primarily on the “first-court-
seized” rule enshrined in the Regulation which requires 
that if a (second) court is addressed to decide a dispute 
already pending before a court of a EU member state, 
the second court shall stay its proceedings. Conse-
quently, the Italian court was to decide on its jurisdiction 
and therefore also on the validity of the arbitration clause 
relied upon by West Tankers. It was therefore the Italian 
court deciding on the validity of the arbitration clause in 
accordance with Italian law, which provided for arbitra-
tion in London.

This result seriously endangers the fundamental princi-
ples of arbitration, even if it may be correct from a Euro-
pean law perspective.

The arbitral tribunal’s decision on its own competence is 
not unrestricted. While modern arbitration laws usually 
grant arbitrators the competence to decide on their own 
jurisdiction, it is almost always a decision which is sub-
ject to the judicial control of the national courts of the 
place of arbitration4. The parties that determined a place 
of arbitration in their arbitration agreement will have been 
aware of the judicial control of the award and also (at 
least implicitly) submitted to the controlling powers of the 
courts of the place of arbitration5. In most jurisdictions, 
this court is also competent to ultimately decide on the 
validity of the arbitration agreement.

What, however, happens if a party before or after the ini-
tiation of arbitration proceedings submits a claim to a 
foreign court alleging that the arbitration agreement is 
invalid? The European Convention on International Com-
mercial Arbitration only deals with cases where a claim is 
filed with a court after the initiation of arbitration proceed-
ings, and provides in such cases that the court seized 
shall stay its proceedings until the arbitral award is made. 
But this Convention does not provide a solution for cases 
in which a party submits its claim to a court before the 
initiation of arbitral proceedings. Both article II(3) of the 
New York Convention and article 8(1) of the UNCITRAL 
Model Law provide that in such a case the court seized 
of the matter shall decide on whether the arbitration 
agreement is valid or not. It will do so in accordance with 
its domestic law and not in accordance with the law of 
the designated place of arbitration. 

This result is disappointing for the party which relied on 
the jurisdiction of an arbitral tribunal subject only to the 
judicial control of the courts of the place of arbitration as 
it may be drawn into a dispute in foreign courts arguing 
on the validity of the arbitration agreement in accord-
ance with foreign law – presumably exactly what it want-
ed to avoid when concluding the arbitration agreement 
in the first place. As various jurisdictions seldom have 
the same rules on the validity of arbitration agreements, 
the parties will have drafted their agreement in conform-
ity with the rules of the place of arbitration but cannot 
have done so for every possible legal venue in which a 
claim may be filed. In this case, there is the immanent 
danger of the foreign court declaring an arbitration 
agreement invalid, while the courts of the place of arbi-
tration would have come to the opposite conclusion. In 
effect, the anti-suit injunction may have prevented this 
outcome. However, the decision of the ECJ, though 
criticised, is consistent with European law and the Reg-
ulation. European law as it stands simply does not pro-
vide a remedy for this situation.

Proposed solution

One solution – at least for European law – proposed by a 
group of German experts6 recommends that court pro-

4 See, e.g., section 611(2)(1) of the Austrian Arbitration Act.
5  Sebastian Seelmann-Eggebert & Philip Clifford, Lost at sea? Anti-suit injunctions after West Tankers, SchiedsVZ 139, 142 (2009).
6 Burkard Hess et al., The Brussels I Regulation 44/2001 Application and Enforcement in the EU (2008) (the “Heidelberg Report“).
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ceedings be stayed once proceedings for declaratory relief 
on the validity of an arbitration agreement are initiated be-
fore the courts of the place of arbitration. This decision 
should then be recognised by all other EU member states.

This solution is pragmatic and would provide a remedy 
for situations such as the one in West Tankers. If West 
Tankers could have initiated proceedings before the Eng-
lish courts, and if the English courts could have finally 
and in a form also binding on the Italian court decided on 

the validity of the arbitration agreement, the parties’ con-
tractual choice of the place of arbitration would have 
been given effect. Of course, this solution also further 
eradicates the principle of Kompetenz-Kompetenz. How-
ever, this may be a price the parties would have paid in 
West Tankers. 

Whether this, or a better, solution will be enacted remains 
to be seen. For the time being, the risk of being drawn 
into litigation before foreign courts remains.

 The principle of Kompetez-Kompetenz vesting an arbitral tribunal with the 
 right to decide on its own competence has been further diluted. The parties 
may well be surprised that the validity of their arbitration agreement may be de-
cided by national courts other than those of the place of arbitration and which the 
parties never imagined to be a forum for such decision.

Romania: Open Questions Regarding
the Transfer of Undertakings

When Romania joined the EU it accepted the Acquis Communitaire, meaning 
that European and national provisions on the transfer of undertakings are appli-
cable in Romania. However, because of the Romanian legislation, various open 
questions remain.

Legislative hindrances  

In Romania, the relevant norms mainly consist of Law 
no. 67/2006 on the protection of employees’ rights in 
case of transfers of undertakings, units or parts thereof 
(Law 67/2006). Some relevant provisions can also be 
found in the Romanian Labour Code (art. 169-170). 

Law 67/2006 generally transposes Council Directive no. 
2001/23/EC on the approximation of the laws of the 

member states relating to the safeguarding of employ-
ees’ rights in the event of transfers of undertakings, 
businesses or parts of undertakings or businesses (the 
Directive). Its provisions thus regulate, among others: (i) 
the automatic and full transfer of employment relation-
ships to the transferee, (ii) a prohibition to terminate em-
ployment contracts because of the transfer, (iii) an obli-
gation to uphold collective labour agreements and (iv) 
an obligation to undertake an information and consulta-
tion process. 

Carmen Stirbu
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At first glance the norms appear to have been imple-
mented in a straightforward manner. However, as the 
national legislation failed (i) to accurately implement the 
EU provisions and (ii) to provide satisfactory implemen-
tation instruments, in practice the parties may find that 
some provisions are subject to different interpretations 
or enforcement procedures, giving rise to potential fi-
nancial risks.

The concept of “transfer of undertaking”

Although (i) the Directive provides a wide definition for 
“transfer” and (ii) the European Court of Justice has 
stated that the aim of the Directive is to ensure continu-
ity of employment relationships “irrespective of any 
change of ownership”, pursuant to Law 67/2006 only 
transfers of ownership fall under the concept of transfer 
of undertaking.

Grounded on the restrictive definition provided under 
Law 67/2006, Romanian labour authorities are some-
times reluctant to consider a transfer other than an 
ownership transfer (e.g. lease, service contracts, etc.) 
as falling under Law 67/2006, and may thus hinder reg-
istration of related employee transfers1. Still, once the 
mandatory EU Court of Justice case law is pointed out, 
the labour authorities should not refuse the transfer reg-
istrations.

Enforcement of the “automatic transfer”

Art. 5 para 1 of Law 67/2006 provides that the transfe-
ror’s rights and obligations deriving from the individual 
and collective employment contracts existing on the 
transfer date are assigned to the transferee. No norms 
are prescribed on the procedure to be used for imple-
menting this transfer.
 
While, under Law 67/2006 the transfer should occur 
automatically, irrespective of the employee’s consent, 
the Romanian employment law requires: (i) a written 
contract (and any amendment thereof, including by the 
employer) and (ii) the approval of the employee for con-
tractual amendments. Such inconsistencies should 
have been clarified under Law 67/2006. 

Due to this lack of clarification, several alternatives have 
been used over the years. These include: (i) termination 
by mutual agreement of the employment contract with 
the transferor and a new contract with the transferee (ii) 
a three party additional act to the employment contract 
and, recently, (iii) direct registration of the transfer within 
the labour record, with no other formalities.

While the first two cases above require the signature 
(and approval) of the relevant employee, the last one is 
less bureaucratic and avoids the employee’s consent. It 
is therefore the most appropriate in giving full effects to 
an automatic transfer.

Transferor’s judicial reorganisation 
or bankruptcy

Art. 5 para. 2 of Law 67/2006 states that art. 5 para 1 
(regulating the automatic transfer) is not applicable if the 
transferor is subject to a judicial reorganisation or bank-
ruptcy procedures (a Procedure). In such case, parties 
are not bound to transfer employees. 

Considering the current provisions of Romanian insolven-
cy law, it seems that this carve out is not only applicable 
in reorganisation and bankruptcy, but also during the ob-
servation period following initiation of insolvency proceed-
ings. If an insolvency proceeding is opened in another EU 
member state against a Romanian company, it can be 
argued that the carve out should also apply, provided that 
procedures for serving notice to third parties in Romania 
on the insolvency are finalised (i.e. publication in the Insol-
vency Bulletin and registration with the Trade Registry).
 
No carve out is made under Law 67/2006 in respect to 
the prohibition to make redundancies based on a trans-
fer of undertaking in case the transferor is under a Pro-
cedure, as stated under art. 5 para. 1 of the Directive. 
Accordingly, although not bound to transfer the employ-
ees, the transferor may not terminate their employment 
contracts because of the transfer but only for other rea-
sons (e.g. economic, technical, etc).

Other norms for protection of employees also reach be-
yond the provisions of art. 5 para 1 of Law 67/2006 

1 Under Romanian law, any amendment to an employment contract must be reported to the labour authorities and registered in the labour records.
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(e.g. the information and consultation exercise). There-
fore, it may be argued that the protection norms not 
subject to the carve out should be applicable in case of 
business transfers while the transferor undergoes a 
Procedure.

Termination of employment contracts

Although not expressly allowed by Law 67/2006 (as un-
der the Directive), it is generally agreed that termination 
may occur for reasons other than the transfer of under-
takings (e.g. economic, technical, etc). 

In practice it may be difficult to draft a termination deci-
sion so as to exclude any link with the business transfer. 
Therefore, a certain period should overlap between the 
transfer and the termination date in order to mitigate the 
risk of having the termination cancelled (because of a 
business transfer).

To this extent, termination should not occur immediate-
ly before the transfer. The European Court of Justice 
has ruled in numerous cases that employees made re-
dundant by a transferor shortly before the transfer have 
a valid claim against the transferee for unlawful redun-
dancy, compelling the transferee to reinstate the em-
ployment contracts unlawfully terminated.

Provided that appropriate reasoning (with supporting 
documentation) is used under the termination decision, 

terminations made 6 to 12 months from the transfer 
date should generally be sufficient to exclude interpreta-
tion that the termination is grounded on the transfer. 
This, however, assumes that the termination did, in-
deed, occur for reasons other than the transfer.

Information and consultation process

Law 67/2006 requires the information and consultation 
process (ICP) to take place at least 30 days prior to the 
transfer date. The law does not provide for a minimum 
or maximum period within which the ICP should be 
completed, only the minimum term for initiation of the 
ICP.

In the timetable of a transfer transaction, given the fairly 
general wording of the law, it appears that the ICP may 
take place even after signing, but in any case prior to 
closing of the transfer transaction.

In case the transferor or transferee has over 20 employ-
ees, the provision of Law 467/2006 on matters subject 
to consultation with employees2 should also be ob-
served. This law establishes a general obligation of em-
ployers to inform and consult with employees in respect 
of decisions which may affect employment relations, in-
cluding decisions regarding a business transfer. Assum-
ing that the relevant corporate bodies resolve upon the 
business transfer before signing the agreement, the ICP 
should take place before signing.

2  Law 467/2006 transposes the EC Directive 2002/14/CE.

 Considering the inconsistencies under the current legislation, the transfer of 
 undertakings in Romania still appears rather difficult, meaning qualified legal 
assistance should always be obtained.
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State Aid Measures for the Real Economy

Serious disturbance, significant aid

As a consequence of the current crisis, banks have be-
come much more risk averse in their lending activities 
than in previous years – despite comprehensive support 
measures from EU member states. In the real (i.e. not fi-
nancial) economy, this has led to the oft-cited credit 
squeeze affecting, in particular, small and medium-sized 
undertakings (SMEs). Although the financial apparatus 
provides for sufficient credit capital, the risk surcharge in-
curred renders conditions more and more unattractive. 

The Commission has recognised this problem and since 
17 December 2008 has applied a temporary Community 
framework for State aid measures to support access to 
finance in the current crisis – temporarily altering the ex-
isting State aid rules through 31 December 20102. These 
measures shall unleash and facilitate bank lending to 
companies. In this context, the Commission particularly 
points out that this relaxation of State aid rules will further 

guarantee investments in environmental projects and, 
thus, ecologically sustainable growth of the economy.

All of the modifications of the State aid rules outlined be-
low must be notified to the Commission, i.e. they are 
subject to the standstill clause laid down in Article 87 of 
the EC Treaty prior to their approval. In order to guaran-
tee that the support measures put in place by the mem-
ber states for the benefit of undertakings can neverthe-
less be made of use as quickly as possible, the 
Commission presupposes that most of the additional 
room for aid will be notified and implemented as so-
called aid schemes. Once an aid scheme of a member 
state has been approved, further aid may be granted 
within its scope without prior individual notification.

The legal basis for the possibilities of approval provided 
for within the temporary Community framework is Article 
87(3)(b) of the EC Treaty. Pursuant to this provision, which 
was virtually unknown before the crisis, the Commission 

While the situation on the financial markets appears to be improving, the full im-
pact of the financial crisis on the real economy is only slowly starting to be felt. 
Following comprehensive and specifically crisis-related State aid rules for the ban-
king sector1, the European Commission (the Commission) has for almost a year 
also applied modified rules for the real economy to support access to financing. 
These rules give beneficiary undertakings additional opportunities to escape a 
credit squeeze.

1  A comprehensive collection of all measures is available at the website of the commission at http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/legislation/compilation/d_03_11_09_en.pdf
2  OJ 2009 C 83/1.

Peter Thyri / Hanno Wollmann
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is entitled to declare aid compatible with the common 
market in order “to remedy a serious disturbance” in the 
economy of a member state. The Commission considers 
that the current global crisis requires such exceptional 
policy responses.

More than de minimis

While, according to the current de minimis regulation of 
the Commission, Article 87(1) of the EC Treaty will not 
apply to aid measures if the total de minimis aid granted 
to any one undertaking does not exceed EUR 200,000 
over any period of three fiscal years3, the Commission 
now allows a significantly higher threshold of EUR 
500,000. Further conditions that must be met are as fol-
lows: (i) the firm was not (yet) in difficulty on 1 July 2008, 
(ii) the member state obtains a declaration from the un-
dertaking concerned about all de minimis aid and any 
other aid received and (iii) the member state checks ad-
herence to the ceiling of EUR 500,000.

As regards Austria, the Commission authorised a tempo-
rary aid scheme on 23 March 2009 according to which 
aid may be granted in the form of direct grants, interest 
rate subsidies, subsidised public loans and public guar-
antees up to a maximum amount of EUR 500,000 per 
company4. According to reports, many undertakings 
make use of this scheme. 

Subsidised loan guarantees

In its notice on the application of Articles 87 and 88 of the 
EC Treaty to State aid in the form of guarantees5, the 
Commission already explained the conditions under 
which the existence of State aid can be entirely ruled out. 

The notice does not, however, indicate any criteria for the 
assessment of the compatibility of guarantees with the 
common market. The Commission now makes up for 
that deficit – again on the basis of Article 87(3)b) of the 
EC Treaty. In particular, the Commission specifies in an 
Annex to the Community Framework the “safe harbour 

premiums” in basis points, thus enabling undertakings to 
correctly apply this possibility of aid.

Aid in the form of subsidised interest rates

In order to tackle the credit squeeze, the Commission 
now also accepts that public or private loans are granted 
at an interest rate which is at least equal to the central 
bank overnight rate6 plus a premium equal to the differ-
ence between the average one year interbank rate and 
the average of the central bank overnight rate over the 
period from 1 January 2007 to 30 June 2008, plus the 
credit risk premium corresponding to the risk profile of 
the recipient.

Aid for the production of “green products”

As already mentioned, the Commission wants to pur-
sue its environmental targets with a high priority despite 
the financial crisis. As to the production of certain clear-
ly defined “green products”, it should therefore be pos-
sible to authorise additional measures in the form of 
subsidised loans.

Risk capital investments and
export credit insurance

Finally, the risk capital market within the Community has 
also been adversely affected by the crisis. And risk capital 
investments are of major economic importance, particu-
larly for SMEs. In its guidelines adopted in 20067, the 
Commission has set out the conditions under which State 
aid supporting risk capital investments may be consid-
ered compatible with the common market in accordance 
with Article 87(3)(c) of the EC Treaty. The stipulated provi-
sions will now be significantly relaxed on the basis of Arti-
cle 87(3)(b) of the EC Treaty until 31 December 2010.

Similarly, the currently applicable rules with respect to the 
State aid assessment of export credit insurance8 will be 
adapted to the new economic situation. Whereas “mar-
ketable” risks could not up to now be covered by export 

3  OJ 2006 L 379/5.
4  IP/09/454.
5  OJ 2008 C 155/10
6  cf. Commission Communication on the revision of the method for setting the reference and discount rates, OJ 2008 C 14/6.
7  Guidelines on State aid to promote risk capital investments in small and medium-sized enterprises, OJ 2006 C 194/2.
8  Communication from the Commission to Member States pursuant to Article(1) of the EC Treaty applying Articles 92 and 93 of the Treaty to short-term export-credit insurance, OJ 1997 C 

281/4.
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credit insurance with the support of member states, a 
respective risk may now also be covered by the member 
state if it is able to demonstrate a lack of market. Thus, 

the Commission extends the applicability of the so-called 
escape clause (point 4.4. of the Communication on short-
term export credit insurance) for member states.

 In the current global crisis, not only the financial economy but also the real 
 economy may benefit from a more generous State aid regime. Austria, how-
ever, has so far not made good use of the additional opportunities. It may also 
make sense for non-banking institutions to take advantage of the new, more inten-
sive State aid measures. But time is short: As things now stand, this window of 
opportunity closes on 31 December 2010.

A New Amendment to the Slovak
Competition Act – A Missed Opportunity

The Slovak Competition Act was amended on 1 June 2009. The amendment prima-
rily concerns the regulation of concentrations. But the modifications are insufficient; 
the Slovak concentration regulations require much more significant changes. 

Introduction

The Slovak Competition Act No. 136/2001 (Zákon o 
ochrane hospodárskej súªaže; SCA) was amended by 
Act 165/2009 on 1 June 2009. The amendment mainly 
affected concentration regulations. Further changes 
were made in connection with Slovakia’s switch from the 
Slovak crown to the Euro.
 
The amendment also modified the leniency application. 
Under the amended Sec 38 (11) (a) of the SCA, full im-
munity under the leniency programme is also possible if 
the applicant provides the Slovak Competition Office 
(the Office) with information and evidence decisive for an 
inspection with the aim of receiving decisive evidence of 
the existence of a cartel agreement. 

Finally, the system of fines for failing to provide informa-
tion and evidence requested by the Office, or for provid-
ing false or incomplete information or evidence, was 
changed. The previous system of fixed fines was re-
placed by fines calculated from the turnover of the un-
dertaking that breached the obligation to provide the 
requested information.

Amendments to concentration regulations

As mentioned, Slovakia switched to the Euro on 1 Janu-
ary 2009. The amendment therefore created notification 
thresholds in Euros. The previous notification thresholds 
in Slovak crowns were converted to Euros on the basis 
of the exchange rate of EUR 1 = SKK 30.126. The Office 
must be notified of a concentration if: (i) the aggregate 
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worldwide turnover of all parties to the concentration in 
the last accounting period was at least EUR 46 mln and 
at least two parties to the concentration had a Slovak 
turnover of at least EUR 14 mln, or (ii) one of the parties 
to the concentration had a Slovak turnover of at least 
EUR 19 mln in the last accounting period, and at least 
one other party to the concentration had a worldwide 
turnover of at least EUR 46 mln. 

The amendment further removed from the SCA the dead-
line of 30 working days for notification of a concentration. 
In Section 10 (14), the SCA prohibits the parties to the 
concentration from executing rights or obligations arising 
from the concentration prior to the effective decision of 
the Slovak Competition Authority on the notified concen-
tration (standstill clause). The notification obligation was 
therefore redundant. Furthermore, this obligation resulted 
in the Slovak Competition Authority being provided with 
incomplete notifications to meet the deadline.

The amendment also clarified conditions regarding when 
the Office must be notified of a concentration which is 
based on a takeover offer. Pursuant to the new wording 
of Section 10(9)(d) of the SCA, the Office must be notified 
of a concentration after the announcement of a takeover 
bid. This is in line with the practice in other jurisdictions as 
well as with reactions to comments from practice. 

The last change created by the amendment is that notifi-
cation of a concentration prior to the execution of a legal 
act on which the concentration is based (e.g. a share pur-
chase agreement) is possible. This will certainly be wel-
comed by the public since until now pre-notification was 
not possible. A concentration notification was possible 
only after the execution of the respective legal basis of the 
concentration. As the competition authority has 60 work-
ing days from the complete notification to decide within 
the first phase, this meant that a significant period of time 
was necessary to obtain clearance in Slovakia. This fact 
caused particular problems for multi-jurisdictional trans-
actions, where Slovakia was always one of the last juris-
dictions where clearance was obtained.

In connection with the amendment of the concentration 
regulations in the SCA, the Office adopted a new decree1  
 

by which details of a concentration notification are speci-
fied. One significant change in the decree is that, except 
for the excerpt from the Commercial Register, the docu-
ments do not need to be originals or certified copies. 
A simple copy with a declaration on oath stating that the 
simple copy corresponds to the original is sufficient. Sim-
ilar provisions also apply to translations of foreign docu-
ments into Slovak. Originally, a translation by a certified 
translator was requested. It is now possible to provide a 
non-certified translation, it now being the responsibility of 
the notifying party to ensure that the translation is true 
and correct. These changes will certainly speed up the 
process of preparing a notification. It will also save a lot of 
money for the parties to the concentration.

Remaining problems

The SCA still contains a number of problematic provi-
sions which should have been changed. The amend-
ment can therefore be considered something of a missed 
opportunity. 

This is particularly the case for the notification thresh-
olds described above. They are constructed in such a 
way that a large number of concentrations with almost 
no relation to the Slovak market must be announced to 
the Office. This is particularly true for the second notifi-
cation threshold. Based on this, a concentration can be 
notified in Slovakia as long as the target company meets 
the worldwide turnover threshold, even if it has no Slo-
vak turnover. Both turnover thresholds should therefore 
be amended so that the Slovak turnover is significant 
only for the target company and not for the acquiring 
party. 

Another practical problem is the long deadlines for the 
assessment of a concentration by the Office. The Office 
now has 60 working days from the completion of the 
notification to assess a concentration within the first 
phase. In the second phase, the deadline can repeatedly 
be extended by another 90 working days. Although the 
Office usually finishes its assessment earlier, the dead-
lines are still too long for the current business climate,  
especially if the concentration is part of an undertaking 
experiencing economic difficulties. 

1   Decree of the Office No. 204/2009 of 21 May 2009.
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Finally, the whole process of assessing a concentration 
is still extremely bureaucratic. The above changes in 
the decree on the details of a notification are insuffi-
cient. The Office should have the power to assess a 
concentration in a less bureaucratic way and to take 

into account the reasons for and conditions of a con-
centration. The Office currently has to focus too much 
on the procedural and formal side rather than assess-
ing the real influence of a concentration on the relevant 
market.

 The Slovakian merger control regime, despite being modernised earlier this 
 year, still requires several procedural changes to overcome deficiencies.

Public Enforcement in Ukraine – 
Review and Outlook

Cartels and abuses of market dominance are very detrimental to consumer wel-
fare. They should therefore be a top priority in competition law enforcement.

Ukraine‘s fight against these practices has been anything 
but impressive in the past. Even though the Ukrainian 
competition authority upped its efforts in 2009, there are 
several points that still need to be addressed for public 
enforcement to be on a par with Western European 
countries.

State of the art regimes of enforcement of competition 
rules are based on two pillars: The imposition of heavy 
sanctions to deter cartels and the consistent, effective 
and efficient investigation of cartel behaviour. On both 
points, enforcement by the Ukrainian competition au-
thority (similar to its CEE counterparts) has deficiencies.
 
Sanctions for competition law infringements

The Ukrainian Antimonopoly Committee (AMC) is entitled 
to impose the following fines on undertakings for breach-
es of competition law:

•	 a	 fine	of	up	 to	10%	of	 the	 respective	undertaking’s 
 group turnover, if the profit from the respective behav- 

 iour accounted for less than 10% of the group turnover  
 of the implicated undertaking; 
•	 if	the	unlawful	profit	accounted	for	more	than	10%	of	 
 the total group revenues of the infringing undertaking,  
 the fine may amount to up to a triple of this profit; 
•	 the	amount	of	the	unlawful	profit	can	be	calculated	by 
 the AMC also by way of evaluation. If the respective  
 undertaking did not achieve any turnover or does not  
 provide turnover information upon request of the 
 AMC, a fine of up to UAH 340,000 (ca. EUR 29,000) 
 may be imposed (if necessary, the AMC may also set 
 the fine on the basis of information from other sources). 

The AMC does not make use of these maximum fines. 
Rather, the sanctions imposed regularly do not have any 
deterrent effect. On average, individual fines even for 
severe anti-competitive behaviour have been below 
EUR 1 mln, whereas it has become standard in Western 
Europe that such practices entail fines of tens of millions 
of Euros. This perception appeared shattered at the be-
ginning of 2009 when the AMC levied a record fine on 
four undertakings of some UAH 265 million (ca. EUR 26 
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mln) for abuses of market dominance. It was expected 
that this decision would mark the beginning of a general 
raise in the level of fines in Ukraine. However, in subse-
quent decisions in 2009, cartelists were fined less than 
EUR 100,000 for hard-core infringements.

Heavy fines are only a means to an end. The actual goal 
of prosecuting anti-competitive behaviour is to change 
the behaviour of undertakings. With its current fining 
practice, the AMC will struggle to achieve this.

Detection of cartels

The low level of fines is the main reason for another 
shortcoming of public enforcement in Ukraine. Leniency 
programmes have proven a very successful tool as they 
offer an undertaking which is first to report an infringe-
ment of competition rules immunity from fines. Put dif-
ferently, deploying an effective leniency policy usually 
provides an incentive for undertakings to come forward 
with insider information in order to benefit from immu-
nity. Ultimately, an effective leniency policy has a deter-
rent effect on cartel formation and destabilises the op-
eration of existing cartels as it seeds distrust among 
cartel members.

Ukraine adopted a leniency programme seven years 
ago. In view of the low level of fines, coupled with a 
rather lax enforcement record, it comes as no surprise 
that undertakings have not made much use of it. In fact, 
the AMC communicated the first leniency application 
only in early 2008!

Perspectives for 2010

The AMC’s fight against severe infringements must be 
further fostered. Signs of improvement can be seen in 
the increasing number of cartel investigations and the in-

creasing amounts of fines. In addition, the AMC will most 
likely obtain the status of a law enforcement agency, 
which will broaden its investigative powers. Signs of the 
AMC upping its fight against severe hard-core infringe-
ments can be inferred from the AMC’s enforcement pri-
orities, which it announced recently. In particular, the 
AMC will focus on:

•	 fighting	cartels,	especially	on	socially	oriented	mar- 
 kets; and 
•	 detecting other concerted actions and restoring  the  
 status quo prior to the infringement (e.g. via dissolu- 
 tion a monopolistic undertaking or initiation of pro- 
 ceedings for illegal transactions  to be declared null  
 and void).

The AMC has also drafted a legal concept for the protec-
tion of competition. According to the concept, the AMC 
proposes, inter alia:

•	 conferring on the AMC the status of a law enforce- 
 ment agency (which would broaden its investigative  
 powers, particularly as regards the collection of evi- 
 dence);
•	 creating independent task forces for the protection of  
 competition within the Ministry of Internal Affairs and 
 the Security Service of Ukraine; and
•	 introducing criminal liability for executives of under- 
 takings that have engaged in severe cartels.

Other proposed changes relate to merger control rules 
(e.g. increasing the low turnover thresholds that trigger a 
filing obligation) and organisational changes, which all 
aim at freeing up resources within the AMC that can then 
be used for public enforcement of competition rules. 

The AMC is expected to submit a draft to the Parliament 
by the end of 2009.

 Undertakings that have engaged in severe anti-competitive conduct do not  
 have to tremble with fear of the Ukrainian competition authority. Usually, fines 
are low and enforcement is slack. The competition authority has, however, taken 
steps indicating that this will change.
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The Czech Republic: Simplified Merger Control 
Proceedings for Certain Types of Concentrations

On 1 September 2009, a simplified procedure for assessing certain types of con-
centrations was introduced into the Czech regulation of concentrations. This new 
procedure should shorten and simplify the assessment of certain types of concen-
trations. The new procedure could be of importance particularly for the rescue of 
undertakings in economic difficulties during the financial crisis. 

Introduction

The simplified procedure for assessing certain types of 
concentrations (simplified procedure) was introduced 
into the Czech Competition Act No. 143/2001 (CCA) by 
amendment No. 155/2009 on 1 September 2009. It is 
contained in Section 16a of the CCA. The Czech Com-
petition Office (the Office) also published an explanatory 
notice on the simplified procedure. The aim of the simpli-
fied procedure is to shorten and simplify the assessment 
of certain, non-problematic concentrations. The Office 
should then have more resources to focus on concentra-
tions that could have a negative impact on competition 
on the relevant market. The regulation on the simplified 
procedure was influenced by a similar regulation in the 
EC Merger Control Regulation No. 139/2004.

When is the simplified
procedure applicable?

The simplified procedure applies to concentrations where 
(i) either none of the parties to the concentration is active 
on the same relevant market, or their combined market 
share on such market is below 15%, respectively and, at 
the same time, none of the parties to the concentration is 
active on a market that is upstream or downstream to 
the activities of the other party, or the market share on 
such a vertically related market is below 25% or (ii) the 
acquiring party acquires sole control over a joint venture 

in which the acquiring party had exercised joint control 
until now.

How to proceed?

When the conditions of a simplified procedure are 
present, the notification can be provided on a simplified 
notification form. The notification form is contained in the 
Decree of the Office No. 252/2009, which was also 
adopted in connection with the amendment of the CCA. 
The simplified notification form does not require informa-
tion on competitors, suppliers or customers of the par-
ties to the concentration, or information on the general 
markets. However, the notifying party does have to prove 
to the Office that the conditions for the simplified proce-
dure have been fulfilled.

The Office publishes the initiation of a simplified proce-
dure on its website. No publication in the Commercial 
Gazette is required, as in the case of a standard proce-
dure. Third parties have five days to submit any objection 
to the concentration. The Office should issue its decision 
on the concentration within 20 days of receipt of the 
complete notification. The deadline for a first-phase deci-
sion in the standard procedure is 30 days.

The Office issues its decision on the concentration with 
an abbreviated statement of its reasons. This statement 
only contains the indications of the parties to the con-
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centration, indication of the relevant market or area in 
which the parties to the concentration are active and the 
fact that the decision on the concentration was issued in 
the form of a simplified procedure. 

The Office has the right to switch from a simplified proce-
dure to a standard procedure if it concludes that it needs 
more information for the proper assessment of a con-
centration. In this case, the Office informs the parties to 
the concentration within 20 days from the opening of the 
simplified procedure. The parties to the concentration 
are then obliged to provide a standard concentration no-
tification. A new deadline for the Office to assess the 
concentration starts to run from the provision of the com-
plete standard notification. This deadline is a standard 
one, i.e. 30 days in the case of a first phase or up to 
5 months in the case of a second phase.

Exemptions from the simplified
procedure regime

According to the explanatory notice of the Office on sim-
plified procedures1, the simplified procedure may not be 
applicable in the following cases:

•	 a	definition	of	the	affected	relevant	market	and	market	 
 shares of the parties to the concentration is difficult;
•	 the	notified	concentration	raises	questions	as	to	the 
 impact of the concentration on the competition which  
 have not yet been resolved by the Office;
•	 the	concentration	concerns	markets	with	significant	 
 barriers to entry or high levels of concentration, or 
 gives rise to other competition concerns;
•	 the	market	power	of	the	parties	to	the	concentration 
 can increase by means of a concentration of their 
 technology, financial or other sources;
•	 the	subject	of	the	notification	is	the	acquisition	of	sole 
 control over a joint venture in which the notifying party 
 has so far exercised joint control, whilst the previous 
 acquisition of joint venture control was not subject to  
 notification to the Office;
•	 the	 acquisition	 of	 joint	 control	 over	 a	 joint	 venture	 
 could lead to the coordination of competition behav- 
 iour of the parties to the concentration which remain  
 independent on the market;
•	 when	the	Office	has	obtained	reasonable	objections 
 to the notified concentration and, after a review, 
 comes to the conclusion that the concentration could  
 affect competition on the relevant market.

 The Czech Competition Office has the right to switch from a simplified pro- 
 cedure to a standard procedure if it concludes that it needs more information 
for the proper assessment of a concentration.

1   www.compet.cz/fileadmin/user_upload/Sekce_HS/Guidelines/Oznameni_o_zjednodusenem_rizeni__konecne.pdf
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The New Serbian Competition Act will
Modernise the Competition Law Regime and 

Foster Public Enforcement

A new Serbian competition act (the New Act) entered into force on 1 November 
2009. Most notably, it broadens the enforcement powers of the Serbian Commis-
sion for the Protection of Competition (the Commission) and empowers it to levy 
sanctions on undertakings directly. In addition, the New Act provides for new juris-
dictional thresholds for mergers and extends the notification deadlines. Based on 
the Western European model, the New Act will modernise the Serbian competition 
law regime.

Block exemptions and the de minimis rule

Block exemptions and the de minimis rule will partly 
overcome the deficiencies of the current mandatory noti-
fication regime for restrictive agreements. According to 
this system, restrictive agreements may only be imple-
mented upon their individual exemption by the Commis-
sion from the cartel prohibition. The New Act provides for 
block exemptions from the cartel prohibition for different 
types of restrictive agreements, which will be automati-
cally exempted under certain requirements. The de mini-
mis rule sets out the circumstances under which poten-
tially anti-competitive agreements are deemed not to 
restrict competition appreciably and thus fall outside the 
ambit of the cartel prohibition.

Restrictive agreements that do not meet the require-
ments of a block exemption regulation or the de minimis 
rule must be exempted individually upon request of the 
undertakings concerned. They have to prove that the re-
spective agreement will create efficiencies that outweigh 
possible anti-competitive effects. The New Act also pro-
vides that such individual exemptions may be granted for 

up to eight years (under the old act the maximum period 
was five years).

Public enforcement

In order to vest the Commission with the appropriate 
tools for public enforcement of competition rules, the 
New Act sets out explicitly that the Commission may 
conduct inspections of an undertaking’s premises; re-
view, seize, copy and scan business records; seal all 
premises and documentation; and take statements from 
responsible persons, including employees. Should an 
undertaking oppose an inspection, the Commission may 
resort to the help of the police.

Under the old act the Commission had to apply to the 
courts for fines to be imposed. The New Act authorises 
the Commission to determine a violation of competition 
and to impose sanctions directly. A fine of up to 10% of 
the total turnover of the implicated undertaking may be 
imposed if an undertaking infringes the ban on closing 
transactions before clearance, the cartel prohibition or the 
prohibition against abusing a market dominant position.
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The Commission will also be empowered to request the 
de-merger of transactions (e.g. if a transaction that is not 
compatible with competition rules was concluded without 
prior clearance) and may impose procedural penalties as 
well as structural and behavioural measures (e.g. undo the 
anti-competitive effects of abusive behaviour by a market 
dominant undertaking).

Merger control

The deficiencies of the old merger control regime were 
primarily due to the low jurisdictional thresholds coupled 
with the fact that the Commission did not recognise a 
domestic effects doctrine in its practice. These problems 
will be partly set aside with the new thresholds. Under 
the New Act, a transaction requires notification in Serbia 
if at least one of two thresholds is met:

•	 the	combined	worldwide	turnover	of	the	undertakings 
 concerned exceeds EUR 100 mln and at least one 
 undertaking achieves a domestic turnover exceeding  
 EUR 10 mln; or
•	 the	combined	domestic	turnover	of	at	 least	two	un- 
 dertaking concerned exceeds EUR 20 mln and each  
 of at least two undertakings concerned achieves a 
 domestic turnover exceeding EUR 1 mln. 

In order to tackle the hitherto common practice of submit-
ting notifications after the filing deadline, the New Act in-
troduced fines for failing to meet the notification deadline. 
Daily fines will range from EUR 500 to EUR 5,000. At the 

same time, the filing deadline was extended from 7 to 15 
days (upon signing the agreement, submitting or closing a 
public bid or acquiring control, whichever occurs first). 

Also, a concentration will be deemed cleared if the Com-
mission fails to adopt a decision by which it clears the 
transaction or fails to open investigation proceedings 
within one month following the submission of the com-
plete merger notification (or within three months in case 
of ex officio investigation proceedings following the open-
ing of investigation proceeding). This means a shorter 
review period compared with the previous merger con-
trol regime, which provided that concentrations could be 
implemented (but not deemed cleared) four months after 
the submission of the complete filing.

Remarks

The New Act is likely to allow the Commission to utilise 
more resources for market investigations and regulated in-
dustries as there will be fewer merger notifications submit-
ted to the Commission owing to the higher thresholds.

The New Act will better serve the interests of foreign in-
vestors and companies doing business in Serbia. At the 
same time, in view of the increased enforcement powers 
of the Commission, all undertakings active in Serbia are 
well advised to verify whether their commercial agree-
ments (and practices) with clients, customers, distribu-
tors and other undertakings assessed are compliant with 
the amended competition rules.

 The New Competition Act will bring Serbia a step closer towards a modern  
 competition law regime. The changes in merger control rules will mean fewer 
merger control notifications. The broadened investigation powers will prompt more 
scrutiny of the business practices of undertakings.
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EU: New Block Exemptions for Vertical
Agreements Bring Stricter Rules for Distributors 

with Market Power

Several block exemption regulations (BER) issued by the European Commission (the 
Commission) under Art 81(3) EC will expire in 2010. This applies in particular to the 
BER on vertical agreements and the BER on agreements in the motor vehicle sector. 
The Commission recently presented draft revised rules. In principle, the Commission 
intends to prolong the established principles. However, the draft also provides for a 
few significant changes, in particular for distributors with market power.

The prohibition on restraints of competition, as set forth 
in Art 81(1) EC, applies not only to agreements conclud-
ed between competitors but also to agreements between 
undertakings operating on different levels of production 
or distribution. Pursuant to Art 81(3) EC, anti-competitive 
agreements are exempted from the prohibition if, in short, 
they produce efficiencies that countervail the negative ef-
fects on consumers. Basically, it is up to undertakings to 
self-assess whether their agreements meet the require-
ments for an exemption. However, to increase legal cer-
tainty, the Commission is empowered to adopt regula-
tions which declare certain categories of agreements 
block exempted from the prohibition. In practice, the 
most important of these BER is the one on vertical agree-
ments1 (BER Vertical), which covers, for instance, the 
widely used exclusive distribution, as well as industrial 
supply agreements. For the motor vehicle sector, a spe-
cific vertical BER exists (BER Motor Vehicles). These im-
portant BERs will expire on 31 May 2010.

New block exemption regulation
for vertical agreements

The current BER Vertical exempts more or less all types 
of vertical agreements from the prohibition under Art  
81(1) EC, provided that: (i) the market share of the sup-
plier does not exceed 30%, (ii) the agreement does not 
contain any hard-core restrictions (i.e. resale price main-
tenance, market or customer sharing) and (iii) no other 
BER (such as the BER Motor Vehicles) is applicable. De-
tailed explanations on the BER Vertical and guidelines 
concerning situations where the BER is not applicable 
may be taken from the Commission’s Guidelines on Ver-
tical Restraints (OJ 2000 C 291/1).

With a view to the upcoming expiry of the BER, the Com-
mission issued both a renewed draft BER for vertical 
agreements and revised draft Guidelines for consulta-
tion. While the Commission does not propose to funda-

1   Reg (EC) No 2790/1999, OJ 1999 L 336/21.
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mentally change the current rules, the revision aims to 
provide answers to market developments over the last 
10 years. The Commission has identified the increased 
market power of big retailers and the evolution of online 
sales as the most crucial developments2.

No safe harbour for distributors
with market power

The Commission plans to limit the scope of the BER Ver-
tical by introducing a second market share threshold. As 
of 1 July 2010, the safe harbour shall not apply to dis-
tributors that enjoy a certain degree of market power. In 
the future, all agreements where either the seller or the 
buyer have a market share of 30% or more will fall out-
side the BER and will have to be assessed individually for 
their permissibility under competition rules. According to 
the Draft BER Vertical, the relevant market share of the 
buyer is its share of any downstream market in which it 
(re)sells the contract goods or services3.

The restricted scope of the new BER is likely to have 
significant effects in smaller EU member states, such as 
Austria or most CEE countries. As retail markets are usu-
ally defined to be national in geographic scope, it is quite 
common that retailers are found to have a market share 
in excess of 30% there (a threshold which is much more 
difficult to pass e.g. in France or Germany). For example, 
under the new regime, exclusivity clauses which protect 
the distributor are more likely to fall outside the BER. 
As the new BER does not provide for any interim period, 
large retailers are well advised to verify in due course 
whether this might have a negative impact on their exist-
ing supply contracts.

Online sales

As to online sales, the underlying principle remains un-
changed, i.e. “every distributor must be free to use the 
internet to advertise or to sell products”4. At the same 

time, certain restrictions on online sales may enable con-
sumers to benefit from better services. This is particu-
larly true if such restrictions aim at preventing distributors 
from taking unfair advantage of marketing or brand pro-
motion undertaken by others (free riding).

The BER Vertical has always allowed certain restrictions 
of sales made as a result of active marketing (active sales), 
whereas sales made as a result of unsolicited requests 
from consumers (passive sales) must not be restricted 
under any circumstances. The Commission’s draft refines 
the distinction between active and passive sales. It is pro-
posed that sales resulting from purchase orders over the 
internet be deemed as “passive” and thus not allowed to 
be restricted. Hence, restrictions requiring, for instance, a 
distributor to reroute online customers located in certain 
territories to another distributor’s website will (continue to) 
constitute an illicit hard-core restriction.

Resale price maintenance

Under the Draft Guidelines, the Commission intends to 
provide (for the first time) guidance on resale price main-
tenance (RPM), which is widely considered to be per se 
prohibited. While RPM is still considered to be presump-
tively in breach of the cartel prohibition, examples are 
given when an RPM obligation might meet the criteria for 
an individual exemption from Art 81(1) EC, e.g. in the con-
text of promotional activities or low price campaigns.

Vertical agreements among competitors

Under the current regime, the BER Vertical also applies to 
agreements between vertically integrated companies (e.g. 
a pulp manufacturer who also produces paper supplies a 
competing paper manufacturer with pulp), provided the 
agreement is non-reciprocal and the buyer’s turnover in 
the last financial year was less than EUR 100 mln. The 
Draft BER Vertical envisages removing this exception, 
which would decrease legal certainty for smaller groups.

2   Cf Press release of the EC dated 28 July 2009 available under:
   http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=IP/09/1197&format=HTML&aged=0&language=EN&guiLanguage=en.
3   Cf Draft Guidelines, Recital 83.
4   Cf Draft Guidelines, Recital 52.
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New block exemption regulation for
the motor vehicles sector

The BER Motor Vehicles5 applies to all supply agree-
ments for passenger cars and commercial vehicles. In a 
July 2009 publication, the Commission set out its basic 
policy orientations for the future legal framework that 
should apply to motor vehicle distribution and after-sales 
services agreements after the expiry of the current BER 
Motor Vehicles.

A more lenient regime for the
highly competitive primary market

As regards sales of new motor vehicles (primary market), a 
Commission market investigation has not unveiled signs 
of significant competition shortcomings in the EU. The 
Commission therefore considers that distribution contracts 
concerning the sale of new motor vehicles no longer re-
quire a sector specific BER. Rather, it is deemed sufficient 
if such contracts fall within the ambit of the general BER 

Vertical. As the current BER Motor Vehicle imposes con-
siderable restrictions on the contractual freedom of the 
supplier (e.g. distribution agreements may not be termi-
nated with less than two years notice), this move should 
provide opportunities for a much more flexible design of 
car distribution systems. To give car dealers time to adapt 
to the new legal regime, it is currently envisaged that the 
BER Motor Vehicles will remain in force until 31 May 2013 
and will only then be replaced by the BER Vertical.
 
A strict regime for repair
and maintenance services 

As to the markets for repair and maintenance services 
and/or for spare parts distribution in the motor vehicle 
sector, the Commission believes that competition is still 
not sufficiently intense. In this context, the Commission 
intends to complement the revised general BER Vertical 
with sector specific guidelines, a more focused BER or a 
combination of both. One may expect a draft of this legal 
regime very soon.

5   Reg (EC) No 1400/2002, OJ 2002 L 203/30).

 Undertakings should verify in due time whether their distribution agreements 
 covered by the Commission’s current block exemption regulations will also 
benefit from an exemption under the successor rules that enters into force on 
1 June 2010.
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Proposed Amendments to
Romanian Competition Rules –

Catching up with EU Legislation

The last amendments to Romanian Competition Law No. 21/1996 (RCL) took place 
in December 2003. Since then, major legal developments at the EU level have not 
been transposed into Romanian law. In order to close this loophole, the Romanian 
Competition Council (RCC) has started an initiative to harmonise national and EU 
competition rules. 

The first draft amendments to the RCL were published 
on the RCC website in October 2009 to bring national 
competition laws on a par with EU competition rules. 
Major amendments have been proposed in relation to 
cartel prohibition and anti-trust proceedings (the Draft 
Amendment).

The notification system

Anti-competitive agreements are exempted from the car-
tel prohibition if, in short, they produce efficiencies that 
countervail the negative effects on consumers. Currently, 
Romania still applies a notification system for anti-com-
petitive agreements. Unlike at the EU level and in most 
EU member states, restrictive agreements which do not 
affect trade between member states may only be imple-
mented if the agreement has been exempted individually 
from the cartel prohibition upon application by the impli-
cated undertakings to the RCC (unless the respective 
agreement falls within the scope of one of the block ex-
emption regulations that exempt certain categories of 
agreements under specific circumstances).

In practice, this system raises several difficulties. On the 
one hand, proceedings for individual exemption have 
proven to be very lengthy (sometimes taking more than 

a year) and quite burdensome as parties are required to 
produce a vast amount of information. On the other 
hand, one has always to consider carefully whether an 
agreement sufficiently affects trade between EU mem-
ber states. If so, EU rules apply (which have precedence 
over national competition rules) and no notification is 
necessary. If not, the agreement may only be enforced 
once the RCC has granted an individual exemption. To 
be on the safe side, parties have therefore tended to file 
a notification to the RCC even in cases where an agree-
ment could have qualified as affecting trade between 
member states.

Pursuant to the Draft Amendment, this notification sys-
tem will be abolished and, like at the EU level, anti-com-
petitive agreements that create countervailing pro-com-
petitive effects will be automatically valid and enforceable 
with no prior decision needed to this end. In turn, it falls to 
the implicated undertakings to self-assess whether the 
respective agreement produces sufficient efficiencies.

De minimis agreements

Agreements fall within the scope of the cartel prohibition 
only if they create appreciable anti-competitive effects. 
EU and Romanian competition rules have adopted guide-

Christoph Haid / Cristina Pana / Adrian Silindean
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lines that set out the conditions under which an agree-
ment is not considered to restrict competition appreciably. 
However, EU and national rules deviate considerably.

These differences will be set aside. According to the Draft 
Amendment, agreements are considered de minimis and 
thus permissible if the implicated undertakings have a 
joint market share below 10% if they are competitors, or 
an individual market share of 15% each if they are not 
competitors. (In addition, the agreements must not con-
tain certain hard core infringements such as price fixing 
or market or customer allocation.)

Commitments in proceedings

The Draft Amendment introduces the possibility for un-
dertakings subject to an investigation into allegedly anti-
competitive behaviour to offer commitments to the RCC 
in order to allay the competition concerns of the compe-
tition authority and bring proceedings to a speedy end 
without being fined. 

Legal privilege

The draft amendment introduces, for the first time, ex-
plicit provisions on the privilege of client-attorney corre-
spondence. This is of major importance as such privi-
leged correspondence may not be reviewed by RCC 
officials in investigations and also not used as evidence in 
proceedings. 

According to the Draft Amendment this privilege will cov-
er all correspondence between the investigated under-
taking and its attorneys if it is made within the framework 
and for the sole purpose of defending the respective un-
dertaking. This applies after the investigation has been 
kicked off, or even before, provided that such corre-
spondence is related to the subject-matter of the investi-
gation. In case RCC officials object to the privileged sta-
tus of correspondence, such documentation is to be 
sealed and produced to the RCC president, who shall 
then decide whether the documentation may be re-
viewed or not.

 The draft amendments to the Romanian Competition Law proposed by the 
 Romanian Competition Council provide for welcome changes and would 
create one level playing field for competition rules at the EU and Romanian levels.
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Małgorzata Krasnodębska-Tomkiel was appointed presi-
dent of the OCCP in June 2008. She previously held the 
position of vice-president. She also has a PhD degree in 
law. Therefore, great hopes were connected with her 
nomination as she was seen as a specialist in anti-trust 
law and not a mere political nominee. These hopes have 
so far been fulfilled as the OCCP has started to develop 
a new image both in terms of PR and as a legislator and 
public enforcer of competition rules.

PR

This year the OCCP has organised an unprecedented 
number of national and international conferences, meet-
ings and seminars, both for consumers and undertak-
ings. The OCCP also hosted an array of distinguished 
guests, including: Mr Lowe from the European Commis-
sion; Mr Lasserre, President of the French Competition 
Authority; Mr Heitzer, President of the German Federal 
Cartel Office; Mr Thanner, Director General of the Austri-
an Federal Competition Authority; and many other senior 
figures and representatives from competition offices in 
the EU, US and Canada.

During these events the most recent domestic and EU 
cases were discussed, including Microsoft, Intel and Tel-
efonica. Several issues were raised during these meet-
ings, such as concerns related to abuse of a dominant 
position on the market of new technologies, consumer 
credits and sanctions in anti-trust proceedings, mergers 

and acquisitions in the current crisis and issues in merger 
enforcement laws. The OCCP has also started trainings 
for local municipality representatives to promote compe-
tition law on the local markets.

Another step to raise public awareness of issues related 
to competition law was downloadable web publications 
of the OCCP. These have dealt, among others, with price 
fixing and bidding agreements, reports on actions of un-
dertakings on various markets and a guideline about 
competition law for children. In 2008 the OCCP launched 
an ongoing series of campaigns in the media to encour-
age undertakings to take part in leniency programmes 
and to inform the public about the institution of the con-
sumer ombudsman. Information, including recent com-
petition decisions, is also regularly published on the OCCP 
website, which certainly makes its activities as law en-
forcer more transparent.

Secondary legislation

In 2009 a new leniency regulation replaced the old one 
from 2007, which shows the OCCP’s efforts to improve 
existing legislation. The new leniency regulation stipu-
lates the entire leniency procedure in more detail. Addi-
tionally, guidelines on setting fines for anti-competitive 
practices have been published. This serves as a yard 
stick for potential competition law offenders and helps 
the OCCP develop a continuous policy of setting fines. 
Although they have no legal force (except to bind the 

Poland: The Competition Watchdog
Follows a New Path

For the last year and a half the Office for Competition and Consumer Protection 
(OCCP) has been directed by a new president. Great hopes were connected with 
her nomination, and it seems these expectations were not in vain.

Michał Markowicz / Kamila Bury
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OCCP) and have been criticised as being too vague, the 
OCCP uses them regularly for calculating fines. Particular 
points of criticism are that the wording on aggravating 
and mitigating circumstances is too vague and that the 
guidelines do not clearly state whether the sales from an 
infringement shall be taken into account when calculat-
ing the basic amount of the fine (which is then adjusted 
on the basis of aggravating and mitigating circumstanc-
es, duration of the infringement, etc.). 

The law enforcer

In the first half of 2009 the President of the OCCP issued 
47 decisions allowing concentrations of undertakings, 
compared with around 80 such decisions in the same 
period in 2008. The decrease in the number of issued 
decisions can be explained mainly by the fact that in 
2007 the notification turnover thresholds were increased.  

It seems that this year the most important concentration 
decisions were for the press market (Axel Springer Po-
land and Infor Biznes), the chemical building materials 
market (Atlas, which is a leader on this market, acquired 
Izolmat, which specialises in the production of roof-lay-
ers) and dairy producers (Mlekovita and Kurpie).

The OCCP fines mainly the private sector (e.g. a fine for 
ENION of ca. EUR 2 mln) but also does not hesitate to 

fine governmental agencies. The Polish National Health 
Fund, which awards public contracts for all medical serv-
ices, was fined around EUR 275,000 for abusing its mar-
ket position. The OCCP also controlled enterprises be-
longing to local municipalities, which resulted in the 
issuance of 41 decisions in 2008 confirming that they 
were abusing their dominant position on the local mar-
kets. In addition to this, PKP Cargo (the main player in 
the Polish rail cargo transport industry) was fined around 
EUR 14.3 mln for discriminating against some of its con-
tracting parties. The PKP group is (together with the 
Polish telecommunication giant Telekomunikacja Polska 
S.A.) one of the biggest fine payers due to competition 
infringements. Most of the recent decisions of the OCCP 
have been upheld by the courts, meaning various under-
takings have paid to the state treasury around EUR 7.7 
mln in fines for competition infringements through May 
2009, compared with EUR 8.3 mln in the whole of 2008.

The OCCP’s endeavours are a good example of a public 
authority which is trying to become more transparent. 
Still, the most important task for the OCCP is to concen-
trate on its core activities, namely issuing administrative 
decisions within a reasonable period and providing in-
centives for the improvement of the existing legal frame-
work. These are the two areas on which the OCCP 
should focus in the future in order to continue the good 
work it has started.

 The Polish competition watchdog is continuing its efforts towards becoming 
 a modern and sophisticated competition authority. The two issues that still 
require attention are the current length of proceedings and a more proactive ap-
proach to the development of competition rules.
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The Bulgarian Commission for Protection of 
Competition: Mixed Feedback from

the Supreme Court

After a period of virtual dormancy, public enforcement of competition rules gained 
momentum in 2007 and 2008 when the Bulgarian Commission for Protection of 
Competition (CPC) initiated an array of cartel investigations and adopted record 
fines on undertakings for infringing competition rules. In 2009, the Supreme Ad-
ministrative Court (SAC) ruled on some of the appeals brought against these deci-
sions. The SAC’s reaction was none too positive for the CPC as the court over-
turned the majority of the decisions. 

Christoph Haid / Mariya Papazova

In 2007/2008 the CPC conducted six cartel investiga-
tions in different sectors. In five of the cases the CPC 
imposed fines for price fixing and exchange of sensitive 
commercial information. Only one of the decisions was 
upheld and is now binding. This concerned the CPC’s 
decision in the insurance sector by which the CPC levied 
the highest fine ever of some EUR 1 mln (the maximum 
possible fine under the competition act then in place) on 
14 Bulgarian insurance companies and the Bulgarian 
Association of Insurance Companies (the Association) 
for signing a memorandum within the association pur-
porting to fix prices.

Other decisions were overturned, mainly because the CPC 
failed to provide sufficient evidence. The proceedings are 
now pending before the appellate body of the SAC. 

The Vegetable Oil decision1

In its Vegetable Oil decision, the CPC imposed the sec-
ond highest fine ever on the producers of vegetable oil 

and their association for (i)  directly fixing the price for 
sunflowers and (ii) indirectly fixing the price for vegetable 
oil. The decision was partly overturned by the SAC2. It 
found that the CPC had not produced sufficient evidence 
that the implicated undertakings had indirectly fixed the 
price for vegetable oil.

The producers of vegetable oil colluded on the purchase 
price of sunflowers in 2006 and 2007. From this, the 
CPC concluded that they thereby also indirectly fixed the 
price of vegetable oil as sunflowers are the most impor-
tant ingredient for the production of vegetable oil and 
thus the most important cost factor. The conclusion was 
based on interviews and a prognosis for the vegetable oil 
price by the chairman of the association of the producers 
of vegetable oil in Bulgaria. 

The SAC held that the CPC had interpreted these inter-
views and announcements out of context and that the 
CPC had not analysed the vegetable oil sale price of 
each producer. In addition, the expert appointed by the 

1   Decision No 1150/2007 of CPC.
2   Decision No 4024/2009 of SAC first instance.
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SAC demonstrated that the prices of the various produc-
ers differed and were based on objective factors. As a 
result, the fines were reduced by approximately half (i.e. 
EUR 364,000). The decision is now under appeal before 
the highest chamber of the SAC.

The Milk decision3

Its investigation against the Association of Milk Produc-
ers (AMP) in Bulgaria and the National Association of Milk 
Producers led the CPC to fine the two associations. They 
were found to have (i) directly or indirectly fixed the prices 
of cow and goat milk, and of two particular types of 
cheese and (ii) exchanged sensitive commercial informa-
tion. The SAC4 reversed the CPC decision to the extent 
it related to AMP, as the SAC was of the opinion that the 
AMP had not adopted any decision which affected prices 
on the relevant markets.

The SAC found that the AMP’s members had in fact dis-
cussed the sector’s downturn (e.g., not sufficient quan-
tity and quality of milk) but that they had not agreed on 
prices but, rather, sold milk at different prices. Second, 
the court found that the AMP did not fix the price of the 
respective types of cheese, as it confirmed by a court 
expert that these were formed on the basis of objective 
factors. Third, the information exchange administered by 
AMP from its members was general information for past 
periods (e.g. information about historic market prices 
that were charged three years before).

The Bread decision5

The CPC fined three Bulgarian associations of producers 
of bread and confectionery for fixing prices of particular 
types of bread. The CPC based its decision mainly on  

protocols on sessions of the managing bodies where  
price issues had been discussed. The CPC saw a further 
indication of collusion between bread producers in the fact 
that the increase in prices for flour also led to an increase 
in the price for bread, whereas a decrease of the price of 
meal had no corresponding effect on the price for bread.
 
The SAC6 found that the associations’ members did not 
collude on prices but only expressed their opinion on the 
desirable price level, without any binding effect. The 
SAC’s findings confirmed that prices were discussed at 
associations’ meetings. However, the SAC did not con-
sider these discussions to be impermissible as, in its 
opinion, the discussions only purported to protect bread 
producers against the anti-dumping prices of non-regu-
lated producers. Moreover, a court expert concluded 
that the prices for bread were based on objective factors 
and that bread producers purchased flour at different 
prices and sold their products at different prices.

Conclusions from the SAC’s decisions

It will be interesting to see what the SAC’s decisions will 
do to the CPC’s resolve to battle cartels. On the one 
hand, the CPC’s most important decision was upheld; 
on the other hand, several decisions were overturned 
for lack of evidence. It remains to be seen whether this 
means that future cartel investigations will be more de-
tailed – and longer – to enable the CPC to compile a 
solid base of evidence. Or will it encourage the CPC to 
commence only those investigations where it is con-
vinced that it will be able to uncover all necessary evi-
dence, which in turn could mean fewer investigations. 
Another possibility is that the CPC will not be affected at 
all and will continue its increased enforcement of com-
petition rules.

 The Bulgarian competition authority’s fight against cartels has been dealt a  
 blow by the Supreme Administration Court, which has reversed several of 
the competition authority’s decisions on appeal for lack of evidence. Whether this 
will lead to less enforcement or more thorough investigations remains to be seen.

3   Decision No 650/2008 of CPC.
4   Decision No 9227/2009 of SAC first instance.
5  Decision No 662/2008 of CPC.
6  Decision 9588/2009 of SAC first instance.
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Croatia: New Competition Rules
in October 2010

The New Act was adopted on 24 June 2009 and will 
enter into force on 1 October 2010. The act addresses 
all aspects of competition rules and serves two main 
purposes. First, it will further align Croatian competition 
rules with EU competition rules. Second, and more im-
portantly, it will improve the effectiveness of the existing 
competition regime in Croatia. The major amendments 
are discussed below.

Cartel prohibition

The cartel prohibition covers all restrictive agreements. 
They are permissible, though, if they create efficiencies 
that outweigh the negative effects on consumers. Cur-
rently, undertakings can (but do not have to) apply to the 
CCA for an individual exemption of the respective agree-
ment to increase legal certainty. Under the New Act such 
opportunity will no longer be attainable. As from 1 October 
2010, it will be solely up to undertakings to assess wheth-
er the requirements for an exemption from the cartel prohi-
bition are met. To increase legal certainty, several regula-
tions are in place that exempt certain types of agreements 
(e.g. vertical agreements in general, vertical agreements in 
the motor vehicle sector, technology transfer agreements) 
if specific requirements are met. These regulations corre-
spond with respective block exemption regulations at EU 
level. The New Act also provides that agreements in the 
transport sector shall be covered by a separate block ex-
emption regulation to be adopted in due course.

Abuse of dominance
 
The New Act will take over from the old act the (refutable) 
presumption of market dominance above a market share 
of 40%. In addition, the New Act will contain parameters 
on the basis of which an entity can be found to be dom-
inant even below a market share of 40%.

The New Act also provides that the CCA can impose struc-
tural and behavioural measures to restore competition af-
ter it has established an abuse of market dominance. 

Merger control

In the field of merger control, the substantive test for the 
assessment of concentrations pursuant to the Europe-
an Merger Control Regulation 139/2004 (ECMR) will be 
transposed into nation law: Concentrations will be as-
sessed against whether they will significantly impede 
effective competition (the SIEC Test). The SIEC Test 
does not deviate considerably from the previous market 
dominance test. First and foremost, a concentration will 
significantly impede competition if it contributes to the 
creation or strengthening of a market dominant position. 
However, the SIEC Test affords an authority the possibil-
ity of deploying a more economic approach in the as-
sessment of concentrations, for example in transactions 
that do not involve horizontal overlaps in the implicated 
undertakings’ activities.

Although the Croatian Competition Agency (CCA) is a sophisticated authority, pub-
lic enforcement in Croatia lacks any deterrent effect as the CCA has not been 
equipped with the necessary enforcement tools. Cartel proceedings before the 
competent courts are very lengthy and the imposed fines are anything but a deter-
rent. This problem is being tackled with a new competition act (the New Act). 

Christoph Haid / Petra Santic
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Also, special rules for the calculation of turnover of banks 
and financial institutions will be included in the New Act. 
Like under Article 5 ECMR, for credit institutions and 
other financial institutions, the sum of the following in-
come items (after deduction of value added tax and oth-
er taxes directly related to those items, where appropri-
ate) will be used instead of revenues:

(i) interest income and similar income;
(ii) income from securities:
	 •	 income	from	shares,	other	variable	yield	securities;
	 •	 income	from	participating	interests;
	 •	 income	from	shares	in	affiliated	undertakings;
(iii) commissions receivable;
(iv) net profit on financial operations; and
(v) other operating income.

The turnover of a credit or financial institution in Croatia 
shall comprise the income items, as defined above, which 
are received by the branch or division of that institution 
established in Croatia in question, as the case may be.

Finally, a short form notification will be introduced to lo-
wer the amount of information to be submitted in cases 
that, from experience, do not give rise to competition 
concerns. The requirements for a short form filing corre-
spond with the ones under the European Implementation 
Regulation (Commission Regulation (EC) No.802/2004). 
Accordingly, a short form filing may be submitted if:

•	 in	the	case	of	the	establishment	of	a	joint	venture,	the	 
 joint venture will have no, or negligible, actual or fore- 
 seen activities in Croatia;
•	 none	of	the	parties	to	the	concentration	is	engaged	in 
 business activities in the same relevant product and 
 geographic market (i.e. no horizontal overlap), or in a 
 market which is upstream or downstream of a market 
 in which another party to the concentration is enga- 
 ged (i.e. no vertical relationship);
•	 two	or	more	of	 the	parties	 to	 the	concentration	are 
 engaged in business activities in the same relevant  
 product and geographic market (i.e. horizontal relati- 

 onships), provided that their combined market share  
 is less than 15%; and/or one or more of the parties to 
 the concentration is engaged in business activities in  
 a product market which is upstream or downstream 
 of a product market in which any other party to the 
 concentration is engaged (i.e. vertical relationships), 
 and provided that none of their individual or combined  
 market shares at either level is 25% or more; or
•	 a	party	 is	 to	 acquire	 sole	 control	 of	 an	undertaking	 
 over which it already has joint control.

Procedural rules
 
Major changes to procedural rules will be implemented 
to foster public enforcement by the CCA, as follows.

•	 For the first time, the CCA will be empowered to con- 
 duct unannounced inspections of undertakings that  
 are accused of an infringement of competition rules. 
•	 The CCA will be empowered to levy fines directly. Un- 
 der the current act the CCA has to apply to misdeme- 
 anour courts for fines to be imposed, which is one of  
 the main deficiencies of public enforcement in Croatia 
 (these courts have a reputation of working slowly and  
 imposing fines that lack any deterrent effect). Such 
 fines (as well as other decisions of the CCA) can be  
 challenged before the High Administrative Court.
•	 Under the New Act, there will be no more fines on in- 
 dividuals for competition law infringements. Underta- 
 kings may be fined up to 10% of their group turnover  
 for severe breaches of competition rules, whereas the 
 maximum fine is 1% for minor infringements. In additi- 
 on, any undertaking that is not party to proceedings  
 may be fined up to HRK 100,000 [about EUR 13,700] 
 (e.g. for not answering a request for information in 
 proceedings directed against another undertaking).
•	 It will be made explicit that commercial courts are  
 competent to assess damage claims stemming from  
 competition law infringements.
•	 The	CCA	will	be	empowered	to	grant	immunity	from 
 fines and reduction from fines in case of cartel (lenien- 
 cy programme).

 The New Competition Act will equip the competition authority with all the 
 tools necessary for an effective enforcement of competition rules. The fact that 
the authority will then be able to impose fines directly is expected to lead to a signifi-
cant rise in the number and amount of fines for competition law infringements.
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Permission requirements 

The Regulation stipulates in Article 13 that the EU mem-
ber states shall provide the European Commission (the 
Commission) by 31 January 2008 at the latest with a list of 
claims to be included in the “Community List of Permitted 
Claims”, accompanied by the conditions applying to them 
and by references to the relevant scientific justification.

According to Article 13(3), the Commission shall by 31 
January 2010 at the latest, and after consulting the Euro-
pean Food Safety Authority (EFSA), adopt according to 
the Committee procedure (Article 25(3)) a Community list 
of permitted claims.

According to Article 14, health claims referring to a “re-
duction of disease risk claims” or to “children’s develop-
ment and health” are excluded from this rule. These must 
be specifically examined and can only be included in a 
Community list after having passed the procedures un-
der Article 15 et seq.  

EFSA opinions regarding Article 14 claims

The EFSA has already finished several opinions on Arti-
cle 14 claims. They concern health claims that can rely 
on a broad basis of scientific evidence, especially due to 
the fact that, regarding these claims, individual applica-
tions for permission had been filed.

The first EFSA opinions caused general consternation. 
The highest scientific standards had been applied in the 
examination of the claims. But for EFSA, proof of the 
effect of certain food ingredients did not suffice. Only 
proof concerning the final product, often by way of ran-
domised human double-blind studies, sufficed. Such 
kind of evidence follows the standard of the pharma-
ceutical sector but is not common in the food sector 
where such studies are conducted only rarely and there-
fore appropriate evidence is lacking. 

Comprehensive study material did exist primarily for 
those claims for which permission had been applied for 
under Article 14 and Article 13(5). Despite this, more 
than 80% of the applications did not succeed. The 
EFSA considered most of the studies as being not suf-
ficiently significant. The food industry became intimately 
familiar with EFSA’s standard rejection that “a cause 
and effect relationship has not been established”. 

The high number of negative EFSA opinions led to hectic 
lobbying. The Commission had been pressed to push 
EFSA towards applying less strict criteria, or at least 
cease preliminary publication of opinions (i.e. before 
adoption of the final Community list). The Commission 
refused these initiatives. This augurs badly for those 
claims that had been notified by member states by way 
of lists (which are, from experience, less supported by 
scientific evidence).

Regulation (EC) 1924/2006 (the Regulation) contains conclusive rules regarding 
nutrition and health claims made about foods. Nutrition and health claims can only 
be made in commercial communications if they comply with the general and spe-
cific rules of the Regulation. As a general rule, nutrition and health claims are only 
permitted if they are substantiated by generally accepted scientific evidence. 

Health Claims Regulation –
How to Proceed Further?

Christian Hauer
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 The opinions of the European Food Safety Authority related to the Health 
 Claims Regulation will lead to the result that food business operators must 
refrain from using hundreds of health claims that have been used in the past with-
out objection. However, prohibitions of claims under Article 13(1) are unlikely to 
enter into force before 2011.

EFSA opinions regarding Article 13 claims 

On 1 October 2009 EFSA opinions regarding a large 
number of claims were published. This was after EFSA 
had announced that the publication of opinions would 
not be delayed until the final Community list was issued, 
but would be published in “batches”. The opinions of the 
scientific authority lead to commentaries that the food 
industry had to refrain from the use of hundreds of health 
claims that had been commonly used, often already over 
years. Again a huge part of the claims had been as-
sessed negatively. Especially health claims regarding vi-
tamins (such as vitamin A, B-complex, biotin and vitamin 
D) and mineral nutrients (such as calcium, iron and mag-
nesium), which traditionally can rely on a broad scientific 
basis, had been permitted.

At the same time, especially agents of botanic origin (“bo-
tanicals”) had been refused. But the bulk of the material 
submitted for botanicals had not yet been examined but 
had been returned to the Commission for “reworking”. 
 
When will the prohibitions
have to be applied?

The negative EFSA opinions do not lead to any prohibi-
tions at the moment. However, such opinions should be 
considered, especially by consumer protection organi-
sations. The transitional provision of Article 28(5) of the 

Regulation stipulates that health claims under Article 
13(1) can be used under the responsibility of the food 
business operators “until the adoption of the list referred 
to in Article 13(3)” (i.e. the Community List) if the claims 
comply with the further provisions of the Regulation and 
applicable provisions laid down in national law. Even if 
“the list referred to in Article 13(3)” did not consist of one 
single, final list and preliminary partial lists were pub-
lished, the adoption of the list in the sense of Article 13(3) 
requires the consent of the Commission according to 
the proceedings mentioned in Article 25(3) and, in addi-
tion, the consent of the European Parliament. Further, 
the lists would have to be included in the Community 
Register according to Article 20, which not only contains 
permitted health claims and the prerequisites of their 
use, but also the refused health claims and the reasons 
for refusal.

Although the regulation, especially in Article 28(5), does 
not contain an express provision for this, already now 
there is consent that for refused health claims, a further 
deadline of six months will be granted to give food busi-
ness operators the chance to remove them from the la-
belling and advertising of the food.

Health claims that (as with most of the “botanicals”) have 
not yet been examined by the EFSA can not be affected 
by the prohibition. The effective prohibition of claims un-
der Article 13(1) is therefore unlikely before 2011.
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Austria: Trademark Parody – Humour is …

... subjective and, by its nature, open to dispute. It is therefore inevitable that in 
cases of trademark parody the question sometimes arises: When does a simple 
good laugh end and a trademark infringement begin?
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Parody

We frequently come across not only t-shirts and posters 
but also designations of products which humorously 
modify well-known trademarks. A reputed German dic-
tionary describes parody as “humoristic imitation”1. The 
term “parody” is the gist of the matter as humour is very 
subjective. So, how far does protection reach in cases 
where famous word marks are wilfully modified and given 
different meanings (e.g. STARSUCKS COFFEE, E$$O, 
iGOD or BABEWATCH), or cases where word-device 
marks are diversified in a more or less humorous way?

International experience shows a broad spectrum from 
satiric2 to critical3 to even degrading4 trademark paro-
dies. The boundaries are not clearly definable and not 
every trademark parody is allowed. A weighing of inter-
ests of trademark owners and basic rights has to be 
made. Recently, the Austrian Supreme Court ruled for 
the first time on this subject5.

The Styriagra case

In this landmark case, the defendant was a producer of 
pumpkin seeds in the Austrian province of Styria (Steier-
mark) where he promoted and sold pumpkin seeds with 
a blue coloured coating. For these, the defendant used 

the designation “Styriagra”, and even created a trade-
mark using such term. Moreover, on his website, the de-
fendant implied that the blue pumpkin seeds would ef-
fect an augmentation of lust.

The Austrian Supreme Court held that (at a minimum) 
there was unfair exploitation of the distinctiveness of the 
well-known trademark VIAGRA as the defendant used 
the trademark to attract the public’s attention to his own 
product and to benefit from its reputation. The defend-
ant’s argument that it was a legal trademark parody was 
rejected. According to the court, the fact that the imita-
tion may have been funny did not justify the defendant’s 
main intention of attracting attention to the product.

As a basic principle, the court confirmed that exploitation 
of reputation or distinctiveness may be justified in cases 
where the imitation can be seen as an artistic work or a 
contribution to social discourse. However, this justifica-
tion does not apply in cases where the exploitation of the 
reputation of a trademark is predominantly used for the 
sale of goods or services.

Economic value of well-known trademarks

The classic target in cases of trademark parody is usu-
ally a well-known trademark. A trademark itself is more 

1  Wermke et al [Ed], Duden22 I, 726. 
2  Cf: German Federal Court of Justice February 3, 2006; I ZR 159/02 – Lila Postkarte = GRUR 2006, 192.
3  Cf: Cour de cassation in France (April 8, 2008 ; n° 432 –E$$O).
4  Cf: Regional Court of Hamburg October 27, 2000, 315 O 423/99 – Deutsche Pest = GRUR 2000, 514.
5  Austrian Supreme Court September 22, 2009; 17 Ob 15/09v – STYRIAGRA.

Stephanie Bauer 
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than an indication of origin. Especially well-known trade-
marks have significant economic value, usually devel-
oped through innovation, long-term investment and in-
tensive advertising.

Consequently, trademarks are covered by the guaran-
teed protection of property under Austrian constitutional 
law. Protection is also provided under Austrian trademark 
law (Markenschutzgesetz) and unfair competition law 
(Gesetz gegen den unlauteren Wettbewerb; UWG), es-
pecially against unfair imitations.
 
Broader protection of trademarks having
a reputation under Austrian trademark law
 
A trademark with a reputation enjoys a broad protection, 
which also covers goods and services for which the 
trademark is not registered. According to the wording of 
the law, for this protection to apply, it is only necessary 
that a similar sign be used which takes unfair advantage 
of or is detrimental to the distinctive character or reputa-
tion of the well-known mark. This is really competition 
law dressed up as trademark law6.

Unfair exploitation in this sense is especially given where 
a third party attempts to ride on the coattails of a well-
known mark in order to benefit from its power of attrac-
tion without paying any financial compensation and with-
out being required to make efforts of its own7. This applies 
not only to exploitation of reputation but also of a trade-
mark’s distinctiveness8.

Protection against imitation under
Austrian unfair competition law 

Unfair competition law also provides protection against 
imitation of work (or signature) if certain unfair elements 
are present, such as the wilful appropriation of special 
design features of device marks, logos, typical writings 
or arrangements in terms of colour and shape9. Unfair-

ness is even more apparent when the intent is to transfer 
quality (through exploitation of reputation) or exploit dis-
tinctiveness. 

Protection of freedom of art and freedom
of speech under Austrian constitutional law 

With regard to basic rights, the critical element of a trade-
mark parody must be assessed on freedom of speech 
grounds. The humoristic element of a trademark parody 
(e.g. of a word-device mark) must be evaluated in the 
light of freedom of art. 
  
According to the case law of the Austrian Constitutional 
Court, freedom of art may be legally restricted if it is nec-
essary for and proportionate to the protection of another 
object of legal protection. This principle of proportionality 
also applies to interference in freedom of speech, where-
by commercial advertising may be restricted more than 
the expression of political ideas10.

Core meaning of a statement

In order to evaluate parodies in conflict with other rights, 
it is necessary to unveil the core meaning of the state-
ment11. As long as trademark parodies do not consider-
ably deal with the trademark concerned and are merely 
used to launch a product which otherwise would not (or 
only under major efforts) be marketable, no justification is 
given12. If the substantial meaning of the parody results in 
an unacceptable, sweeping degradation of the original, 
boundaries have to be set to a justification based on 
freedom of speech. 

When the main purpose of the parody is to evoke com-
parisons between the goods or services of the imitator 
and the goods and services of the branded products or 
services, justification based on constitutional rights should 
be negated. Indeed, the prevailing case law in Austria 
forbids the sweeping assertion that one’s own product is 

6   Born in GRUR 2006, 193 with further references.
7   ECJ June 18, 2009, C-487/07 – L’Oréal/Bellure – para 49.
8   Austrian Supreme Court September 22, 2009; 17 Ob 15/09v – STYRIAGRA.
9   Austrian Supreme Court October 19, 2004, 4 Ob 215/04b – Deluca.
10   Walter/Mayer/Kucsko-Stadlmayer, Grundriss des österreichischen Bundesverfassungsrechts para 1461.
11   Handig in Wiebe/Kodek, UWG § 1 para 481.
12   Austrian Supreme Court September 22, 2009; 17 Ob 15/09v – STYRIAGRA; Hacker in Ströbele/Hacker/Kirschnek, dMarkengesetz § 14 para 117.
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equivalent to another well-known and commonly highly 
regarded product13. Such a substantial meaning can be 

legitimated neither by means of freedom of art nor free-
dom of speech. 

13   Herzig in Wiebe/Kodek, UWG § 2 a para 29.

 A careful weighing of interest must be made in cases where trademarks and 
 freedom of art and freedom of speech conflict. However, when economic ac-
tions have the main intention of boosting one’s own economic interests – or, in the 
author’s opinion, when there is a wilful transfer of conceptions of quality and excel-
lence to one’s own products – a trademark parody cannot be justified, however 
humorous it may be.

Bulgaria: Radical Changes to the 
Trademark Law

Historical change

The sustainable development and the stability of the 
market economy in the last decade, as well as the ne-
cessity for further harmonisation of the national law with 
the practice of the Office for Harmonization in the Internal 
Market, necessitated various amendments to the current 
Bulgarian trademark law. The major change is an histori-
cal one and concerns the registration procedure and the 
opposition procedure. 

The current registration procedure

Traditionally Bulgaria has had high, strict and conserva-
tive requirements for registering a trademark compared 
to countries with liberal registration requirements and 
without a detailed preliminary examination. Hence the 
Bulgarian Patent Office (BPO) is obliged to examine the 

mark ex officio in respect of the absolute and the relative 
grounds for refusal, regardless whether an opposition 
has been filed by an interested party or not. This means 
little effort on the part of owners of prior rights is required.  
 
On the other hand, companies wishing to register new 
trademarks have to face a long and exhaustive registra-
tion procedure, especially in the wake of Bulgaria’s  
accession to the EU when a vast number (ca. 350,000) 
of earlier Community trademarks extended their validity 
automatically to the territory of Bulgaria and had to be 
taken into consideration by the examiners at the BPO.

Upcoming amendments

This situation is about to change with the proposed amend-
ments, which provide for a registration procedure identical 
to that of a Community trademark. The BPO must exam-

The draft amendment to the current Bulgarian trademark law, which provides for 
major changes to trademark registration procedures, has passed the first round 
of voting in the National Assembly.

Plamen Ivanov
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ine the application only in respect of the absolute grounds 
for refusal, publish and register the mark, unless a notice of 
opposition to registration by an owner of an earlier mark or 
by the licensee under an exclusive license agreement had 
been filed within three months of publication. 

The transitional and final provisions of the draft law pro-
vide for an 18-month period (following publication of the 
adopted new law in the State Gazette; exceptionally 
long) after which the provisions concerning the change 
of the registration procedure will enter into force. This is 
further proof of the importance of the change. Within this 
period various clarification campaigns are to be conduct-
ed. These will aim to familiarise the parties concerned 
with the new procedure and adjust their trademarks man-
agement policies to the new registration regime, which 
requires close monitoring of the competitors’ trademark 
strategies and a better protection of their own marks. 

Other major changes

Other major changes include the following.

•	 	Shortened	terms,	which	will	lead	to	faster	registration	
proceedings. 

•	 	Abolition	of	the	separate	register	of	well-known	marks	
maintained by the BPO, which was introduced in 

2006 against the advice of the experts. Because it is 
inconsistent with the nature of the well-known marks, 
the register has not been a success. 

•	 	A	more	detailed	and	accurate	definition	of	 the	 term	
“earlier mark” as per Art. 8 (2) of the Community Trade 
Mark Regulation No. 207/2009.

•	 	Abolition	of	the	provision	which	divided	the	marks	in	
trademarks, service marks, collective marks and cer-
tificate marks in accordance with the internationally 
used unified term in the area of trademarks matters.

•	  Introduction of a new absolute ground for refusal of 
trademarks that include badges, emblems or es-
cutcheons other than those covered by Art. 6ter of 
the Paris Convention and which are of particular pub-
lic interest. 

Conclusion

The impending amendments to the Bulgarian trademark 
law will require much greater efforts on the part of trade-
mark owners who want to prevent the registration of 
new marks similar to their own. In the future their rights 
will only be considered if they file an opposition. Owners 
of existing trademarks are strongly recommended to in-
stall watch services which inform them about new 
trademark applications that might conflict with their own 
rights.

 The situation is about to change with the proposed amendments, which provide 
 for a registration procedure identical to that of a Community trademark.
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New Criminal Regulation of Cybercrime 
in the Czech Republic

The Czech Republic has a new law heralding significant change in the punish-
ment of cybercrime.
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With its entry into effect on 1 January 2010, the new Act 
No. 40/2009 Coll. of the Criminal Code (the new Criminal 
Code) is designed to prosecute cybercrimes. The con-
cept grew out of the Cybercrime Convention approved 
by the Committee of Ministers of the European Council in 
2001 (the Convention), which the Czech Republic signed 
in 2005. However, 19 of the 46 signatories, including the 
Czech Republic, have yet to ratify it. The new Criminal 
Code also takes into consideration recent developments 
in information technology and the know-how of cyber-
criminals, heralding a significant shift in the prosecution 
of cybercrime in the Czech Republic.

Current regulations

Until now, Section 257a of the former Criminal Code 
contained only one provision which explicitly described 
and dealt with what could be called cybercrime. The 
subject matter of this paragraph was the protection of 
computer data stored on a carrier of information against 
intentional unauthorised alteration, destruction or un-
authorised use, as well as the protection of computers 
(computer systems) from unauthorised interference.

International background

The new Criminal Code contains a more detailed defini-
tion of cybercrime. Its concept arises from the Conven-
tion, which defines cybercrimes as a collection of activi-
ties that the parties to the Convention should prosecute 
as criminal activities within the framework of their legal 
system. The Convention lists cybercrimes as: unlawful 

access, unlawful gathering of information, interference with 
data or systems, misuse of equipment, falsification of 
computer information, computer fraud, criminal acts con- 
nected with child pornography and criminal acts connec-
ted with the infringement of copyright and related rights. 
 
Provisions of the new Criminal Code
 
The new Criminal Code, similar to the Convention, does 
not define cybercrimes as such, but rather as a collection 
of activities. Unlike the Convention, however, the new 
Criminal Code considers cybercrimes to be core activi-
ties relating to computers. It therefore includes child por-
nography and criminal acts connected with the infringe-
ment of copyright in other parts of the new Criminal 
Code. In Sections 230-232, the new Criminal Code pros-
ecutes: (i) any unlawful access to a computer system or 
data carrier, (ii) acquisition and receipt of access equip-
ment or codes for computer systems or other similar 
data and (iii) so-called “unauthorised use of stored data”. 
These apply regardless of whether the trespasser had 
lawful access to the system. 

Under Section 230 para. 2 of the new Criminal Code, 
“unauthorised use of stored data” consists of: (i) deletion 
or destruction, change, compression, lowering of quality 
or making data useless in any other way, (ii) falsification 
or change of entered data so as to make it appear genu-
ine or (iii) unauthorised entry of data into the system.  

The new Criminal Code has brought about another sig-
nificant change. Unlike the former Criminal Code, in ad-

Ji¯í Hrádek / Michaela Zemanová
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dition to prosecuting deliberate acts, in some cases the 
new Criminal Code also provides for prosecution of gross 
negligence. In this respect, the new Czech legal regula-
tion of cybercrime goes beyond the requirements of the 
Convention and should lead to strong protection of inter-
ests in cyber security. 

Legal consequences 

Hacking through security installations or unlawfully 
acces sing computer systems can be punished by a  
prison sentence of up to one year, the prohibition of re-
lated activities or the loss of property. A prison term of up 
to two years, the prohibition of related activities or the 

loss of property are the sanctions for unauthorised use of 
entered data.

The new Criminal Code stipulates more severe punish-
ment, with prison terms of up to eight years for cases in 
which the unauthorised entry was gained by an organ-
ised group or if significant damage was caused or signi-
ficant gains achieved. 

In addition, there is special protection against the induce-
ment of serious malfunctions in the activity of state  
administrations, local governmental agencies, courts or 
other bodies of official authority, as well as in the activity 
of legal or natural entities who are entrepreneurs.

 The new Criminal Code takes into consideration recent developments in  
 information technology and the know-how of cybercriminals, heralding a  
significant change in the prosecution of cybercrime in the Czech Republic.

Go Ambush Marketing, Stay Legal

The term “Ambush Marketing” was invented by the advertising business in the 
US in the 1980s. It stands for a special kind of marketing campaign where com-
panies cleverly connect their goods or brands with a popular, often athletic, 
event. 

Ruth Oberleitner

Ambushers often try to catch a free ride by paying no 
sponsorship fees but making consumers believe they are 
official sponsors. From a legal point of view, the types of 
Ambush Marketing vary from creative strategies not 
breaking any laws to the illegal use of logos, phrases, 
slogans and the like.

Enhance brand equity  

The target of ambushers is to enhance their own brand 
equity by linking their brand to the positive equity of 
events with special strategies at low cost. At the Olympic 
Games in Beijing 2008, KFC used the associative marke-
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ting slogan “I love Beijing”. And Pepsi replaced its usual 
blue cans with red ones “to show their respect for the 
year of China”1. However, the official sponsors were 
McDonald’s, not KFC, and Coca Cola (with its red cans), 
not Pepsi.

In New Zealand, Telecom New Zealand Ltd succeeded 
during the 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games with an ambush 
advertisement containing the word “ring” (for the sound 
of a ringing phone) arranged five times like the Olympic 
rings and in the Olympic colours while referring to their 
new mobile phone.

Other major sporting events, such as the FIFA World Cup, 
and public characters, such as celebrated athletes, are 
targeted by Ambush Marketing campaigns. A McDonald’s 
campaign took a ride not only on the passions of the 
FIFA World Cup 2006 but also on the positive equity of 
the Austrian Federal Chancellor. Wallpaper posted all 
over Vienna showed the Federal Chancellor Wolfgang 
Schüssel holding up a red-white-red (the colours of the 
Austrian federal flag) scarf saying “AUSTRIA IS WORLD 
CHAMPION”.

All such activities are considered “Ambush Marketing” in 
the advertisement business. But from a legal point of 
view, we need to take a closer look and differentiate. 

Direct and indirect ambush marketing

Direct Ambush Marketing activities, such as the un-
authorised, illegal use of a registered logo on merchandi-
sing goods, or a false or misleading claim to be an official 
sponsor of an event, clearly constitute infringements.

Indirect Ambush Marketing, on the other hand, is more 
subtle and falls within a legal grey area. Mercedes be-
came famous with its indirect Ambush Marketing cam-
paign at the New York City Marathon 1997. Although 
Toyota was the official automotive partner of the mara-
thon, Mercedes had its name written in the sky above the 
event by aeroplanes. Other examples are the “I love  

Beijing” advertisements for grilled chicken during the 
Summer Olympic Games 2008 in China or the “We will 
get the title” campaign of Media Markt in Germany at the 
FIFA World Cup 2006.

Smart indirect ambushers seek to succeed in linking the 
sponsored activity to their brand without any intention to 
violate trademark or copyright rights by using protected 
logos or words for their advertising campaigns. However, 
the question whether the campaign leads to unlawful 
and incorrect consumers associations or constitutes  
any other infringements needs also to be checked with 
respect to unfair competition law. 

Trademark protection 

Ambushing clearly breaches intellectual property laws 
when trademarks are used without a contractual right or 
licence and trademark rights are infringed. According to 
the Austrian Trademark Protection Act (Markenschutzge-
setz; MSchG) not only the use of an identical sign but also 
the use of a similar sign with a likelihood of confusion may 
be illegal. The protection of trademarks with reputation is 
even stronger. The owner of a trademark with reputation 
may request third parties to refrain also from using an  
identical or similar sign for goods or services which are not 
similar to those protected under the trademark.

Unfair competition

Complementary to trademark law, designated regulati-
ons of the Austrian Act against Unfair Competition (Ge-
setz gegen Unlauteren Wettbewerb; UWG) supplement 
intellectual property law. Unfair business activities include 
misleading business practices (Sec 2 UWG)2, imitation 
marketing of corporate brands (Sec 9 UWG) and other 
unfair business practices falling within the general clause 
of Sec 1 UWG. Furthermore, an unfair exploitation of the 
good reputation of an event or false allegations in adver-
tisements, misleading the public about the status of the 
ambusher as an official sponsor, may be considered as 
unfair competition3.

1  Söderman/Dolles, Strategic fit in international sponsorship – the case of the Olympic Games in Beijing 2008,  
International Journal of Sports Marketing & Sponsorship (SJSMS), January 2008, 98. 

2   Anderl/Appl in Wiebe/G. Kodek, UWG (2009) § 2 Rz 325; Duursma/Duursma-Kepplinger in Gumpoldsberger/Baumann, UWG Ergänzungsband § 2 Rz 38.
3    Austrian Supreme Court (Oberster Gerichtshof – OGH) 17.9.1996, 4 Ob 2206/96g – Football Association – ÖBl 1997, 83. See also Horak, “Ambush-Marketing” und die EURO 2008 –  

Angriff auf das Werbemonopol!, ecolex 2007, 416.
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Copyrights and personal rights

Intellectual creations in the area of literature, photogra-
phy, music and art enjoy (without registration) copyright 
protection under the Austrian Copyright Act (Urheber-
rechtsgesetz; UrhG). Personal rights such as the right to 
one’s own image may also be violated by an advertising 
campaign (see Chancellor Schüssel example above). 
 
Remedies

To the holder of intellectual property rights, Austrian law 
provides for remedies such as an action for preliminary or 

permanent injunction, compensation, orders for disposal 
and destruction or publication of the judgement. The hol-
der of rights may also initiate criminal proceedings against 
the infringer in various intentional cases.

Ambush Marketing actions are usually short-lived cam-
paigns which flash into action. A court decision ordering 
an injunction will therefore often come too late. Even  
preliminary injunctions do not provide for much pro-
tection in the ambush competition. Ambush Marketing 
cases are therefore rarely actionable and the claimant will 
usually be referred to damages – only such damages are 
hard to prove.

 Ambushing clearly breaches intellectual property laws when trademarks are 
 used without a contractual right or licence or trademark rights are infringed.

Successful Protection of Well-known 
Marks in Ukraine

Being granted the status of a well-known mark is one of the most effective measu-
res against trademark infringement in Ukraine.

Registered trademarks usually only protect against the 
use of similar signs for similar products, although well-
known trademarks enjoy broader protection against use 
for non-similar products. In order to profit from this ex-
tended protection, trademark owners have to prove the 
reputation of their mark.

Rising number of well-known marks  

The number of marks officially recognised as well-known 
in Ukraine continues to increase significantly. At the end 
of 2009 the number approached 40, including 13 marks 
renowned worldwide.  

The popularity of obtaining well-known status among 
Ukrainian and foreign trademark owners has many ex-
planations. The most obvious one is the desire to have 
the most comprehensive protection of a trademark on 
the Ukrainian market. 

Another explanation is that the Ukrainian laws provide for 
a relatively easy, clear and straightforward procedure for 
recognition of a mark as well-known. Moreover, the well-
known status is frequently considered as the last avail-
able remedy to protect against the unfair exploitation of 
trademarks and to provide their owners with the exclusive 
right of use of a particular well-known mark in Ukraine.  

Viktor Skopintsev
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Advantages of a well-known mark

What advantages does an officially recognised well-
known mark enjoy over a “regular” trademark registered 
in Ukraine? 

Based on the Trademark Law1 , recognition of a mark as 
well-known may apply retroactively. This means that a 
well-known mark may be granted protection at some 
date in the past when it became well-known (e.g. prior to 
the date when a mark was filed for registration in Ukraine). 
This also means that no registration as a trademark is 
required in order to obtain the well-known status. 

The biggest advantage of a well-known mark lies in its 
broad scope of protection. A well-known mark is granted 
protection which covers “goods and services which are 
not similar to those for which a mark is recognised as 
well-known”. This, however, is subject to the conditions 
that use of a well-known mark by a third party must lead 
to a mental connection between such third party and the 
owner of a well-known mark, and may potentially impact 
the interests of the owner. 

Official recognition of a well-known mark 

Recognition of a mark as well-known may be done through 
administrative procedures or in court, most importantly in 
infringement proceedings. Almost all marks officially re-
cognised as well-known in Ukraine obtained this status 
through administrative procedures, which are more con-
venient because of clearer rules and timing. 

The administrative procedure for recognising a mark as 
well-known is conducted by the Appeal Chamber of the 
State Department of Intellectual Property of Ukraine (the 
Appeal Chamber). The Appeal Chamber may consider the 
following criteria in determining whether a mark is well-
know in Ukraine (use and popularity in other jurisdictions 
can also be of relevance, but is not key):

(i)   popularity of the mark within a certain segment of the 
society;

(ii)  duration, volume and geographical region of use of the 
mark;

(iii)  duration, volume and geographical use of promotions 
of the mark, including advertising, presentations at 
trade fairs and exhibitions of goods and services con-
taining the mark;

(iv)  duration and geographical region of any registration 
and application for registration of the mark, provided 
the mark is used or recognised;

(v)  evidence of successful protection of rights to the mark, 
in particular territories in which the mark is recognised 
as well-known by the authorised bodies;

(vi)  value associated with the mark.

The owner of a mark for which the well-known status is 
claimed must provide information and documentation 
to the Appeal Chamber proving that the mark meets at 
least some of the above criteria. If a mark is claimed to 
be well-known at some specific point in time in the past, 
the owner must be able to support this with relevant 
proofs.  

Recognition of a mark as well-known may be done in re-
lation to various goods and services. However, a broader 
scope of goods and services requires the collection and 
filing of more documentation and materials in order to sub-
stantiate the application. Therefore, it is generally advisable 
to claim the well-known status only in relation to core goods 
and services associated with a particular mark. 

Timing and costs

Ukrainian law does not establish a deadline for the re-
cognition or refusal to recognise a mark as well-known 
by the Appeal Chamber. This approach is reasonable as 
long as owners of marks are allowed to file unlimited vo-
lumes of documents, materials and other information to 
substantiate their claims. Therefore, the time required to 
examine the documents and render a decision may vary 
significantly from case to case. In practice, the Appeal 
Chamber usually renders its decision within six months 
from receipt of the applicant’s documents. 

The official fee for recognition of a mark is small. Total 
expenses for preparation of the application and docu-
mentation (including legal fees) depend on numerous 
factors, such as availability of documents and materials 

1  The Law of Ukraine “On marks for goods and services”, 15 December 1993, No. 3689-XII, as amended.
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 The biggest advantage of a well-known mark lies in its broad scope of  
 protection.

to substantiate the claim, the number of goods and ser-
vices in relation to which a mark is claimed as well-known, 
the necessity to perform market research, their scope 
and geographical borders, etc. 

Considering that obtaining the status of a well-known 
mark in Ukraine serves as effective protection against 
present and future infringements of the owner’s rights, 
this is a worthwhile investment!

Pago: Clarification for Owners of 
Community Trademarks with a Reputation

The proof of reputation of a Community Trademark (CTM) in one single EU member 
state can suffice to grant it the specific protection of trademarks with a reputation 
in the European Community.

The dispute in the main proceedings  

Pago International GmbH (Pago), one of Austria’s largest 
fruit juice producers, has owned a CTM since 2001 
showing the characteristic PAGO fruit juice bottle (green 
glass, red marking on yellow/white label, yellow screw 
top) next to a glass filled with fruit juice. Tirol Milch regis-
trierte Genossenschaft mbH (Tirol Milch) sold whey-
based beverages in Austria under the designation LAT-
TELLA, initially in cartons, then also in glass bottles. 
Those bottles were similar to the bottle appearing in 
Pago’s CTM. In advertising, Tirol Milch pictured the bottle 
also next to a glass.

Pago initiated interlocutory proceedings before the Com-
mercial Court Vienna (Handelsgericht Wien), which issu-
ed an interlocutory injunction. Tirol Milch appealed. The 
High Court Vienna (Oberlandesgericht Wien) dismissed 
the request for the injunction. Pago then took the case to 
the Austrian Supreme Court (Oberster Gerichtshof; 
OGH). The OGH did not find for a likelihood of confusion 
as the labels of the bottles in question bore the designa-
tions PAGO and LATTELLA, both of which are highly re-
puted in Austria. 

Hence, the question arose whether Pago could rely on 
the specific protection against taking unfair advantage of 

Michael Woller
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the CTM’s reputation. The OGH took the reputation of 
the CTM in Austria for granted, but questioned whether 
such a region-specific reputation would suffice to qualify 
the mark according to Article 9(1)(c) of the CTM Regula-
tion as “having a reputation in the Community”. The OGH 
interrupted the proceedings and brought the matter to 
the European Court of Justice (ECJ). Christian Hauer, a 
Schoenherr partner who has helped shape trademark 
law over the past decades, acted for Pago.

The ECJ ruling

The ECJ1 agreed with the position of Pago. In this land-
mark decision, the ECJ ruled that a trademark infringe-

ment action could be based on the specific protection of 
a CTM with a reputation, even if such CTM is proven to 
have a reputation in only one EU member state.

Outlook 

This decision brings important and welcome consequen-
ces for brand owners. If the court had ruled otherwise (as 
Advocate General Sharpston proposed in her opinion of 30 
April 2009), brand owners whose trademarks have a repu-
tation in only one EU member state would have been forced 
to register national trademarks in parallel to their CTM re-
gistrations to benefit from such reputation. The decision 
clearly strengthens the CTM system.

1  ECJ 6 October 2009 case C-301/07 – PAGO.

 Community Trademarks that have a reputation in only one EU member state  
 can be protected as trademarks having a reputation in the entire European 
Community.

Aneta Pankowska

“Repair Clause” Versus the Protection of 
Industrial Designs under Polish Law

For many years there has been a lively discussion in the EU on whether the use of 
visible spare parts originating from third party producers for repairing complex pro-
ducts is a blatant design right infringement or desirable competition. 

The main battlefield is spare parts for cars. This matter 
has so far not been resolved on the European level even 
if there are some attempts to introduce a “repair clause” 
aimed at opening up the spare parts market in the EU.

Poland decided to wait no longer and introduced its own 
repair clause into the Polish Act of 30 June 2000 on  
Industrial Property Law (IPL) on 1 November 2007. It  
fundamentally breaks up the monopoly conferred by  
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industrial designs registered with the Polish Patent  
Office. This amendment also complies with Directive 
98/71/EC concerning the legal protection of industrial 
designs, which allows member states to introduce  
changes to their legal systems to liberate the spare 
parts market (a freeze-plus clause). 

Monopoly resulting from the registration 
of an industrial design

Registering an industrial design protects new and indivi-
dual products and their parts, in particular due to their 
unique features such as line, outline, shape, colour, 
structure, material and ornamentation. Also, a compo-
nent, being an integral part of a more complex product, 
may be subject to individual protection if it, after being 
incorporated into the complex product, remains visible 
during standard use. In the case of cars, this requirement 
is met in the case of the body, bumpers, windows, wing 
mirrors, bumper strips and lights, among others. Spare 
parts which are invisible during normal use may not be 
registered, meaning they are not subject to any mono-
poly by producers of complex products (e.g. car manu-
facturers). 

Protection under national design law requires a formal re-
gistration with the competent local authority. The owner 
of such a registration acquires the right to the exclusive 
use of the industrial design in Poland for a maximum  
period of 25 years. He may prohibit third parties from 
manufacturing, offering, marketing, importing, exporting 
or using a product in which the design is contained or 
applied. This limited monopoly is meant to encourage 
the creation of new designs, thereby enhancing compe-
tition in the long run.

Repair clause – Breaking up the monopoly 

The repair clause, which was introduced into the IPL, sta-
tes: “1. Registered designs shall grant no protection against 

products being a component of a complex product, used 
for the repair of such product in such a manner as to res-
tore its original appearance. 2. Third parties may use the 
product referred to in paragraph 1 by manufacturing, offe-
ring, marketing, importing, exporting or using such product 
in which a design is contained or applied, or by storing 
such product for the above purposes”. The repair clause 
does not affect the prerequisites or rules for registering in-
dustrial designs. Visible spare parts may still be registered 
as industrial designs (and such registration continues to 
remain significant). However, the repair clause considerab-
ly limits the exclusive right a registered design confers on 
its owner. The entitled person may not object to the use of 
products which form an integral part of the complex pro-
duct by third parties if such part is used for the repair of the 
latter in order to restore its original appearance.

An independent manufacturer may produce visible spare 
parts, protected under the industrial design registration, 
provided that it uses them to repair a product so as to res-
tore its original appearance. The use of such non-original 
spare parts for other purposes (e.g. the production of  
collapsible cars or the tuning of existing cars) is excluded. 

Owners of Polish registered designs will only be able to 
assert their rights if spare parts which do not produce a 
different overall impression than their registration are used 
in a manner incompatible with the repair clause. 

More importantly, the monopoly resulting from designs 
which were granted before the amendment came into force 
(i.e. before 1 November 2007) has now been broken up.

As mentioned, the provisions on the scope of protection of 
visible spare parts have not been harmonised in the na-
tional laws of the EU member states. Consequently, an in-
dependent Polish manufacturer of spare parts legally pro-
duced in Poland who wishes to market them in another 
country where no such repair clause exists risks being 
sued by owners of local design rights.

 The monopoly resulting from designs which were granted before the amend- 
 ment came into force has now been broken up.
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Romanian Trademark Law Becomes 
Fit for Europe

Recently the Romanian Parliament approved an amendment to the trademark 
law which will come into effect in early 2010. It provides for some necessary 
changes which guarantee full compliance with EC trademark law.

PRACTICE GROUP IP, IT & LIFE SCIENCES

Non-traditional trademarks recognised

While creative marketing departments never tire of devel-
oping new forms of trademarks in addition to traditional 
word marks and logos, legal systems often take a more 
conservative approach in protecting them. The new law 
explicitly recognises that non-traditional marks such as 
holograms, audio signals and combinations thereof may 
constitute a mark, provided they are capable of graphic 
representation. Previously this was uncertain and gener-
ated fierce discussions between right holders and their 
representatives on the one hand and the Romanian 
trademark office on the other. 

Introduction of community exhaustion

In 1996 the parallel import of (genuine) glasses bearing 
the trademark “Silhouette” from Bulgaria to Austria con-
stituted a trademark infringement1. Today, after the ac-
cession of Bulgaria and Romania to the EU, the importer 
can rely on the principle of community exhaustion allow-
ing parallel imports of genuine branded goods within the 
European Economic Area. The new law expressly recog-
nises this principle of community exhaustion and thereby 
helps clarifying the limits of trademark rights. 

Relative grounds of refusal

One important aspect right holders should take in con-
sideration is that a mark cannot be registered (or is lia-

ble to cancellation if it is already registered) if it is identi-
cal or similar to a prior registered mark for similar or 
identical goods and services, even if the validity of such 
mark expired not more than two years before the filing 
date. 

In this respect, the new trademark law makes trademark 
searches even more important. Before filing a new trade-
mark, it is highly recommended to conduct a thorough 
trademark search.
 
Opposition proceedings gaining 
importance
 
Currently the Romanian trademark office refuses the reg-
istration of trademarks ex officio in case of a conflict with 
identical or similar prior trademarks. Under the new re-
gime trademark owners will have to carefully watch the 
publication of new trademark applications as they will 
have to invoke such relative grounds of refusal in opposi-
tion proceedings. 

Therefore, opposition proceedings will become an im-
portant weapon of right holders in protecting their trade-
mark rights. Once the deadline for opposition proceed-
ings lapses, owners of prior rights have to watch their 
competitors’ similar trademarks being registered and 
giving them full rights. After registration they only have 
the right to file a cancellation action, which is more cost-
ly and burdensome than opposition proceedings. 

1  ECJ 16 July 1998, C-355/96 – Silhouette.
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Term for non-use period clarified

The easiest way to cancel a competitor’s trademark is to 
apply for cancellation based on non-use during the last 
five years. However, a successful application requires the 
right timing: An early application has to be rejected and 
gives the trademark owner the opportunity to start using 
his mark. The trademark law contains no express provi-
sions on when the five-year period starts but the case 
law set forth that the clock should start running on the 
registration date of the mark2 (a date not defined by the 

trademark law). The proposal for the new trademark law 
helps avoid any misunderstandings by clarifying that the 
term begins on the day the trademark is recorded in the 
trademark registry. 

Community Trademark Court 

Finally, the new law provides that the Tribunalul Bu curesti 
will be Romania’s Community Trademark Court of first 
instance having sole competence for litigation concern-
ing Community trademarks.

2  Decision no. 114A of 14.04.2007 ruled by the Bucharest Court of Appeal (this decision became irrevocable by non-filing the recourse)

 While creative marketing departments never tire of developing new forms of 
 trademarks in addition to traditional word marks and logos, legal systems 
often take a more conservative approach in protecting them.
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Czech Republic: Real Estate Acquisition – 
The Last Obstacles for Foreigners have Fallen

With the passing of the transitional period, and based on the Czech Republic’s 
commitments resulting from the Treaty establishing the European Community,  
there are no more useless limits on foreigners who want to acquire real estate in the 
Czech Republic, with the notable exception of agricultural land and forests.

Martin Kubánek

End of the transitional period 

On 1 May 2009, the largest obstacle to foreigners 
purchasing real estate in the Czech Republic fell. This 
followed the expiry of the five-year transitional period set 
in the act concerning the conditions of accession of the 
Czech Republic to the EU1, which constitutes an enclo-
sure to the Treaty of Accession signed on 16 April 2003 
(Act on Accession).

Exceptions for the Czech Republic

Appendix V of the Act on Accession granted the Czech 
Republic an exception, which states that for a certain 
period after the accession of the Czech Republic to the 
EU, i.e from 1 May 2004, the Czech Republic could keep 
in place legal limitations regarding the acquisition of se-
condary residences and the acquisition of agricultural 
land and forests.

First exception

As regards the limitation of the acquisition of secondary 
residences, the Czech Republic could keep in place the 
limitation provided by Act No. 219/1995 Coll., Foreign 

Exchange Act (Foreign Exchange Act) for a period of five 
years after the accession of the Czech Republic to the 
EU (i) by nationals of member states not residing in the 
Czech Republic and (ii) by companies formed in ac-
cordance with the laws of another member state and 
being neither established nor having a branch or a re-
presentative office in the Czech Republic. 

Second exception

As regards the limitation of the acquisition of agricultu-
ral land and forests, the Czech Republic can keep in 
place the limitation for a period of seven years after the 
accession of the Czech Republic to the EU (i) by natio-
nals of member states and (ii) by companies formed in 
accordance with the laws of another member state 
which are neither established nor registered in the 
Czech Republic. Based on this exemption, the Czech 
Republic is able to keep in place the limitations set forth 
by the Foreign Exchange Act, Act No. 229/1991 Coll., 
on the regulation of proprietary relationships in regards 
to land and other agricultural property and Act No. 
95/1999 Coll., on conditions for the transfer of agricul-
tural and forestry plots from state ownership to private 
persons. 

1    Act concerning the conditions of accession of the Czech Republic, the Republic of Estonia, the Republic of Cyprus, the Republic of Latvia, the Republic of Lithuania, the Republic of 
Hungary, the Republic of Malta, the Republic of Poland, the Republic of Slovenia and the Slovak Republic and the adjustments to the Treaties on which the EU is founded.
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The Foreign Exchange Act

Hence, from 1 May 2004, based on the Act on Accessi-
on, the novation of the Foreign Exchange Act became 
valid (Novation 2004). The Novation 2004 took the Act 
on Accession into account only partly and inaccurately 
(e.g. no creation of a group of secondary residences) and 
set forth two categories of real estate permitted as ob-
jects of acquisition by foreign subjects: (i) plots which 
make up the agricultural fund or belong to it and land 
intended to be forest and (ii) other real estate. 

Based on the Novation 2004, other real estate could be 
acquired by: (i) domestic nationals who are physical per-
sons with permanent residency in the Czech Republic, or 
legal persons with a registered seat in the Czech Repub-
lic, (ii) foreigners2 with Czech citizenship, (iii) foreigners 
with a Czech permanent residency permit for citizens of 
EU member states and (iv) foreigners (legal persons) who 
have established a business or a branch in the Czech 
Republic and have permission to do business there. 
Other foreigners not listed in the above categories could 
acquire real estate only under specific circumstances 
(e.g. by inheritance or from direct relatives). 

Victory of the international treaty

With the passing of the transitional period, the Czech Re-
public should have adopt by 1 May 2009 another novati-
on of the Foreign Exchange Act, which should have re-
pealed the Novation 2004 so that foreigners could 
acquire real estate in the Czech Republic without the limi-
tation stated in the Act on Accession (with the exception 
of agricultural land and forests). Such novation did not 
occur; however, under article 10 of the Czech Constituti-
on, international treaties take precedence. Therefore, ar-
ticle 56 of the Treaty establishing the European Commu-
nity applies, which states that any limitations on the 
movement of capital between member states, and bet-
ween member states and third countries, are prohibited. 

Practical aspects

As a contract and an entry in the real estate cadastre are 
necessary under Czech law in order to acquire real estate, 
and as the Foreign Exchange Act was not novated, the 
Czech geodetical and cadastral office issued instructions 
that the cadastral offices should also register the property 
rights of foreigners, regardless of the Novation 2004.

2    Persons without permanent residency in the Czech Republic or legal persons without a registered seat in the Czech Republic.
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Serbia: Converting Planning and 
Construction Brick by Brick

The legal concept of the right of use of constructible land in Serbia came about 
as a consequence of the nationalisation of constructible land in the 1950s and 
1960s. In Serbia, the state is the owner of constructible land, while other legal 
entities and natural persons only hold the right to use such land. However, natio-
nalisation did allow former owners of undeveloped constructible land to retain 
the right of use until such time as it was seized for construction, with a right to 
transfer such right of use only to immediate relatives.

Legal overhaul 

The new Law on Planning and Construction (the LPC), 
which entered into force on 11 September 2009, provi-
des for conversion of a right of use into a right of owner-
ship in order to completely remove this institution from 
the Republic of Serbia’s legal system. A construction 
permit may not be issued under the LPC on the basis of 
the right of use, but only on the basis of ownership or 
lease rights. Consequently, the conversion procedure 
must be conducted prior to filing a request for a const-
ruction permit.

The conversion of a right of use into a right of owner-
ship may occur with or without payment of a fee by the 
prospective owner of the land. If a fee is paid, it must be 
equal to the market value of the constructible land at 
the time of conversion minus the land’s acquisition 
costs.

The conversion of rights with a fee payment 

Of special significance is the LPC‘s treatment of the 
conversion of a right of use into a right of ownership 
with a fee payment for companies and other legal enti-
ties (and their legal successors) which were sold through 
privatisation, bankruptcy or enforcement proceedings. 

The paramount reason for adopting this provision is that 
in many cases these companies were acquired purely 
for use of the land in their possession. As a counter-
balance so as not to damage such companies wishing 
to build exclusively for the purposes of performing their 
business activities, the possibility to do so without the 
obligation of converting and paying a fee is provided. 
That is, those legal entities may, without conversion of 
the right of use, build new structures or modify existing 
structures for the purpose of performing their principal 
business activities, provided that a request for a const-
ruction permit is filed within 18 months from the effecti-
ve date of the LPC.

The right of use of undeveloped property in state owner-
ship acquired for construction in accordance with the 
laws that regulated this area before 2003 or on the basis 
of a decision by the competent authority may be conver-
ted into a right of ownership upon payment of the fee for 
conversion.

Entities who hold a right to use constructible land and 
whose legal status is defined by laws governing sport, 
citizens’ associations or social enterprises remain the 
right holders until privatisation is complete. Only then can 
a right of use be converted (upon the payment of fee) into 
a right of ownership in favour of the privatised entity.

Slaven Moravcevic / Ivan Pantovic
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Free conversion of rights

The following persons can convert their right of use into 
a right of ownership without paying the fee for conversi-
on, unless they belong to a category of persons who pay 
the fee for conversion:

•	 	persons	with	a	 registered	 right	of	use	 to	developed	
state-owned constructible land;

•	 	owners	of	a	separate	physical	part	of	a	building	with	
more than one apartment, business and business-
residential buildings developed on state-owned con-
structible land. The right of ownership to the land be-
neath and surrounding the building is registered in 
proportion to such separate parts;

•	 	owners	 of	 buildings	 and	 separate	 physical	 parts	 of	
buildings developed on constructible land for which a 
long-term lease agreement was concluded (50 years 
or longer). The right of ownership to the land beneath 
and surrounding the building is registered in proporti-
on to such separate parts.

A right of use registered in the name of companies esta-
blished by the Republic of Serbia, autonomous provin-
ces or local-self governments, or a right of use registered 
in the name of the Republic of Serbia, autonomous pro-
vinces or local-self government becomes a right of public 
ownership of the Republic of Serbia, autonomous pro-
vinces or local self government. 

It is important to point out that public ownership is ano-
ther new solution introduced under the LPC. In that res-
pect it is crucial that a new law governing public owner-
ship be adopted. 

Persons who retain the right of use

A person who acquired the right of use to undeveloped 
state-owned constructible land in accordance with previous 
regulations, but does not belong to one of the aforementi-
oned categories of holders of a right of use, remains the 
holder of the right until enactment of the law governing de-
nationalisation. As an exception, this person may be gran-
ted a construction permit on the basis of the right of use. 

 A construction permit may not be issued under the Law on Planning and 
 Construction on the basis of the right to use, but only on the basis of owner-
ship or lease rights. Consequently, the conversion procedure must be conducted 
prior to filing a request for a construction permit.
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Slovenian Courts have Gone Online

In the last few years, the Slovenian courts have made real progress in digitalising 
public registries.

Jernej Jeraj / Boštjan Sedmak

Court Register 

The AJPES portal hosts the Slovenian Court Register, 
which is part of a wider information database, the Busi-
ness Register, which is also maintained by AJPES. The 
electronic Court Register contains data on companies 
and other legal entities which have to be registered in 
the Court Register (e.g. identification data, data on ow-
ners, representatives, share capital, statutory changes), 
as well as some of the most important corporate deeds 
of the company (e.g. statues, Articles of Association, 
minutes of meetings of corporate bodies, etc.). It is pos-
sible to obtain not only current and historic court regis-
try excerpts, but also to search through databases by 
using specific criteria. Only deeds which contain perso-
nal data and are thus not freely accessible are exemp-
ted from publication. 

The data on the respective portal is updated daily. In 
most cases, such publication creates an irrefutable 
presumption that the data is known to everyone. Thus, 
it is not only beneficial for companies, lawyers and other 
persons involved in business transactions with Sloveni-
an legal entities to use the AJPES portal, but even ne-
cessary, as failure to do so may result in a loss of rights, 
damages or have other inconvenient consequences.

Entries into the Court Register are now published exclu-
sively on the AJPES website and no longer in the Of-
ficial Gazette.

Insolvency proceedings 

As of 1 January 2008 the AJPES website has been pub-
lishing information pertaining to insolvency proceedings 

(liquidation, bankruptcy, compulsory settlement) which 
are conducted by insolvency courts. These publications 
include: 

•	 	information	on	the	initiation	of	such	proceedings;	
•	 	publication	of	the	basic	list	of	tested	claims;
•	 	most	decisions	issued	by	the	court	during	the	 

proceedings;
•	 	notice	of	the	fixing	of	a	hearing	and	other	notices	 

or calls for a vote; 
•	 	minutes	of	court	hearings;
•	 	minutes	of	sessions	of	the	creditors’	committee;
•	 	reports	of	administrators;
•	 	certain	written	submissions	of	the	parties	of	pro-

ceedings and public auctions; and 
•	 	invitations	to	tender	for	a	public	auction	on	a	 

bankrupt estate (only in bankruptcy proceedings). 

It is therefore imperative for creditors to regularly check 
the AJPES website in order to determine whether there 
have been any insolvency proceeding initiated against 
their debtors, as the deadlines for the pursuit of claims, 
and most other actions, start upon publication of such 
fact (see above).

Annual reports and credit ratings

Business entities are obligated to submit the information 
from their annual reports for official statistics or submit 
their annual reports to AJPES. Thus they can submit their 
annual reports not only for statistical and publicity purpo-
ses, but also for tax purposes. The AJPES website further 
provides credit ratings of various business subjects; the 
credit ratings of Slovenian companies are prepared in line 
with the Basel II standards. 
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The eS.Bon application offers a rating which shows the 
likelihood of a selected company settling its obligations 
within 12 months following the day on which the financial 
statements are made. The FI-PO application allows a 
user to review annual reports and other company infor-
mation for a period from 1994 onwards. 

Register of non-possessory liens and 
seized movable property

This register keeps track of information pertaining to 
pledged or confiscated motor vehicles, stocks of goods 
or equipment as well as to certain animals. It is particu-
larly useful to potential buyers and lien holders, who can, 
provided they have an identification number of the item, 
check whether the item has already been pledged. And 
debtors can use it to determine their chances of being 
repaid in potential execution proceedings. 

Conclusion

This register keeps track of information pertaining to 
pledged or confiscated motor vehicles, stocks of goods 
or equipment as well as to certain animals. It is particu-
larly useful to potential buyers and lien holders, who can, 
provided they have an identification number of the item, 
check whether the item has already been pledged. And 
debtors can use it to determine their chances of being 
repaid in potential execution proceedings. 

However, greater availability of information also requires 
greater attention as the failure to follow publications may 
in certain cases lead to the loss of procedural and mate-
rial rights. It is expected that the Slovenian courts and the 
administrative system will further digitalise their data-
bases. The final result is not only beneficial to the end 
user but reduces administrative costs.

 The data on the respective portal is updated daily; in most cases such publi- 
 cation creates an irrefutable presumption that the data is known to everyone.
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Slovakia: Half-success of the 
Amendment of the Land Registry Act

The amendment of the Land Registry Act that came into effect on 1 September 
2009 ended the lengthy discussions about the need for authorisation of real es-
tate transfer agreements by a lawyer or notary public. The authorisation is now 
optional. The question now is how long this “semi-status” will continue.

Jana Habánová

Basic idea of the amendment 

Until recently, basically anybody could draw up a con-
tract on the transfer of real estate. However, since  
1 September 2009 the issue has become more com-
plex. If the person intending to sell or purchase the 
real estate wishes somebody to take responsibility for 
the contract, it has two options. It can ask a lawyer to  
authorise the contract or it can ask a notary public to 
write the contract in the form of a notarial protocol  
(“authorisation” will be used for both cases). 

In addition to the fact that there will be somebody who 
could be made responsible if something goes wrong, 
the authorised contract will be handled more quickly by 
the Land Registry and for a lower administrative fee. 

On the other hand, real estate contracts without an  
authorisation will (if all other conditions are fulfilled) 
achieve a legal transfer of ownership as well. 

Advantages and disadvantages of 
the authorisation 

The most important added value of the authorisation is 
that the lawyer or notary public who has authorised the 
contract takes over responsibility for the following issues:
  
(i)  that the contract was in fact signed by the persons 

whose names are on the contract;

(ii) that the contract is consistent with the law;
(iii) that the contract does not circumvent the law; and
(iv)  that the contract is not inconsistent with ethical  

business conduct. 

In addition, the lawyer or notary public will be obliged to 
assess whether conclusion of the contract could give 
rise to damages. If the contract is against payment (the 
usual case), the lawyer or notary public who authorises 
the contract is also obliged to inform the contracting par-
ties about the payment terms. The contract must contain 
declarations by the contracting parties that they have 
been informed about the payment terms. This is parti-
cularly helpful for people who are unfamiliar with legal 
language or with current business practices in general 
(e.g. older people). 

The lawyer or notary public must also provide the con-
tracting parties with information on its insurance, in-
cluding the amount of coverage for damages arising from 
or connected with the authorisation of a contract. 

Since the responsibility of the authorising person is es-
sentially an objective one (liability can only be avoided if 
the injured party knew about the fact giving rise to the 
damage), the newly introduced institute of authorisation 
has engendered heated discussions and objections from 
those taking on such responsibility. And this is intensified 
by the fact that due to Slovakia’s communist history, ow-
nership over some pieces of land is still unsettled. There 
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are still cases where two, or even more, persons can 
prove ownership to the same piece of land, and cases 
where the person registered in the Land Register is not in 
fact the owner. 

In light of this, it is understandable that lawyers and nota-
ries will not be keen to provide the authorisation. It can be 
assumed that these services will be provided only to the 
best, long-term clients, and then only for a higher price.

On-line communication with the 
Land Register

Another change introduced by the amendment is the 
possibility for the contracting parties to send the notifica-
tion of their intention to transfer ownership to the Land 
Register even before filing the motion on registration of 
the ownership transfer. If such a notification is filed, the 

registration procedure for the ownership transfer should 
be expedited and the risk of mistakes reduced. However, 
the notification is only valid for 90 days. Online notifica-
tion became possible on 2 September 2009.

The amendment should result in more flexible and faster 
communication and cooperation with the Land Register. 
In addition to the authorisation, the lawyer or notary pu-
blic can be asked to file the motion on registration of the 
ownership change on behalf of the contracting party(ies). 
The motion can be filed electronically. The idea was that 
the office of the lawyer or notary public would become a 
location where the entire real estate transfer could take 
place. But this well-intentioned idea has an obstacle: the 
necessary technical and software support is still far from 
adequate on the side of the Land Register as well as on 
the side of many lawyers and notaries. And it is unclear 
how long this situation will last. 

 It is understandable that lawyers and notary publics will not be keen to  
 provide the authorisation.

Croatia: Land Register – Former State 
Ownership and the Principle of Trust

The basic principle of trust in land register data for real estate located in Croatia will 
apply to former state owned (nationalised) property acquired from 1 January 2010.

Land register and the basic principle of trust 

The land register ensures protection of trust in legal af-
fairs concerning real estate entered in the land register1, 

as well as publication of registered rights, obligations 
and certain legal facts pertaining to such real estate. 
However, this is only a general rule and has certain ex-
ceptions.

1    Real estate not entered in the land register in respect to which no land register principles apply is not within the scope of this article. 

Jana Cvirn Adamcic
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Exception: Former state owned 
(nationalised) ownership 

One exception is real estate (i) which was state owned 
(i.e. nationalised)2, (ii) where state ownership was not de-
leted from the land register prior to 1 January 1997 and 
(iii) acquired prior to 1 January 2010.

At the time of the passing of the basic Act on Ownership 
and other rights (Zakon o vlasnistvu i drugim stvarnim 
pravima, Narodne Novine no. 91/1996; ZV), which ente-
red into force on 1 January 1997, land register data was 
largely not harmonised with the corresponding cadastral 
data. This was most apparent in respect to privatised 
real estate which was formerly state owned (nationa-
lised). Moreover, on the basis of the ZV and other laws, 
certain types of real estate (e.g. agricultural land, forests, 
rivers) were ex lege transferred into the ownership of the 
Republic of Croatia. 

Due to the fact that registration of real estate and all rela-
ted legal matters with the land register was not a com-
mon or consistent practice, the land registers were out-
of-date and, as such, could not be grounds for the re- 
quired registration of ownership of the Republic of Croatia. 
However, since such real estate is of great strategic im-
portance for the Republic of Croatia, but ownership could 
not realistically be registered until the land register data 
was updated, the ZV envisaged a sort of a transition  
period, lasting until the 1 January 20103. 

Thus, the principle of trust in land register data in respect 
of former state owned (nationalised) real estate is sus-
pended until 1 January 2010. This means that any and all 
disposals and other legal affairs related to real estate ef-
fectuated prior to 1 January 2010 are not protected and 
face the risk of being disputed and annulled. 

Exceptions to the exception

According to amendments to the ZV from 2006, as of  
1 January 2007 the principle of trust in land register data 
does apply to (former) state owned (nationalised) real es-
tate under the condition that (i) for the subject real estate 
the land register has been converted into an electronic 
land register (EOP land register) or (ii) the subject real 
estate has been entered in the Land Register Basis (Baza 
zemljisnih podataka; BZP)4. 

Although the above process under (i) is ongoing and al-
ready covers a significant number of real estate located 
in Croatia, there is still a number of plots in respect to 
which the process of transformation in EOP land regis-
ters has not even commenced. As for the above condi-
tion (ii), it has generally not been fulfilled. The BZP is cur-
rently only in an experimental phase – the platform for the 
BZP is established within the Croatian Ministry of Justice, 
but functions only as an unofficial basis providing infor-
mative land register and cadastral data. It is envisaged 
that starting in 2010 the BZP should start functioning as 
the official unified data basis for real estate in Croatia. 

Can and will the deadlines be kept?

1 January 2010. That is the date set for completion of the 
nationwide process of harmonisation of land register and 
cadastral data, both for the transformation of former land 
registers into EOP land registers as well as for the estab-
lishment of the official BZP. In spite of ongoing efforts of 
the competent Croatian authorities to speed up the pro-
cesses, the initial deadlines have already been prolonged. 
Whether the new deadlines are manageable or whether 
another extension is required remains to be seen. But 
once the process is completed, dealing with Croatian real 
estate will become significantly safer, faster and easier.

 The principle of trust in land register data in respect of former state owned 
 (nationalised) real estate is suspended until 1 January 2010.

2  The Constitution of the Republic Croatia from the year 1990 abolished the institution of state ownership in the form of past state (nationalised) ownership. 
3  In 2003 Croatia started the national programme of sorting of land register and cadastral data for real estate located in Croatia, including the transformation of former land 

registers into electronically kept land registers (EOP land registers). The official estimation is that the process will be finalised by the end of 2009. 
4  The Land Register Basis (BZP) is a national wide project of the Croatian Ministry of Justice with the goal to form a unified electronic basis of all relevant land register and 

cadastral data for real estate located in Croatia. 
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Bulgaria: Against all Odds – The Conflict of 
Interest Prevention and Disclosure Act 

Meets Real Estate

In November 2008 Bulgaria lost EUR 220 mln in EU funds as the European Com-
mission deemed the former Bulgarian government incapable of fighting corruption.

Being almost unprecedented, this sanction was rumou-
red to have been the main cause of the dramatic loss of 
the parliamentary elections in July 2009 by the gover-
ning party. The European Commission has made it clear 
that Bulgaria may yet lose even more EU funds in 2009 
unless corruption is tackled. With hundreds of millions 
of Euros in EU funds at stake for 2009 and a new 
government in office, Bulgaria is starting to improve its 
image, including through active measures under the re-
cently adopted Conflict of Interest Prevention and Dis-
closure Act (CIPDA).

How to discourage an investor 

With regard to real estate development, corruption within 
local authorities can be particularly problematic since 
most procedures require approval at the local level. 

The new cadastre map, for example, is intended to pro-
vide reliable access to data regarding real estate in Bul-
garia. Within the process of its adoption, however, the 
loopholes in the law are such that the right to object to 
the draft cadastre map can be misused to challenge as-
certained property borders, especially with regard to real 
estate of big investors. Every objection is directed straight 
to administrative courts and is to be decided by one 
judge only. This legal option, initially intended to ensure 
correct data in the cadastre map, eventually has created 
a risk that ownership may be wilfully challenged. 

Recently, a big international client was forced to put on 
hold a ca. EUR 20 mln property development in a small 

town as a result of such a wilful claim filed by a neigh-
bour. The neighbour is a local company whose manager 
is a member of the local municipal council and is chairing 
a key municipal commission responsible for approval of 
real estate development investments. As the new ca-
dastre map was to be approved, the neighbour objec-
ted, claiming half of the property of the client. The claim 
was based on outdated drawing and was completely un-
founded. Nevertheless, it was directed to the local court 
for review. The manager of the neighbour then took  
advantage of her position in the municipal council and 
ensured that the zoning procedure for the project was 
put on hold until the court proceedings were completed. 

This is a classic example of a violation of conflict of inte-
rest rules under a law recently adopted as part of the 
measures to tackle corruption – CIPDA. It took several 
years until it was finally adopted in the midst of heated 
discussions and incessant criticisms about corruption by 
the EU. Now, CIPDA is expected to improve the busi-
ness environment through a set of strict anti-corruption 
measures.

CIPDA – Prerequisites and practical issues 

Almost every public servant is liable under the law. There 
has been particularly heated debate on the issue of whe-
ther members of municipal councils should be liable or 
not. Since this is deemed a position of honour, some 
argue that, as council members usually have another in-
come-generating occupation, it is inevitable that there 
will be conflicts of interest. Still, the municipal councils 

Ulrike Langwallner / Mariya Mihaleva
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are particularly sensitive to undue influence since the  
major business investments, especially in property deve-
lopment, require a decision of the municipal council (as 
discussed above). 

Filing a complaint under CIPDA for a conflict of interest is 
free of specific requirements. Anyone may file a comp-
laint where there is suspicion of a conflict of interest. It is 
not necessary to show substantial evidence or personal 
damages suffered. The complaint is investigated by a 
special committee according to the position of the public 
servant, meaning the member of the municipal council 
will be summoned for questioning at the municipal  
CIPDA committee. 

The investigation is to be completed within two months 
of its filing, at which time the committee summarises its 
findings in a report with a conclusion on the alleged vio-
lation of CIPDA. Based on the report the committee issu-
es a decision whether there is a conflict of interest and, if 
this is the case, imposes sanctions on the public servant. 
For certain categories of public servants (e.g. members 
of the municipal councils), the findings of the committee 
are to be confirmed by the administrative court in sum-
mary proceedings.  

CIPDA envisages grave sanctions for violations, ranging 
from an administrative fee, to an order to disgorge the 
profits acquired as a result of the violation, to criminal  
liability for failure to submit a declaration. Furthermore, a 
violation established in due order is grounds for dismissal 
from public service. 

CIPDA is thus well equipped to fight corruption. And  
there are some indications that it has achieved a preven-
tative effect already. Within the context of the abovemen-
tioned investment, the option of filing a complaint under 
CIPDA has been discussed as a potential solution of the 
problem since, as of recently, the local authorities seem 
determined to ensure that corrupt practices are no lon-
ger tolerated.

Successful against the odds 

The corruption issue has been particularly acute in the 
field of EU funds for farming, administered by the Bulga-
rian Paying Agency. As a result of massive mismanage-
ment of the funds (e.g. allocation to companies close to 
public servants approving the projects), the financing has 
been put on hold, forcing hundreds of farmers to wait 
indefinitely for their subsidies. 

One of these farmers, who complied with numerous re-
quirements only to find that they might not receive any 
subsidies, is a German investor and client. He has esta-
blished a successful biology farming business in an under-
privileged area of Bulgaria and is an exemplary benefici-
ary for agriculture subsidies under an EU program for the 
development of rural areas. Initially, his subsidies for 2008 
were put on hold. However, as the effects of CIPDA be-
gan to spread, through active communication with the 
Paying Agency we have managed to get the subsidies 
partly repaid. It is yet to be seen whether CIPDA will fulfil 
the great expectations placed in it but, at least for now, 
the future seems promising.

 The Conflict of Interest Prevention and Disclosure Act is well equipped to 
 fight corruption. And there are some indications that it has achieved a  
preventative effect already.
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Slovenia: Electronic Access to Information from 
Real Estate Registers

The days of queuing at the courts and at surveying and mapping authorities to 
get information about Slovenian real estate are long gone. Now, when someone 
needs information when purchasing real estate, securing loans or making valua-
tions, or simply wants to know if the neighbour owns the house he lives in, this 
can easily be done while sitting in front of a computer.

Real estate registers 

The Slovenian land registration system is bifurcated. Ba-
sic real estate records are managed by the Surveying 
and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia 
(GURS). Land registers at district courts contain informa-
tion on property rights and legal title. All of these records 
are interlinked: GURS uses information from the land re-
gister to source data on ownership, while the land re-
gisters use the GURS’ information to identify real estate. 

Remote electronic access 

The legal basis is mainly the Real Estate Recording Act 
(Zakon o evidentiranju nepremičnin; the Official Gazette 
of the Republic Slovenia No. 47/2006 ff) and the Rules 
on Types and Contents of Certificates from Geodetic  
Databases and on the Manner of Data Designation (Pra-
vilnik o vrstah in vsebini potrdil iz zbirk geodetskih podat-
kov ter o načinu izkazovanja podatkov; the Official Gazette 
of the Republic of Slovenia 22/2007 ff). Remote electro-
nic access to GURS provides easy access to public in-
formation on real estate kept in its registers. All the regis-
ters can be accessed free of charge at http://prostor.gov.
si/emoneta/index.jsp. 

The real estate data is kept in:

•	 	a	 (land)	 cadastre,	 which	 is	 a	 basic	 land	 register	 in	
which the land is defined by the plot situated within a 

 cadastral municipality. It shows information on plot 
 number, borders, area, owner, the actual use of land 
 and land credit rating as well as land under the buil- 
 ding. It also includes a graphical display of the land; 
•	 	a	building	cadastre,	which	is	a	basic	register	of	buil-

dings and parts of buildings; 
•	 	a	real	estate	register,	which	 is	a	database	of	all	 real	

estate in Slovenia, including information on land, buil-
dings and its parts (including real estate that is not yet 
recorded in cadastres) as well as their owners. The 
information for this register, which is foreseen as the 
basis for the expected tax on real estate, was taken 
from the other registers and supplemented with infor-
mation from a real estate inventory; 

•	 	a	register	of	spatial	units,	which	is	a	database	of	the	
location of real estate and descriptive information. It 
records all the house numbers and is connected to 
the cadastre of buildings; and 

•	 	a	cadastre	of	public	infrastructure,	which	is	a	basic	
(not yet completed) database where the public infra-
structure (such as transport, energy, communal, 
water infrastructure, etc.) is recorded. In mid-Octo-
ber of this year, GURS started a trial operation titled 
“Call before you dig” where all users can obtain in-
formation about occupancy of space with public 
infrastructures.

GURS also operates records of the Slovenian real estate 
market where information on the legal transactions for 
the sale and lease of real estate are kept.

Ana Filipov
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Remote electronic access to information 
from land registers 

Land register insights show information on plots, owner-
ship and encumbrances of real estate.
 
The legal basis is the Land Register Act (Zakon o zemljiški 
knjigi; the Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia 
No. 58/2003 ff) and the Rules on Electronic Access to the 
Computerised General Ledger (Pravilnik o elektronskem 
dostopu do informatiozirane glavne knjige; the Official 
Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia 16/2004). 

Remote electronic access is made via the internet using 
a specific interface, accessible through the portal of the 
Supreme Court of the Republic of Slovenia at http:// 
portal.sodisce.si/vpogledi/zk.portal. Information about re- 

quired software and a description of steps to be taken 
are listed at http://www.sodisce.si/javne_knjige/zemljiska_
knjiga/. To be able to acquire information about real estate, 
the user needs to know the competent land registry court 
and identification number of the plot (i.e. the cadastral 
municipality and plot or entry number). The cost for one 
insight is currently EUR 1.31.

Conclusion 

The electronic access to registers has simplified the 
procedure and shortened the time needed to acquire 
information. However, the data obtained electronically 
can not be characterised as a certified extract from  
the registers. Certified extracts are still issued by the 
competent authority, although the request can be filed 
electronically.

 Remote electronic access to the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the  
 Republic of Slovenia and to land registers provides easy access to public 
information on real estate kept in the registers.
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Ukraine: New Laws Contribute to Successful 
Construction

Ukraine is confidently improving its legal climate for investing in construction. 
This article analyses some major recent improvements in the Ukrainian develop-
ment and construction laws.

Ukrainian development rules – starting from obtaining 
land rights to registering title to new buildings – have dra-
matically changed within the last year, becoming more 
transparent, predictable and efficient. The time and cost 
of development procedures have clearly been reduced.

Land title transfer procedure enhanced 

There are new rules for the transfer of title to private land 
in Ukraine1. Formerly, the buyer of a privately owned plot 
of land could become its owner only upon obtaining a 
new act on title to land. This often took up to a year. Prior 
to getting the act, a buyer could not develop, mortgage, 
sell or otherwise dispose of the land.

This requirement has been eliminated. The buyer now 
becomes the owner of the land once the land depart-
ment registers title. The department must do this within 
14 calendar days after the buyer files the sale-purchase 
agreement. The department marks the transfer on the 
basis of the existing act attached to the agreement. No 
new act is necessary.

Development procedures advanced 

The latest amendments to Ukrainian development laws 
will considerably benefit developers and investors. These 
amendments include:

•	 	Certain	development	procedures	are	no	longer	requi-
red. For example, a construction permit formerly re-
quired to obtain an input data is now obsolete. To 
start development, a land owner or lessee who wi-
shes to develop the land is free to submit its develop-
ment plans to the local authorities, who must then 
provide the relevant input data2. 

•	 	Some	 legal	 changes	 have	 reduced	 development	
costs. One example is that the developer‘s expenses 
for connecting to electricity, gas, water and other uti-
lity networks are subject to reimbursement by the re-
spective utility company3. Another example is that the 
maximum amount of mandatory city infrastructure 
contribution has decreased (i) from 10% to 4% of the 
cost of construction of residential, cultural, educatio-
nal, medical and recreational buildings and (ii)  from 
20% to 10% of the cost of construction of non-resi-
dential and other buildings4. 

•	 	Certain	development	risks	have	diminished.	This,	for	
instance, relates to conducting public hearings, whe-
re the community representatives express their pro-
posals and remarks on a development. In the past, 
the hearings were quite problematic since the develo-
pers had to conduct them after completion of certain 
development steps. There was a risk that, after inves-
ting a large amount of money, a developer would be 
blocked from proceeding further due to negative  
results of public hearings. Since recently, however, a 

Denys Sytnyk / Dmytro Biryuk

1    Sections 1, 2, and 6, Article 126, Land Code of Ukraine, 25 October 2001, No. 2768-III.
2    Article 24, Law of Ukraine „On Planning and Development of Territories“, 20 April 2000, No. 1699-III (Development Law).
3     Subsection 5, Section 4, Part III, Law of Ukraine „On Prevention of Impact of World Financial Crisis on Development of Construction Industry and  

Housing Construction in Ukraine“, 25 December 2008, No. 800-VI.
4    Article 27, Development Law.
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developer must conduct such hearings only before 
expensive development steps, not after.

•	  Some amendments grant developers more favour-
able conditions. For example, the city infrastructure 
contribution is now payable within a month after 
commissioning a building, while until recently it was 
pay able no later than a month prior to planned com-
missioning. The latter often took longer than expec-
ted due to bureaucratic obstacles. The above post-
ponement of payment of the contribution will now 
motivate the local authorities to commission the fini-
shed building as fast as possible in order to get the 
contribution sooner.

Euro 2012 law improved 

The new Euro 2012 Football Championship law provides 
the grounds and procedure for the buyout or compulsory 
expropriation of private property for the Champion-ship’s 
needs5. This law allows for eminent domain with respect 
to private land, residential buildings and other structures.

The law, at the same time, prohibits unlawful deprivation 
of ownership. The buyout of private property requires 
the owner’s consent. Disputes relating to the buyout  
price are subject to court resolution.

The law also releases developers of certain Champion-
ship-related objects from payment of the city infrastruc-
ture contribution6.

Road concessions advantaged 

The new road concession law benefits concessionari-
es substantially more than before. This is because the 
state:

•	 	may	co-finance	construction	and	operation	of	
roads;7

•	 	must	ensure	that	the	purpose	designation	of	the	
land does not change;

•	 	must	warrant	the	absence	of	any	restrictions	or	
encumbrances over the land;

•	 	must	assist	the	concessionary	with	obtaining	
licenses and permits; and

•	 	has	other	rights	and	obligations	under	the	concessi-
on agreement8.

The concessionary, in turn, has the right to construct road 
services on the road lands. Moreover, it is no longer  
required to:

•	 	provide	at	least	90%	of	its	work	places	to	Ukrainian	
citizens during the road construction and operation; or

•	 	use	Ukrainian-produced	construction	materials,	
goods and structures for at least 70% of the value of 
the construction or repair works9.

As can be seen, Ukrainian law continues to become 
friendlier to developers and investors engaged in const-
ruction in Ukraine.

 The latest amendments to Ukrainian development laws will considerably  
 benefit developers and investors.

5  Article 8, Law of Ukraine „On Organizing and Conducting the Final Part of the European Football Championship 2012 in Ukraine“, 19 April 2007, No. 962-V, as restated by 
Law of Ukraine, 5 June 2009, No. 1474-VI (Euro 2012 Law). 

6  Section 3 of Article 7, Euro 2012 Law. 
7  Section 4, Article 2, Law of Ukraine on Concessions on Construction and Operation of Automobile Roads, No. 1286-XIV, dated 14 December 1999 (Original Road 

Concession Law), as restated by Law of Ukraine, No. 891-VI, dated 15 January 2009 (Restated Road Concession Law). 
8  Article 5, Restate Road Concession Law. 
9  Paragraph 1, Article 12, Original Road Concession Law.
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Fundamental Changes to the Romanian 
Real Estate Regime pursuant to Reform 

of the Civil Code 

On 24 July 2009, the new Romanian Civil Code (Cod Civil; RCC) was published 
in the Official Gazette. The reform, initiated more than a decade ago, marks the 
most extensive modification1 of the RCC since its first publication in 1864.

The legislator has, without stating an exact date, envi-
saged the entry into force of the new RCC for 2010. 
Apart from essential modifications to family and con-
tract law, which are not a subject of this article, the over 
1,500 amendments also concern essential parts of the 
real estate law.

The constitutive effect of entries in the 
land register: A Romanian novelty 

According to the current legal regime in Romania, the 
transfer of real estate rights is, unlike in most other civil 
law countries, not linked to the registration of such 
rights in the land register. Such entries have a pure de-
claratory effect. Consequently, it is the parties’ decision 
to select the moment when property is transferred, the 
legal presumption being that property rights are trans-
ferred upon signing the respective sale-purchase ag-
reement. 

After introduction of the new principle, real rights will 
not be transferred prior to their legal registration with 
the land register. The introduction of this principle, long 
awaited by practitioners, will undoubtedly contribute to 
more legal certainty and simplify real estate transactions 
in Romania.

Codification of the superficies right 

Another essential part of the reform concerns the codifi-
cation of the superficies right (drept de superficie), i.e. the 
right to construct on a third party’s land and use the land 
beneath to the extent necessary for the reasonable use of 
the structure. Whereas in the past the Romanian legis-
lator merely confirmed, by way of a decree, the existence 
of such right, the new RCC exhaustively regulates this in-
stitution, often contradicting long established principles.

While in the past it was, for instance, possible to estab-
lish such right by mere oral agreement and, more impor-
tantly, for an undetermined period of time, the new RCC 
requires a written deed and limits its time period to a 
maximum of 99 years2. Further regulated is the case 
when the beneficiary of such right significantly extends 
the structure without the prior consent of the landowner. 
While the establishment, implementation and terminati-
on3 of the right was previously subject to the consent of 
the parties, the landowner will now be legally entitled to 
request the re-establishment of the prior state, otherwise 
termination of the agreement may be requested.

For cases where the parties agreed on a non-gratuitous 
agreement regarding the granting of such right, without 

1    Romania is the sole former communist country in Europe that, apart from amendments to the family law, largely preserved its civil code during this period.
2    It is not yet clear if this provision will also concern such rights established in the past.
3    If the parties did not stipulate a duration, its existence is linked to the existence of the construction; in other words, the right ceases upon destruction of the structure. 

Fabio Maurer
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determining an exact amount, the new RCC provides a 
calculation method for the monthly rent. Considerable in 
this context is the fact that the RCC presumes a monthly 
payment, whereas, according to the Romanian practice, 
the remuneration usually consisted in a one-off payment. 
This ongoing payment has a disadvantage: transfer of 
the right of the monthly payment is restricted if the bene-
ficiary sells the structure. In such case, the landowner 
may only enforce in personam rights towards the benefi-
ciary regarding ongoing payments for the land lease. Ac-
cording to the relevant doctrine, a better alternative 
would have been for the law to presume a one-off pay-
ment representing a percentage of the value of the land.

New provisions in the tenancy law 

A relevant amendment in this field refers to the limitation 
of the duration of lease terms to 30 years. This provision, 
based on the principle stated in the French Civil Codes 
that a lease term concluded “for eternity” (perpetuu), e.g. 
the lifetime of a person or building, is void. Despite the 
existence of this principle already in the old RCC, the 
conclusion of a lease terms of 99 years was considered 
valid. With the entry into force of the new RCC, lease 
terms exceeding 30 years will be ex lege reduced to a 
30-year period. Unanswered, and currently subject to 
controversy, remains the question of whether this provi-
sion will also apply to ongoing lease agreements.

A further novelty is the legal presumption of lease terms 
for certain categories of lease agreements, if such ag-
reements were intended to be concluded for a determi-
ned period without stating the exact duration (e.g. un-
furnished apartment space or office space: one year). 
After expiry of the (presumed) term, the lease agreement 
can be unilaterally terminated by any of the parties4.

Arguably the alteration with the most practical relevan-
ce in this area is the facilitation of the recovery of lease 

objects upon termination of the lease period. If the les-
see refuses to return the lease object upon termination, 
the lessor may use the expired lease agreement as an 
eviction title, if notarised and registered in the land book 
or with the tax authorities, without any involvement of 
the court being necessary. Such right will also be avail-
able for the lessor upon termination of the abovementi-
oned presumptions.

Forecast 

The new chaptering of the Civil Code, as well as the ad-
aption of the original 19th century language to the neces-
sities of modern social and economic life, are undoub-
tedly user friendly. Furthermore, the new RCC regulates 
many previously unknown institutions (e.g. the prenuptial 
agreement – the Romanian family law only knew the 
community of property) or institutions developed by the 
legal practice (e.g. superficies right, alimony contract). 
Moreover, a broad RCC will streamline the current clutter 
of exemption decrees and implementation orders (an is-
sue heavily criticised by the European Commission in its 
progress report of July 2009) and thus contribute to in-
creased legal certainty and a more stable jurisprudence. 

Prior to its entry into force, most likely in 2010, the legis-
lator will have an important assignment in amending or 
repealing various laws currently in force in order to har-
monise the legal system5.

Conclusion 

The new RCC is a step in the right direction, leading the 
Romanian civil law into the 21st century and strengthen 
its position in Europe. However, the near future will  
demonstrate how efficient is the implementation of the 
new provisions – many of them originating in some of the 
most progressive civil codifications in Europe6 – into the 
Romanian legal practice.

 A broad Romanian Civil Code will streamline the current clutter of exemption 
 decrees and implementation orders and thus contribute to increased legal 
certainty and a more stable jurisprudence.

4  If both parties continue to fulfil their obligations, the contract will be tacitly prolonged, within the limits of the 30 year term.  
5  For instance, the Commercial Code, Law no. 7/1996 regarding the publicity of cadastres and Real Estate, Law no. 213/1998, Law no. 247/2005 Title X regarding the transfer of Real Estate, etc.
6  The new RCC mainly adopted provisions from the French Code Civil (after the 2006 amendment), the Swiss ZGB and the Italian Codice Civile.
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The Impact of the EU Third Energy 
Package on Bulgarian Legislation

The third energy package (TEP) aims at the development of the electricity  
and gas markets, particularly the separation of supply and generation activities 
from transmission operations. The TEP further aims to harmonise the powers of 
national energy regulators and to ensure their greater independence, while 
strengthening cooperation between them.

Stefana Tsekova / Elena Rangelova

Independence of network operation 
(unbundling)

Under the provisions of the TEP, the EU member states 
will have the opportunity to choose between three diffe-
rent approaches on more effective unbundling.

•	 	Full	 ownership	 unbundling	 (OU)	 –	 The	 transmission	
system operator (TSO) owns the electricity/gas net-
work and is not controlled, directly or indirectly, by a 
vertically integrated undertaking (VIU) that is also acti-
ve in supply and generation.

•	 	Independent System Operator (ISO) – VIUs retain ow-
nership of their transmission networks but must hand 
over the operation, maintenance and development of 
the transmission system to a separate entity, the ISO.

•	 	An	 Independent	Transmission	Operator	 (ITO)	model	
(the so-called ”third way approach“) – The TSO re-
mains within the VIU but additional regulatory condi-
tions are introduced in order to guarantee the inde-
pendence of the ITO from the VIU.

Bulgaria is one of the eight member states that will deve-
lop the ”third way approach“ in order to avoid implemen-
tation of OU and ISO models. The Bulgarian position on 
unbundling was that the OU option could have negative 
social consequences due to the fact that Bulgarian cus-
tomers depend on a single supplier. 

Currently, in Bulgaria the main activities in generation, 
supply and transmission of electricity and gas are cont-
rolled by the Bulgarian Energy Holding EAD (BEH EAD). 
BEH EAD was incorporated on 18 September 2008 
through a Decision of the Minister of Economy and Ener-
gy as a shareholding company with 100% state owned 
participation. Amongst others, the holding includes:

•	 	NEK	EAD	–	generation	and	transmission	of	electrical	
energy, public supply monopolist, owner of the power 
transmission network, etc;

•	 	ESO	EAD	 (100%	owned	by	NEK	EAD)	–	operation,	
overhaul and maintenance of the transmission net-
work, operational regime planning and control of the 
electrical power system, etc.;

•	 	Bulgargaz	EAD	–	natural	gas	public	supply	mono	polist;
•	 	Bulgartransgaz	EAD	–	transmission,	transit	transmis-

sion and storage of natural gas, maintenance, opera-
tion, management and development of underground 
gas storage. 

The contemplated restructuring of BEH in order to com-
ply with the ITO model is planned to be completed within 
a year and a half. Such restructuring should aim mainly at 
transfer of ownership of the electricity transmission net-
work from NEK EAD to Electricity System Operator EAD, 
as well as legal and organisational unbundling within Bul-
gartrasngas so as to separate the gas transmission sys-
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 The regulator will be entitled to impose ‘effective, proportionate and dissuasive 
 penalties’ against electricity and gas undertakings not complying with their 
obligations or not performing legally binding decision issued by the Commission.

tem from the gas storage system. To achieve this, addi-
tional amendments to the Bulgarian energy legislation 
–  particularly the Energy Act, the regulations on the pri-
ces of electricity and natural gas and trade rules – are 
required.

Independent national regulatory authority

The State Energy and Water Regulatory Commission 
(the Commission) is the Bulgarian energy regulatory body 
for the energy and gas sector. 

An element of the TEP is the commitment of each EU 
country to ensure that its national regulator: 

•	 	is	independent	from	the	interests	of	the	government,	
industry (public and private entities) and the market; 

•	 	has	sufficient	financial	and	technical	capacity	to	per-
form its functions; and 

•	 	is	impartial	and	transparent	in	its	activities.	

Pursuant to the provisions of the ACER Regulation, the 
Bulgarian regulator must obtain greater powers and res-
ponsibilities with regard to the separation of activities 
(transmission and distribution), mandatory investment 
and abuse of dominant position. Furthermore, the regu-
lator will be entitled to impose ”effective, proportionate 
and dissuasive penalties“ against electricity and gas un-
dertakings not complying with their obligations or not 
performing legally binding decision issued by the Com-
mission. This requires further amendments to the Energy 
Act as the Commission does not at present have suffici-
ent powers. Such legislative changes will make the Bul-
garian regulator the most important energy institution in 
the state.

The adoption of the TEP enforces the strengthening of 
the functions of the Commission to control network (grid) 
operators through approval of long-term plans for their 
development and future coordination with ACER. Thus, 

the network (grid) operators can be controlled and the 
necessary investment in electricity grid provided.

Improved customer protection

Customer protection and the consumer rights are among 
the main issues of the TEP. The New Electricity and New 
Gas Directives provide some improved measures on 
consumer protection. Customers will have the right to:

•	 	change	their	electricity	or	gas	supplier,	while	respec-
ting contractual conditions. The change will be per-
formed by the operator(s) concerned within three 
weeks. In addition the customers will not be charged 
for changing suppliers;

•	 	receive	a	final	closure	account	following	any	change	
of gas or electricity supplier no later than six weeks 
after the respective change;

•	 	receive	all	essential	data	related	with	the	electricity	or	
gas consumption;

•	 	be	properly	informed	of	actual	electricity	or	gas	con-
sumption and costs frequently enough to enable 
them to regulate their electricity consumption;

•	 	compensation	and	refund	arrangements,	which	apply	
if contracted service quality levels are not met, inclu-
ding in case of inaccurate or delayed billing.

General customer protection provisions are included in 
the Bulgarian Consumer Protection Act (published State 
Gazette No. 99/2005 as last amended with State Gazet-
te No. 42/2009). The Energy Act introduces specific 
measures to protect consumers in terms of full liberalisa-
tion of the electricity market – for household users and 
small to medium-sized enterprises, electricity at regula-
ted prices is guaranteed. 

The expected implementation in the national legislation 
of the provisions related to customer rights and their pro-
tection will be one of the main and most important chan-
ges in the near future.
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Bulgaria: Effects of Past Amendments to 
the Concessions Act

The controversial amendments to the Concessions Act have been in effect for 
more than a year and a half. At the time of their adoption by the Bulgarian Parlia-
ment they provoked widespread debate amongst the political parties, business 
circles and the Black Sea Municipalities on the anticipated negative consequen-
ces. Now, in the context of an economic crisis, the amendments seem even more 
inappropriate.

Vessela Mirkova

Many of the critics have argued that the amendments 
have created opportunities for corruption in relation to 
the granting of concessions and the performance of con-
cession agreements. The sharp reaction against other 
parts of the amendments, which actually increase the 
possibilities for development of the Black Sea Coast, is 
also not a surprise. The basic amendments can be clas-
sified in several groups.

New outcomes for some of the 
legal provisions

This category includes an attempt to more clearly define 
the content of construction concessions and service con-
cessions. A better differentiation between both types of 
concessions has been achieved. The scope of the con-
struction concession is extended by providing an option 
for partial construction of a concession site.

Another new outcome is an amendment by which the con-
cessionaire bears the entire risk for the construction and 
maintenance of the site and for the management of the 
services. Thus, the unclear wording of the previous text 
according to which the concessionaire undertook “the ma-
jor part of the risk” is gone. Until now, assessment of the 
“non-major part” of the risk and who should bear it was left 
to subjective evaluation and interpretation, influenced by 
the specifics of the respective case. The amendment also 

corresponds to the nature of the concession as a legal in-
strument, which allows for financial compensation of the 
concessionaire precisely because of the fact that it bears 
the risk related to the development and maintenance of the 
concession site.

The newly proposed wording of the text regarding the term 
of the concession was adopted. The idea is a shorter initial 
term to be set with the opportunity for its subsequent pro-
longation within the maximum term (35 years) without exe-
cution of a new procedure. With good reason this proposal 
was subject to sharp critics in view of the opportunities for 
corruption it would create. 

The purpose of the preparation of financial and economic 
analysis prior the starting of the procedure for granting of 
concession is to obtain precise data regarding the invest-
ment costs of the concessionaire for each year, the ex-
pected income, and to analyse the project‘s efficiency ac-
cording to the grantor‘s point of view. Based on these 
conclusions, the term, the concession‘s conditions and 
the concession‘s payment should be determined. By ad-
opting this amendment it became possible to announce 
procedures for short terms, meaning low expected returns 
on investments and limited interest of potential concessio-
naires – whereas a subsequent prolongation and lack of 
competition would entirely change the parameters of the 
initially announced procedure.
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The controversial proposal of the legislator to cancel the 
requirement for preliminary analysis of the state-owned 
sites was not adopted at the second round of parliamen-
tary discussions. Here the Parliament showed common 
sense since such an amendment would have led to a lack 
of control and an increase in the risk of corruption through 
amendments in the agreement during the concession pro-
cess. Business circles sharply criticised an adopted pro-
posal whereby, in case of a breach of a material condition 
of the concession agreement, the grantor is entitled to ter-
minate it without giving the concessionaire time for perfor-
mance. This allows the administration (upon various con-
siderations) to terminate with an immediate effect an 
existing agreement without assessing whether it makes 
economic sense. 

Adjustment of the law in accordance 
with Directive 2004/18/EO

Adopting the amendments removed the non-compliance 
of the law with the European directive, such non-compli-
ance being the promulgation of the concession in the 
State Gazette prior to its announcement in the EU; the 
former practice violated the principal for equal treatment 
of the participants.

Attracting the private sector

A legal option is created for the granting of a concessi-
on to mixed commercial companies in which both the 
public and private sectors participate (public-private 
partnership). An entirely new procedure was establis-
hed for selecting a private partner participating in the 
commercial company which concludes the concession 
agreement.

A positive change is the option for the granting of the 
concession to be initiated by an interested party (inclu-
ding a private sector party), whereby a justified proposal 
and prior investment analysis should be provided. With 
a view to observing the equal treatment of all partici-
pants, an investment intention declared in such a way 

does not create rights or privileges for the person who 
initiated it.

Amendments to the Black Sea 
Coast Development Act

This part of the proposed amendments was subject to 
the most public criticism. Disputes among the ruling 
parties have arisen over perceived intervention by lob-
byists in the preparation of the bill and because the bill 
was not coordinated with some of the groups of Parlia-
ment or with the Black Sea Municipalities.

The proposal to prolong the term of the beach conces-
sion from 10 to 20 years was not approved at the se-
cond reading. This proposal had suspect justifications 
as it is questionable for an activity which does not re-
quire large investments to be the subject of a concessi-
on. Unfortunately, an amendment was adopted accor-
ding to which land adjoining the water for a width of 200 
meters will be subject to a concession. The coastal re-
inforcing utilities, artificial islands and “movable utilities” 
(more often being permanent sites on a concrete base) 
will get twice that amount. This means new possibilities 
for even more (over) development of the Black Sea 
coast. The new decision to permit the leasing of the sea 
coast for a term of up to five years when there is no in-
terest of potential concessionaires is also disputable. 
According to the Bulgarian Constitution, sea beaches 
are exclusive state property and may be managed by 
private parties only through a concession.

Conclusion

Some of the amendments are positive since they im-
prove the existing legal framework. At the same time, 
there are some quite troubling provisions, most probab-
ly influenced by the Black Sea investors. Considering 
the increased possibilities for corruption provided by 
the amendments, control over the administration of 
concessions should be increased and breaches of the 
law strictly sanctioned.

 Many critics have argued that the amendments have created opportunities  
 for corruption in relation to the granting of concessions and the performance 
of concession agreements.
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How the Bulgarian Trade Registry Discloses 
Personal Data on the Internet

A new Bulgarian Trade Registry Act1 (the Act) was enacted on 1 January 2008. 
The Act was drafted to meet the needs for a more transparent and flexible system 
for the registration of new companies in Bulgaria, as well as the registration of all 
existing companies in the new on-line Trade Registry. But does it violate data 
protection principles?

Irena Georgieva

Introduction

The Trade Registry is organised and controlled by the Re-
gistry Agency. It was planned and (after elimination of all 
initial organisational difficulties) works as a unified data 
base, storing data of all companies in Bulgaria and their 
commercial details, which are publicly accessible and 
centralised.

This necessary and positive change in the administration 
is now used (almost two years after its launch) in the every-
day life of businessmen, lawyers, bankers, journalists 
and more. However, one complication concerning the dis-
closure of personal data on the internet remains unresol-
ved and worries many of the people engaged in business 
in Bulgaria.

Free access to public information

The registration of a company in the Trade Registry, or 
the submission of any kind of changes in the file of a re-
gistered company, requires the filing of certain docu-
ments and applications in compliance with the Bulgarian 
Commerce Act. These include resolutions of the general 

meetings of limited liability companies, declarations of the 
lack of any criminal proceedings, applications, powers of 
attorney and state fees.

As in most of the other EU member states, the hard co-
pies of all required documents contain public information 
and can be reviewed by anyone in the office of the Regis-
try Agency. Under the Bulgarian Trade Registry Act, “Any 
person shall have the right of free access to the Trade 
Registry and to the scanned form of the documents on 
the basis of which entries, deletions and disclosures have 
been made […].The Agency shall ensure free access to 
the applications contained in the Trade Registry databa-
se system, the electronic form of the documents atta-
ched thereto and the refusals decreed.”

Online availability of personal data

This means that the on-line version of the company‘s 
file is as comprehensive as its hard copy version. As a 
matter of transparency, the Bulgarian legislator has 
made a major step. Indeed, the participants in the “Tra-
de Registry Project”2 declare the Bulgarian data base to 
be “the most transparent in the whole of Europe”3. 
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However, from a data protection perspective, the un-
fettered release of the personal data of managers, ap-
plicants and traders over the (unsecured) web is consi-
dered by many as a violation of fundamental data 
protection principles.

Even more, the launch of the Trade Registry database 
was accompanied by loud protests since scanned co-
pies of the identity cards of the managers of the Bulga-
rian companies were provided on the official site of the 
Trade Registry. This, together with other information 
about the respective person (e.g. other companies in 
which he is active; shares held in another company, 
etc.), has created a risk of fraud and other abuses.

Currently the position of the Registry Agency (as a regi-
stered personal data administrator) is that the presenta-
tion of identity cards and other detailed personal data of 
all applicants is not obligatory. Scanned copies of iden-
tity cards have now been removed from the on-line ver-
sion of company files.

A violation of data protection principles?

Notwithstanding the above, the question remains: Does 
the release of personal data on the internet through the 
official (and public) site of the Bulgarian Trade Registry 
(http://www.brra.bg) infringe the Personal Data Protec-
tion Act4?

This question was reviewed by the Registry Agency in 
light of Art. 4, Para 1, item 2 of the Personal Data Pro-
tection Act, which states that “Personal data may be 
processed only if […] the individual to whom such data 
relate has given his or her explicit consent”. 

The Registry Agency5 maintains that by signing (manu-
ally or through an electronic signature) the application 
for registration, applicants express their tacit consent 
for their personal data to be disclosed to the public.
However, such signature is in fact required for the sub-
mission of documents to the Trade Registry. Thus, with-
out signing, applicants will not be allowed to change 
their company’s status. In such a case, one has to wonder 
if “consent” has been given at all.

Further, the legitimacy of releasing personal data based 
on a power of attorney or a resolution of a general mee-
ting is also questionable. In other words, does the si-
gnature of the grantor/proxy or the participants in a ge-
neral meeting form a valid consent for the release of 
their personal data or is it rather just a legal expression 
of their will? The answer is far from clear.

At the moment, the Registry Agency and the Personal 
Data Protection Commission are jointly considering how 
to meet the competing needs for a transparent and 
open database of companies and protection of perso-
nal data in the business environment.

 The unfettered release of the personal data of managers, applicants and  
 traders over the (unsecured) web is considered by many a violation of funda-
mental data protection principles.
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Austria: Portfolio Dividends – A Follow-up

The Austrian government recently amended the respective Austrian international 
participation exemption to avoid the unequal treatment of foreign participations  
as compared to domestic participations. The previous provision contradicted the 
European principle of freedom of capital (see Baumann in Roadmap 2009).

The government’s decision followed the Austrian Ad-
ministrative Supreme Court, which ruled in 2008 that  
foreign dividends received from under 10% participations 
(so-called “portfolio dividends”) are tax exempt1, and two 
appeals currently pending before the European Court of 
Justice (ECJ)2 in that regard. 

Effective law

Up to the implementation of the amended international 
participation exemption, only dividend payments recei-
ved from domestic corporations were exempt from cor-
porate income tax in Austria, irrespective of the participa-
tion quote. In case of foreign dividends from participations 
of less than 10%, dividends were not tax exempt. The 
amended international participation exemption, which 
applies for all on 18 June 2009 open fiscal years, equa-
tes foreign portfolio dividends and domestic dividends.

As of the implementation of the new rules, dividend pay-
ments from EU member state corporations, and from 
corporations which are based in an EEA member state 
with an extensive administrative and enforcement co-
operation treaty with Austria (at present only Norway), 
are exempt from Austrian corporate income tax. A mini-
mum participation in the respective foreign participation 
of at least 10% is no longer required.

Dividend distributions from under 10% participations 
based in a non-EU member state or in a EEA member 
state without an extensive administrative and enforce-
ment cooperation treaty with Austria are still subject to 
corporate income tax at the standard flat rate of 25%.

Tax credit or tax exemption

Even though the Administrative Supreme Court ruled in 
the above-named decision that the tax credit method 
and the tax exemption method (in case of withholding 
taxation on the dividend distribution in the foreign state) 
are basically equal to avoid double taxation of dividends, 
and that the tax credit method is to prefer because of 
less intervention into the current Austrian tax law, the 
Austrian legislator introduced the tax exemption method 
for EU/EEA portfolio dividends.

Anti-avoidance rule and switch-over 
to tax credit method

A special anti-avoidance rule has been implemented 
together with the above described amendments by 
which the tax credit method is to be applied instead 
of the tax exemption method if (i) the foreign corpora-
tion is not subject to corporate income tax in the for-
eign jurisdiction, (ii) the applicable corporate income 
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tax rate is more than 10% lower than the Austrian 
corporate tax rate of 25% (i.e. at present less than 
15%) or (iii) the foreign corporation is subject to a cor-
porate income tax exemption in the state of residen-
cy. Under the tax credit method, the foreign corporate 
tax burden is credited against the Austrian corporate 
tax. 

Outlook

As the Austrian legislator has not waited for the answer of 
the ECJ on the questions raised by the UFS in fall 2008, 
it is still questionable whether the amended international 
participation exemption is in line with EU principles. Ac-
cordingly, the ECJ decisions are being eagerly awaited.
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 According to recent amendments to the Austrian international participation  
 exemption, taxation of dividends from EU and Norwegian participations of 
less than 10% is on a par with the taxation of domestic dividends. Taxation of such 
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still outstanding in that regard, which could lead to further amendments of the  
respective rules.
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Austrian Group Taxation: 
Recapture of Foreign Losses

Foreign losses of a non-Austrian corporation that is a member of an Austrian tax 
group may be utilised in Austria. However, such foreign losses are subject to recap-
ture in Austria when they become utilisable abroad or the non-Austrian group mem-
ber leaves the Austrian tax group. Besides cases where the non-Austrian group 
member actually leaves the tax group, substantial changes of the scale of the busi-
ness of the non-Austrian group member constitute a foreign loss recapture event. 
Consequently, reorganisations of a non-Austrian corporation that is a member of 
an Austrian tax group should be closely monitored to avoid an unexpected recap-
ture of foreign losses in Austria.

Utilisation of foreign losses in Austria

Under the Austrian group taxation regime, profits and 
losses of group members are attributed to the group pa-
rent. An Austrian tax group may also include (first tier) 
non-Austrian subsidiaries, and foreign losses of such 
non-Austrian group members may be utilised in Austria 
in proportion to the shareholding in the non-Austrian 
group member. By providing for an immediate utilisation 
of such foreign losses, the Austrian group taxation re-
gime exceeds the standards set by the European Court 
of Justice (ECJ 13 December 2005, Cs C-446/03, Marks 
& Spencer) in this respect and may be an attractive tool 
for tax planning.

Recapture of foreign losses in Austria
 
In principle, foreign losses of a non-Austrian group mem-
ber must be utilised abroad. Therefore, foreign losses 
that are (immediately) utilised in Austria have to be recap-
tured in Austria at the time they become utilisable ab-
road. This should avoid potential double dips with foreign 
losses in Austria and abroad. As a consequence of the 
foreign loss recapture, the (immediate) utilisation of for-

eign losses in Austria is of a temporary nature and effec-
tively results in a tax deferral in Austria.

A final recapture of foreign losses in Austria applies if a 
non-Austrian group member leaves the tax group. This 
recapture includes the entire foreign losses, irrespective 
of whether already used in Austria to set off profits or 
carried forward at the level of the group parent that have 
been utilised in Austria but not recaptured until that time. 
Whether the non-Austrian group member ultimately has 
the possibility to utilise the foreign losses abroad is not 
taken into consideration in this final recapture of foreign 
losses.

The recapture mechanism does not apply if the non-Aus-
trian group member leaves the tax group within the first 
three years of being a member of the tax group. In such 
case, all tax consequences relating to the non-Austrian 
corporation having been a member of the tax group must 
be reversed as if the non-Austrian corporation had never 
been a member of the tax group. This is because an 
Austrian tax group must exist for at least three years to 
be effective (i.e. the non-Austrian group member must 
be a member of the tax group for at least three years).
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Leave of the non-Austrian group member

Alienation of shares in the non-Austrian 
group member

In principle, a non-Austrian group member leaves the 
tax group if the shares in the non-Austrian group mem-
ber are alienated (to a purchaser other than another 
Austrian group member). According to the Austrian Fe-
deral Ministry of Finance, also partial alienation of sha-
res in a non-Austrian group member which remains a 
member of the tax group despite the share sale (i.e. 
participation in the registered capital and the voting 
rights of the non-Austrian corporation stays above 50%) 
may lead to a recapture of foreign losses. In such case, 
the recapture of foreign losses would apply in proporti-
on to the reduction of the shareholding. Previously, it 
was possible to avoid a scenario where the non-Austri-
an group member (partially) left the tax group by certain 
reorganisations at the level of the non-Austrian group 
member, e.g. by spinning-off the loss generating busi-
ness. Such reorganisations did not trigger a recapture 
of foreign losses even if the non-Austrian group mem-
ber was a mere shell company as a result of the reorga-
nisation. However, the introduction of the following re-
capture event, with effect from 1 July 2009, restricted 
these reorganisation possibilities.

Deemed leave of the non-Austrian 
group member

A non-Austrian group member is deemed to have left the 
tax group if the scale of the business, qualified parts of 
the business, or assets that are not attributable to a busi-
ness of the non-Austrian group member has decreased 
to such an extent that from an overall economic per-
spective it is no longer comparable to the scale at the 
time the foreign losses were created. When determining 
the scale of the business or a qualified part of the busi-
ness of the non-Austrian group member, factors such as 
turnover, contract volume, fixed and current assets, ba-
lance sheet total and number of employees have to be 
considered. According to the Austrian Federal Ministry of 
Finance, comparability within the present context is lost 
if the decrease in scale amounts to at least 75%.

If the non-Austrian group member is deemed to have left 
the tax group, the recapture of foreign losses applies to 

those foreign losses that were utilised in Austria until the 
scale of the business of the non-Austrian group member 
became no longer comparable to the scale of the busi-
ness (qualified part of the business or certain assets) at 
the time the losses were generated. Accordingly, if the 
non-Austrian group member sells its entire business, the 
foreign losses that were generated by this business may 
be subject to recapture. The recapture of foreign losses 
may become more complex where the scale of the busi-
ness of the non-Austrian group member varies over time 
and there is a creeping decrease in the scale of the busi-
ness – e.g. the non-Austrian group member sold a part 
of its business several years ago and now downsizes the 
remaining part of the business. Here, the foreign loss re-
capture may apply to foreign losses of specific years only.

The deemed leave of a non-Austrian group member as a 
foreign loss recapture event applies to fact patterns con-
stituted after 30 June 2009. As this may be interpreted to 
mean that the recapture applies in cases where the loss 
of comparability occurs as of 1 July 2009, this recapture 
event may have an indirect retroactive effect (because a 
decrease in the scale of the business, a qualified part of 
the business, or certain assets of the non-Austrian group 
member over previous years of group membership would 
have to be taken into consideration).

Liquidation of the non-Austrian group 
member and termination of tax group

A foreign loss recapture event also arises if the non-
Austrian group member is liquidated or becomes in-
solvent. In this specific case, the amount of foreign 
losses that is subject to recapture may be reduced by 
previous non-tax-effective depreciation to the lower 
going concern value provided there has been an actu-
al and final loss of assets. If the amount of the non-
tax-effective depreciation exceeds the amount of the 
foreign losses that are subject to (final) recapture, it 
has been argued that a retroactive reduction of previ-
ous foreign loss recaptures should be possible.

Upon termination of the tax group, either entirely or 
with respect to the non-Austrian group member, a re-
capture of foreign losses only applies if the tax group 
has existed for at least three years (in case of earlier 
termination the entire tax consequences of the tax 
group must be reversed; see above).
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Need for careful planning of reorganisations

The Austrian group taxation regime has been implemen-
ted with effect as of 2005. Consequently, many of the 
newly established tax groups have been in place for the 
minimum three year period a tax group must exist to be 
effective. Such tax groups may now consider reorganisa-
tions within the tax group without affecting the existence 
of the tax group to date.

However, where the contemplated reorganisation con-
cerns a non-Austrian group member, it must be kept in 
mind that reorganisations that result in the liquidation of, 
or the transfer of the shares in, the non-Austrian group 
member, or that affect the business of the non-Austrian 

group member, may cause the non-Austrian group mem-
ber to leave the tax group, thereby giving rise to a foreign 
loss recapture event.

Therefore, reorganisations, such as mergers, conversi-
ons or split-ups of the non-Austrian group member; and 
spin-offs or contributions of the shares in the non-Austri-
an group member, or a business or qualified part of the 
business of the non-Austrian group member, should be 
carefully planned in advance. Equally, all other measures 
that impact on the business of the non-Austrian group 
member should be regularly monitored in order to ensure 
that a potential creeping decrease in the scale of the 
business of the non-Austrian group member is timely re-
cognised and that appropriate action may be taken.

 Reorganisations in connection with a non-Austrian group member may have  
 the effect that the non-Austrian group member leaves the tax group and  
foreign losses have to be recaptured. Equally, the (in certain cases even minor)  
decrease in the scale of a business or a qualified part of the business of the non-
Austrian group member may have such consequences.
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Numerous travelling scholarships and sponsorship grants. 

Solo exhibitions [ selection ] 
Sherman Galleries, Sydney, Australia; Galerie Hametner, Stoob, Burgenland, Austria; Galerie Tangente, Liechtenstein; 
Bunkamura Gallery, Tokyo, Japan; Dialog Galleries, Seattle, USA; Paul Greenaway Galleries, Adelaide, Australia;  
Künstlerhaus Thurn & Taxis, Bregenz, Austria; Pimmingstorfer Galerie, Austria; Galerie Glacis, Graz, Austria; Galerie 3, 
Klagenfurt, Austria; Burch und Klemm Galerie, Berlin, Germany; Freedman Lesch Fine Arts, New York, USA; Galerie 
Chelsea, Laufen, Basle, CH; Centro de Arte Helio Otticica, together with Richard Serra, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil;  Trienna-
le of Contemporary Art, Hong Kong, Asia; Trierenberg Arts, Traun, Austria; Galerie im Turm, Berlin, Germany; Roche 
Austria, Vienna, Austria; Christopher Leonard Galleries, New York, USA; International Festival of Arts, at Marcel  
Marceau, Cahours, France;  Dick Ebert Galleries, San Francisco,USA; Kapsch, Vienna, Austria; Galerie Vogelhofer, 
Schwertberg, Austria

Group exhibitions [ selection ]
Kunstverein Schloss Bodenburg, Germany; Schlosseisenstrasse, Waidhofen an der Ybbs, Austria; Lentos Museum, 
Linz, Austria; Realities Galleries, Melbourne, Australia; Manning Galleries, Adelaide, Australia; Künstlerhaus Thurn & 
Taxis, Bregenz, Austria; The Blue, Tokyo, Japan; Galerie im Schloss Wolkersdorf, Wolkersdorf, Austria; Kunstverein 
Mistelbach, Mistelbach, Austria; Galerie Wolfrum, Vienna, Austria

Numerous international actions and performances at home and abroad [ selection ]  
Concerts for two pianos with Gerald Futscher, Austria, Japan, USA, Australia; Performances with Ulrich Plieschnig,  
India, Indonesia, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania, USA, Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, Europe

Films and Videos [ selection ]
Hommage the 5 minutes, Video,  The one eye and one finger story, Video, The Anjuna Balance, Film in cooperation with 
Klaus Spiess, Lifebuoy, Videoinstallation in cooperation with Ulrich Plieschnig and  Harald Weisz

Books [ selection ]
Schwarz auf Weiss [Black on white], drawings, Brambilla Edition, Italy; Inner Movement, work block Australia, Sherman 
Edition, Sydney, Australia; Une longue histoire, work cycle, travel report from Australia, Sherman Galleries publication, 
Sydney, Australia; Hundreds of seconds of moments, illustrated book, Donald Edition, Sydney, Australia; Multiple, Do it 
yourself, Marcher Edition, Vienna, Austria; Multiple, Hommage de 5 minutes, video still, Vienna, Austria; Multiple, Dem 
Hund auf den Schwan gekommen. Short philosophical treatise on art, Vienna, Austria; Dem leichten Schlaf ein Esels-
ohr, Triton Verlag, Vienna, Austria; Dalpra-Plieschnig Performance, illustrated book, Triton Verlag; Multiple, The one eye 
and one finger story, video, Anjuna, India; book on sculpture, video film, Fattoria il Poggio, Italy; Layers of meaning, 
colour catalogue, Vienna, Austria; India Matrix, illustrated book of performance, Wolf Edition, Anjuna, India; Multipli-
cation; the multiple object in art, 24 pages, Zara Stanhope Edition, Sydney, Australia; Bocca della Verità, Kunstverein 
Bad Salzdetfurth, Germany; Gemälde – die Sammlung [Collection of paintings], Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz, Austria; 
Sculptures 1995 – 2005, Neugebauer Verlag, Graz, Drawings and Paintings 2005, Neugebauer Verlag, Graz.

www.dalpra.at
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offices
Austria: A-1010 Wien, Tuchlauben 17, T: +43 1 534 37 - 0, F: +43 1 534 37 6100, E: office@schoenherr.at 
Belgium: B-1000 Bruxelles, Avenue de Cortenbergh 52, T: +32 2 743 40 40, F: +32 2 743 40 49,
E: office@schoenherr.be 
Bulgaria: Advokatsko druzhestvo Andreev, Stoyanov & Tsekova in cooperation with Schoenherr, BG-1000 Sofia, 
Alabin 56, T: +359 2 933 10 70, F: +359 2 986 11 05, E: office@schoenherr.bg 
Croatia: Schönherr Rechtsanwälte GmbH - Podružnica Zagreb, HR-10000 Zagreb, Ulica kneza Branimira 29 III, 
T: +385 1 4606 948, F: +385 1 4606 935, E: office@schoenherr.hr
Czech Republic: CZ-110 00 Praha 1, nám. Republiky 1079/1a, T: +420 225 996 500, F: +420 225 996 555, 
E: office@schoenherr.cz 
Hungary: H-1024 Budapest, Buday László utca 12., T: +36 1 345 87 78, F: +36 1 345 87 77, E: office@schoenherr.hu 
Poland: PL-00-120 Warszawa, ul. Złota 59, T: +48 22 222 42 00, F: +48 22 222 42 99, office@schoenherr.pl 
Romania: RO-010413 București, Blvd. Dacia Nr. 30, Etaj 7, Sector 1, T: +40 21 319 67 90, F: +40 21 319 67 91, 
E: office@schoenherr.ro 
Serbia: Moravčević Vojnović Zdravković oad in cooperation with Schoenherr, SRB-11000 Beograd, Francuska 27, 
T: +381 11 320 26 00, F:+381 11 320 26 10, E: office@schoenherr.rs 
Slovakia: SK-811 06 Bratislava, nám. 1. mája 18 (Park One), T: +421 2 571 007 01, F: +421 2 571 007 02, 
E : office@schoenherr.sk
Slovenia: SI-1000 Ljubljana, Tomšičeva 3, T: +386 1 200 09 80, F: +386 1 426 07 11, E: office@schoenherr.si 
Ukraine: UA-01033 Kyiv, 44 Shota Rustaveli Street, T: +38 044 220 10 46, F: +38 044 220 10 45, 
E: office@schoenherr.co.ua 

In all jurisdictions, Schoenherr’s operations (including cooperation with independent attorneys) are in compliance with 
relevant law and other rules and regulations, in particular rules of professional conduct.




